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Abstract
Today's VSTOL aircraft designer is in need of an accurate theoretical model which
can swiftly evaluate various ejector configurations. Previous attempts at developing
such a model have been either over-simplified to the point of questionable accuracy,
or so computationally expensive that optimization studies were not practical.
A viscous-inviscid interaction technique is advocated as both an efficient and
accurate means of predicting the performance of two-dimensional thrust augment-
ing ejectors. The flow field is subdivided into a viscous region that contains the
turbulent jet, and an inviscid region that contains the ambient fluid drawn into the
device. The inviscid region is computed with a higher-order panel method, while an
integral method is used for the description of the viscous part. The strong viscous-
inviscid interaction present within the ejector is simulated in an iterative process
where the two regions influence each other en route to a converged solution. This
formulation retains much of the essential physics of the problem, but at the same
time requires only a small amount of computing effort.
The model is applied to a variety of parametric and optimization studies involv-
ing ejectors having either one or two primary jets. The effects of nozzle placement,
inlet and diffuser shape, free stream speed, and ejector length are investigated.
The inlet shape for single-jet ejectors is optimized for various free stream speeds
and Reynolds numbers. Optimal nozzle location and tilt are identified for various
dual-jet ejector configurations.
In all cases, it is found that the dual-jet ejector out performs its single-jet coun-
terpart. This fact is attributed to enhanced mixing due to an increase in the effective
ejector length.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Fundamental Physics Underlying Thrust Aug-
mentation
A thrust augmenting ejector is a device capable of increasing the thrust produced by
a propulsive jet nozzle through purely fluid mechanical means. The ejector consists
of a high momentum primary jet that is exhausted into the confines of an aerody-
namic shroud (see Figure 1.1). As the jet evolves, it entrains some of the ambient
fluid contained within the ejector, thereby causing it to be swept downstream and
through the ejector exit. The fluid lost to the jet entrainment is replaced by a
secondary stream induced to flow in through the ejector inlet. As the secondary
flow is accelerated around the leading edges of the ejector shroud, it lowers the local
surface pressure in these regions. The resulting leading edge suctions create aero-
dynamic forces that have a large component in the direction of the primary nozzle
thrust. These forces, together with the increased momentum flux of the primary
nozzle due to the lowered pressure within the ejector, augment the force produced
by the primary jet.
It is clear that the ability of the jet to entrain ambient fluid provides the mech-
anism of thrust augmentation. Most investigators refer to the effect of entrainment
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Figure 1.1: Thrust augmenting ejector concept
as "mixing" since the primary and entrained secondary flow become indistinguish-
able at the ejector exit station. The mixing that takes place within the ejector is
due to a complex, turbulent process. While little is known about the details of the
mixing process, the consequences of mixing are well understood. Ejectors perform
optimally when the mixing process uniformly distributes the excess energy of the
primary jet such that the exiting flow is at a thermodynamic state midway between
the primary and secondary streams. Although to approach this limit of complete
mixing is the goal of all ejector designs, the current lack of theoretical understand-
ing of the mixing process has led to many configurations that are far from optimal.
Theoretical models that realistically predict the mixing process are required to aid
in the design of optimal ejectors.
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Figure 1.2: Ejector-fitted VSTOL aircraft
1.2 Application to VSTOL Aircraft Technology
The magnitude of the ejector effect is surprisingly large. Several investigators[I]
have observed more than double the thrust produced by the primary jet alone.
Because of its demonstrated potential as a thrust boosting device, the ejector has
become an attractive component for advanced aerodynamics designs=
One important application of the thrust augmenting ejectors is found in vertical
and short takeoff or landing (VSTOL) aircraft where there is a need for a large
source of powered lift. In the ejector-powered vertical takeoff aircraft concept, the
high pressure gas developed by the turbine engines is directed through a pair of
ejectors mounted along the fuselage at the wing roots (see Figure 1.2). The ejectors
boost the primary thrust to a level greater than the weight of the aircraft, thereby
allowing it to rise vertically. Once sufficient altitude has been gained, the aircraft
makes a conversion to forward flight by smoothly transferring the jet exhaust from
the ejectors to the main horizontally thrusting nozzles. When the conversion is
complete, the ejectors are covered over with movable doors to eliminate unnecessary
drag. A vertical landing is achieved by repeating the takeoff procedure in reverse
order.
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1.3 Previous Work
Ejectors have been studied in connection with thrust augmentation since the mid
1920's. Today there exists a tremendous literature pertaining to ejector theory
and performance. Comprehensive surveys of this work can be found in the review
articles by Porter and Squyers[1] and Quinn[2]. The article by Porter and Squyers
lists more than 1600 references. As a small subset of these, a selected number of
important theoretical works are highlighted in this section.
The first theoretical study of ejectors was a control volume analysis given by von
Karman[3]. In that analysis and those that followed[4,5,6] the ejector was treated as
a black box where the conservation laws were required to hold only in a global sense
between the entrance and exit stations. These control volume analyses have been
quite useful in illustrating the importance of complete mixing as well as establishing
theoretical limits to the maximum possible thrust augmentation.
In the control volume approach, the details of the ejector mixing process are
collapsed into a single mixing efficiency parameter. This step allows simple analytic
expressions for the thrust augmentation ratio to be determined. Unfortunately, the
resulting expressions contain the mixing efficiency parameter as an unknown quan-
tity. Most investigators have accepted this fact and have simply plotted performance
curves with the mixing efficiency appearing as an undetermined parameter. In spite
of the inability to connect the mixing efficiency to a particular ejector configura-
tion, the control volume analyses are still useful in quantifying the importance of
the degree of mixing. In addition, theoretical limits on the maximum possible thrust
augmentation are established through the analyses by letting the mixing efficiency
approach unity.
Without the ability to predict the ejector mixing process, the control volume
analysis alone is not a powerful enough method to be used in conjunction with
ejector design. The analysis can be supplemented with empirical information con-
cerning the mixing efficiency, but this would require perhaps dubious extrapolations
of the experimental data to investigate designs outside of the existing data base.
A better alternative is to supplement the control volume analysis with a realistic
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theoretical model of the turbulent mixing process.
Much of the recent effort in ejector development has focused on developing
realistic theoretical models of the mixing process. The basic approach in many con-
temporary works is to incorporate a turbulence model in the approximate solution
to the Navier-Stokes equations which govern the ejector flow. If the turbulence
model is reliable, the numerical simulations are able to predict the performance of
an arbitrary ejector configuration. It is therefore possible to use these techniques
to aid in ejector design.
A few investigators have attempted to model the ejector mixing process through
a direct finite difference solution to the Navier-Stokes equations [7,8]. While the
results have been encouraging, there is a practical problem in that these solutions
require enormous amounts of computing time, even on the fastest class of computers.
A single thin-layer Navier-Stokes calculation performed by Lasinski et al. [8], for
example, took on the order of ten hours of processor time on a CDC 7600 machine.
This sort of demand for computational power makes a full Navier Stokes simulation
impractical for ejector design studies where hundreds of different configurations
must be evaluated.
An alternative solution technique, known as the viscous-inviscid matching pro-
cedure, was first applied to the ejector mixing problem by Bevilaqua [9]. By
making approximations locally and incorporating some of the known properties
of jets, Bevilaqua was able to dramatically reduce the computational effort needed
to model the ejector mixing process. Later improvements and extensions of this
idea by Sevilaqua[10,11], Wavella[12,13], and Lund[14] have increased the accuracy
and usefulness of the viscous-inviscid technique.
In the viscous-inviscid method, the flow field is divided into two separate regions.
The turbulent flow consisting of the primary jet and mixed flow make up the viscous
region, while the secondary, mainly irrotational flow makes up the inviscid region.
Independent approximations are made in each region to simplify the problem while
still resolving the important flow physics. The two regions are solved simultaneously
in an iterative process that simulates the interaction between the jet and the ambient
fluid. When the process converges, the flow variables are continuous at the juncture
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between the viscous and inviscid zones.
The efficient nature of the viscous-inviscid technique is attributed to its ability
to utilize different approximations within the viscous and inviscid regions. The
viscous-inviscid models developed to date have treated the inviscid region within a
potential flow framework, and the viscous flow under a thin shear layer assumption.
These are good local approximations that lead to a pair of relatively simple problems
for which efficient solution techniques exist. The need to iterate between the two
solutions does not become a great concern since each of the individual solution
procedures are orders of magnitude more efficient than a Navier-Stokes solution.
Bevilaqua's original viscous-inviscid model[9] did not resolve the entire inviscid
portion of the flow. In this first model, the inviscid secondary flow was assumed
to be uniform at the ejector inlet station. Bevilaqua furthermore assumed that
the jet could be modeled with a self-similar solution. These assumptions led to
an extremely streamlined solution procedure that only required marching an initial
value problem with a single unknown.
While the validity of the uniform secondary flow assumption as well as the self-
similar jet solution could be disputed, Bevilaqua's original viscous-inviscid model
illustrated a concept that could easily be improved to simulate the ejector flow
field more accurately. In his two later works[10,11], Bevilaqua improved his original
model by fully resolving the secondary flow with a combined panel/vortex lattice
technique. The jet model was also improved by replacing the self-similar solution
with a finite difference solution to the thin shear layer equations. These improved
models were used successfully to predict the behavior of the ejector performance as
a limited number of geometrical parameters were varied.
While Bevilaqua's improved viscous-inviscid technique represented the ejector
flow physics quite realistically, the use of a finite difference solution in the viscous
region reduced the overall efficiency of the method. In an effort to regain some of
the lost efficiency while still maintaining an accurate solution, Tavella[12] developed
an integral method for the viscous portion of the flow field. By making some
reasonable assumptions regarding the shape of the velocity profile, Tavella was able
to formulate a method that could generate essentially the same information as the
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finite difference calculation at a small fraction of the computational time. In a later
work[13], Tavella combined his integral method with a conformal mapping solution
for the inviscid flow. The resulting algorithm was nearly as efficient as Bevilaqua's
original work, but produced a more realistic simulation of the ejector flow field.
One criticism of Tavella's viscous-inviscid model is that the conformal mapping
technique used for the inviscid flow imposed a practical limitation on the shape of
the ejector shroud. The method was restricted to shrouds that could be described
by small perturbations to flat plates. An additional shortcoming of Tavella's model
(and Bevilaqua's later models) was that the thickness of the jet was ignored in the
inviscid solution. In both Tavella's and Bevilaqua's models, the jet was treated as a
line of sinks along the ejector centerline, whose strengths were determined from the
entrainment predicted by the viscous jet calculation. Accordingly, the flow variables
were matched at the ejector channel centerline and not the viscous-inviscid interface.
1.4 Present Work
The objective of the present work is to improve upon the existing viscous-inviscid
matching techniques in order to create an accurate and robust model that is efficient
enough to be used as an ejector design tool. The improvements entail both a
synthesis and extension of the existing methods. These may be summarized as
follows:
1. Use a higher-order panel method for the inviscid flow so that arbitrary shroud
shapes can be studied.
2. Combine the higher-order panel method with the integral method of solution
for the viscous flow.
3. Take the jet thickness into account in the inviscid solution and thereby match
the flow variables at the viscous-inviscid boundary as opposed to the ejector
channel centerline.
4. Extend the integral method for the case of an ejector with two primary jets.
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5. Develop a second complete viscous-inviscid model for a dual-jet ejector.
A secondary objective of this work is to use the improved viscous-inviscid models
to learn more about the performance characteristics of ejectors. In particular the
aim is to:
1. Quantify the impact on performance when several ejector geometrical param-
eters are systematically varied.
2. Quantitatively compare the performance of a dual-jet ejector with a single-jet
ejector for a large range of configurations and operating conditions.
3. Use the models in some practical design problems to optimize the geometry
for several different operating conditions.
1.4.1 Theoretical Framework
In the present work, several simplifying assumptions are made at the outset. These
assumptions are designed to limit the scope of the problem while not being so
restrictive that the analysis is of limited value. The assumptions may be listed as
follows:
1. The mean flow is assumed to be steady.
2. The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional.
3. The flow is assumed to be incompressible.
The first assumption limits the analysis to steady flow ejectors. Most ejector designs
are of this type, even though pulsed flow ejectors [15,16,17] have shown to produce
more efficient mixing.
In the second assumption, the ejector flow field is idealized as being two-dimen-
sional. This assumption is a reasonable approximation since many ejector designs
have moderately large aspect ratios. Excluding the end regions, the bulk of the flow
in real ejectors should behave as if it were two-dimensional. The three-dimensional
effects that occur in the comer regions almost always lower the ejector performance.
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Hence, the two-dimensional calculations can be considered to be an upper bound
for the performance values that will be found in practice.
The third assumption limits the analysis to incompressible flow. This assump-
tion is perhaps the most restrictive, since most of the modern ejectors are designed
to operate with primary jet exit Mach numbers high enough to induce compressibil-
ity effects. The incompressible flow assumption can be viewed as a simplification
necessary to limit the scope of the analysis in the first step towards producing a
general, efficient ejector model. Once a methodology is established and tested for
incompressible flow, it should be relatively simple to extend the model to include
compressibility effects. In any event, the results of the present analysis are expected
to produce a reasonable estimate of ejector performance for moderate primary jet
Mach numbers. A more precise analysis of the applicability of the present model to
compressible flows is given in Appendix A.
1.5 Overview
The thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 2 introduces a control volume
analysis that illustrates some of the basic properties of ejectors. Chapter 3 discusses
the viscous-inviscid approach a_ it applies to the ejector problem. In Chapter 4 the
higher-order panel method used for the inviscid solution is presented. Chapter 5
contains a derivation of the integral methods for both single and dual-jet ejectors.
The matching procedure used to drive the iteration between the viscous and inviscid
solutions is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains the results of both the
parametric and optimization studies. Finally, a summary and some of the major
conclusions are listed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Classical Analysis
Theoretical analyses of ejectors can be grouped into two categories: (1) approximate
solutions to the equations of motion and (2) control volume analysis. In the first
of these two categories, the flow variables are determined at each point within the
ejector by employing a numerical technique to solve the appropriate equations of
motion. This type of analysis resolves the details of the mixing process and can
therefore be used to learn more about the physics of thrust augmentation. Although
the numerical simulation approach yields a wealth of information about the ejector
flow field, it is difficult to implement. The control volume approach, on the other
hand, is easy to implement and gives analytical results that provide some useful
information about the global properties of ejectors. Before the advent of computers,
control volume approaches were used almost exclusively to analyze ejectors. Today,
the results of these classical analyses are still useful in validating modern numerical
simulations. A control volume analysis is presented here to provide some insight
to the properties of ejectors and to be used later to support the results of the
viscous-inviscid numerical simulation.
2.1 Control Volume Analysis
In the control volume approach the ejector is treated at a black box where conser-
vation of mass, momentum, and energy are required to hold only between the inlet
11
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12 CHAPTER 2. CLASSICAL ANALYSIS
and exit stations. Global quantities such as the thrust augmentation ratio are de-
termined without regard to the details of the mixing taking place within the ejector.
The analysis is incomplete in this regard, and the degree of mixing is input as a
known parameter. In spite of the need to specify a measure of mixing efficiency, the
control volume analysis can show how the inlet velocity non-uniformity, free stream
speed, and the addition of a diffuser affect the thrust augmentation ratio.
Control volume approaches have been widely used in the past. The original pa-
per by von Karman[3] for incompressible flow ejectors without diffusers has been fol-
lowed by several extensions to compressible flow, diffusers, and forward speed[4,5,6].
In this chapter the existing results are unified into a single analysis valid for incom-
pressible flow.
Control volume analyses require the mixing process to take place either at con-
stant pressure or for constant area. The analysis which is given here is for constant
area mixing. The flow is also assumed to be incompressible and one-dimensional.
The equations of motion for incompressible flow are
Ou Ov
_+N=0 (Zl)
Ou Ou 10p 1 Or
uN+vN+ - (2.2)p Ox p Oy
where v is the turbulent shear stress. The continuity equation is used to rewrite
the momentum equation as
0 ( 1 ) Ouv 10v (2.3)5-; u2+_p + o----_-=poy
Equations (2.1) and (2.3) are now integrated across the ejector channel of constant
half-width H. The configurations are assumed to be symmetric so that it is sufficient
to consider only the upper half-plane.
°foH0"_ udy + v(H) - v(0) = 0 (2.4)
[ _2+ dy+ _(H)v(H)- u(0)_(o)= (,-(H)- ,-(0)) (2.5)
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Figure 2.1: Ejector control volume schematic
At the channel centerline, both the vertical component of velocity v and the shear
stress v vanish by symmetry. At the channel wall, the v component of velocity again
vanishes and the shear stress may be neglected (the skin friction may be incorpo-
rated later through an appropriate loss factor). With these ideas the conservation
integrals become
Define the average properties
n u dv = (2.6)const
u 2 + -_p dy = const (2.7)
Consider the schematic of the ejector shown in Figure 2.1. The conservation inte-
grals are applied between stations 0 and 2 to give
_,= -_ udv (2.1o)
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1#p= -_ pdy (2.11)
and the velocity skewness parameter
1 fH u2dy
Ig (2.12)
The velocity skewness parameter can be found in many of the previous control
volume approaches[3,6,5]. It provides a measure of the flow non-uniformity. A
uniform flow has a skewness value of 1, while increasingly non-uniform flows have
higher values of the skewness parameter. In physical terms, the skewness parameter
for incompressible flow is proportional to the ratio of the momentum flux to the
square of the mass flux. Thus a flow with a skewness factor greater than unity
contains more momentum than does a uniform flow with the same mass flux.
Using the above definitions, Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) may be written in terms of the
averaged quantities
' 0  -)ooul_ + - =
(
_,u,_+ 1- _o_o+ 1- _o= _2_ + _ (2.14)
As an approximation, the primary nozzle is modeled as a point source of momentum.
That is, the dimension of the nozzle is allowed to become arbitrarily small while
the momentum flux is held fixed. The exit velocity is required to be unbounded in
this instance in such a way that the nozzle is a singular point of finite momentum
flux but with no associated mass flux.
t
The point source approximation is introduced by letting _ ---, 0 while fil ---*
such that -2 tAlul- _ _ To/pH. Then the above equations become
To 1 1
+ _o_o+ _po = _] + _p---_-
Bernoulli's equation is averaged across the channel to give
(2.15)
(2.16)
P= PT - 1/2p(A_ 2 - u_) (2.17)
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Assume that only a negligible amount of mixing takes place in the diffuser. Under
this assumption, the flow between stations 2 and 3 is isentropic. The Bernoulli
equation can therefore be applied between these two stations to give
_2 - _ = -1/2p(A2_ - _3_) (2.18)
The exit pressure must be equal to the atmospheric value. Thus _ = p_t,_. Conser-
vation of mass requires u3 = (H/W)_2. The skewness factors A2 and A3 are equal
since the process is isentropic. Making use of these results, the above equation
becomes ]
Bernoulli's equation may also be applied to the inviscid portion of the inlet flow to
give
- P,,m = -1/2p()_ofi_ - uL) (2.20)
Equations (2.15), (2.16), (2.19), and (2.20) are now combined to yield
( 3_2__] 2= 2 + ._2
where a measure of the free stream speed, 7, is defined as
72_ Pu2 H
To
The thrust augmentation ratio is defined as
¢ = ff _,3(u3- u_)dvf_Ul(Ul- uoo)dv
t
As before, let y ---* 0. Then the above equation may be written as
(2.22)
(2.23)
(_- u_3)-_
¢ = To (2.24)
pH
Again assume A3 = A2. Then using the mass conservation relation, u3 -- (H/W)fi2,
as well as the definition of the free speed parameter given in Eq. (2.22), the above
relation becomes
¢=._2 _2 H
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Equation (2.21) is used to give the final result
2 + _,_ H _1 2 + 7 2
The velocity skewness parameters A0 and A2 can not be determined by the control
volume analysis. The skewness parameter A0 represents the non-uniformity of the
secondary flow. In many cases the secondary flow is nearly uniform and X0 _- 1. The
skewness parameter X2 represents the degree of mixing of the primary and secondary
streams within the constant area portion of the ejector channel. A value of A2 = 1
represents complete mixing where the flow exiting from the ejector is uniform and
is at a thermodynamic state midway between the primary and secondary streams.
Values of As are typically larger than 1.2. It is observed experimentally that As
varies inversely with the ejector length. This is due to the fact that a longer ejector
gives the flow more time to mix. The use of multiple primary jets or hypermixing
nozzles should therefore also reduce As.
Without prior knowledge of the velocity skewness factors, the control volume
analysis can not be used to predict the performance of a particular configuration.
The analysis is still useful, however, since it can be used to show how the perfor-
mance will vary with these parameters. In addition, the effects of the free stream
speed as well as the effects of a diffuser may be investigated. It is most instructive
to isolate three special cases. These are:
1. Effects of the velocity skewness parameters; given 7 = 0, H = 1 :
2
¢ - 2- _o (2.27)
A2
2. Effects of a diffuser; given 7 = 0, A0 = 1 :
3. Effects of a free stream; given
2+72¢-
2 '
As
(2.28)
H=I, A0=I:
i 2+7_
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Figure 2.2: Effects of the velocity skewness parameters. 7 = 0, H = 1.
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2.2 Results
The effects of the velocity skewness parameters are shown in Figure 2.2, where
Eq. (2.27) is plotted. As anticipated, the performance decreases with increasing
A2. The performance is seen to increase with increasing A0. Thus the ejector
performs better if the secondary flow is other than uniform. Showing that this is
the case was the intent of von Karman's original paper[3]. Note that for nearly
complete mixing (A2 = 1), the performance is significantly improved by secondary
flow non-uniformity. As the mixing efficiency drops (A2 > 1), the secondary flow
non-uniformity has a smaller impact on the performance. In summary, it is best
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Figure 2.3: Effects of a diffuser. 7 = 0, A0 = 1
to have a high degree of non-uniformity at the ejector inlet and nearly uniform
conditions at the ejector exit.
The effects of a diffuser predicted by Eq. (2.28) are shown in Figure 2.3. It is
evident that a diffuser is most beneficial if the flow entering the diffuser is close to
being completely mixed (A2 near 1). The advantage of having the flow more nearly
mixed is increasingly pronounced as the diffuser area ratio becomes large. This is
an important result since it shows that ejectors that employ multiple primary jets
or hypermixing nozzles in an effort to enhance the mixing process will benefit most
from the addition of a diffuser.
Note that for each exit velocity skewness parameter, there is an optimal diffuser
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Figure 2.4: Effects of the free stream speed. H = 1, _0 = 1
area ratio. At this point the pressure drag associated with the diffuser starts to
outweigh the increase in performance due to the lowered inlet pressure. The optimal
diffuser area ratio is found from Eq. (2.28) to be
1 (2.30)1
max V f_ ),2
In summary, the performance of an ejector with a diffuser is again best when the
exiting flow is nearly mixed.
The effects of the free stream speed predicted by Eq. (2.29) are shown in Figure
2.4. The performance decreases monotonically with increasing free stream speed as
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a result of increasing ram drag. As in the other cases, the performance is always
best when A2 is close to 1.
2.3 Conclusions
The control volume analysis has produced several interesting results. The analysis
showed that the performance is always best as A2 approaches unity and as A0 departs
from unity. It was shown that an optimal diffuser area ratio exists for each value
of A2. The performance was also shown to decrease with the free stream speed
parameter 7-
While these results are both interesting and instructive, they are limited by
the need to prescribe the degree of mixing through the parameter A2. Because
of this limitation, it is not possible to use the control volume analysis to predict
the performance of a particular configuration. Since the focus of this work is to
develop a model capable of such predictions, the control volume analysis must be
supplemented with a realistic model of the ejector mixing process. The next several
chapters describe a numerical simulation technique that is developed to provide
the information necessary to determine the degree of mixing achieved by any given
ejector configuration.
Chapter 3
Viscous-Inviscid Approach
In the viscous-inviscid approach, the field is divided into two separate regions or
"zones" that contain flows of differing character. Regions of the flow that are not
affected by viscous or turbulent stresses comprise the inviscid zone, while regions
that contain significant fluid shear, such as boundary layers, jets, and wakes make
up the viscous zone. Approximations are made independently in each zone to
simplify the problem while still resolving the important flow characteristics. The
independent approximations lead to two different sets of simplified equations, each of
which is valid only in its respective region. The two zones are solved simultaneously
in an iterative matching process which assures that the solution is continuous at
the zonal interface. The converged solution is identical to a solution produced by a
single set of equations that are valid for the whole domain, but is produced with a
fraction of the computational effort.
3.1 Previous Work
The viscous-inviscid technique has been successfully used in the past to solve a vari-
ety of complex flows. Boundary layers which develop in turbomachinery [18,19], and
wing-body junctures [20,21,22] have been treated with the viscous-inviscid method,
as have flows involving shock-boundary layer interactions[23,24,25]. A large body
of literature exists for viscous-inviscid methods applied to separated regions in both
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steady [26,27,28,29,30,31,32] and unsteady[33,34,35] flows. Confined jets and thrust
augmentor configurations have also been modeled with these methods [9,10,12,13].
Perhaps the most familiar application of the viscous-inviscid method is the usual
procedure for calculating boundary layers in aerodynamic flows. In an airfoil prob-
lem, the viscous zone is made up of a thin layer near the surface, while the inviscid
zone covers the rest of the field. Typically, a potential flow method is used for the
inviscid zone, while von Karman's integral method is used in the viscous zone. The
inviscid solution provides the surface pressure distribution needed as a boundary
condition to solve the boundary layer equations. The effect of the viscous region on
the inviscid flow is then taken into account by increasing the thickness of the airfoil
to simulate the displacement effect of the boundary layer. The thickness correction
allows an improved inviscid solution to be generated. The new pressure distribution
can then be used to compute yet another viscous flow, and so on. In principle, the
cycle can be repeated until some desired degree of convergence is obtained. In prac-
tice, the interaction between the boundary layer on an airfoil and the surrounding
inviscid stream is weak enough that only one iteration is needed to accurately match
the two solutions. Other viscous-inviscid problems, such as a boundary layer with
a separation bubble, involve a higher degree of interaction, and several cycles are
necessary in order to match the solutions together.
The most attractive feature of the viscous-inviscid procedure is that it gives
an accurate solution at a very modest computational cost. This advantage is at-
tributed to the ability to solve a different set of equations in each of the two zones.
Approximations are made locally, so that negligible terms are pruned where they
are not needed. For example, in the viscous zone of the airfoil problem, stream-
wise diffusion is neglected and the velocity normal to the surface is assumed to
be of higher order. These assumptions reduce the Navier-Stokes equations to the
boundary layer equations. Being parabolic, the boundary layer equations are much
easier to solve than the elliptic Navier-Stokes equations. The flow outside of the
airfoil boundary layer is assumed to be inviscid and, if there are no strong shocks,
irrotational. For purely subsonic flow, these assumptions allow the Navier-Stokes
equations to be reduced to Laplaces equation, which again is much easier to solve
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than the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, the viscous-inviscid formulation reduces
the problem of solving the Navier-Stokes over the entire domain to that of solving
two much simpler problems. The price for making this simplification is that the two
solutions must be iteratively matched together. This is not a great concern, how-
ever, since convergence is often obtained in a few cycles, and the entire matching
process is still significantly faster than solving the Navier-Stokes equations.
A further advantage of the zonal approach is that it is many times easier to
implement. In some cases, one portion of the flow field may be simple enough to
be described by an analytic solution. The other region may require a numerical
solution, but the two may still be matched together to give the desired result.
In other cases, only one portion of the flow field may need a computational grid.
This can eliminate problems associated with generating a grid to fit a complicated
geometry.
3.2 Ejector Problem
The viscous-inviscid approach is a natural choice for an ejector flow field since it
contains well-defined regions of viscous and inviscid flow. The entrained secondary
flow forms the inviscid zone, while the turbulent jet and boundary layers on the
shroud walls form the viscous zone. Figure 3.1 shows how the ejector flow field is
subdivided. The inviscid zone contains the ambient fluid that is drawn into the
device. Inviscid flow exists inside a portion of the inlet between the jet and the
channel wall. The viscous region originates at the jet nozzle and grows at a linear
rate to simulate the spreading of the jet. The viscous zone completely fills the
channel downstream of the point at which the jet first strikes the wall. The wake
formed by the mixed flow which leaves the thrust augmentor exit is also part of the
viscous zone, but it is ignored since calculations have shown [36] that it exerts a
negligible effect on the mixing taking place within the channel.
The flow within the inviscid zone is also assumed to be irrotational and thus the
solution can be generated under a potential flow framework. The flow is further
assumed to be incompressible. A higher-order panel method is used as an efficient
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Figure 3.1: Subdivision of the ejector flow field into viscous and inviscid zones
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means to produce accurate solutions for arbitrary shroud shapes. The effect of the
jet entrainment on the inviscid field is simulated by applying suction to the panels
which cover the jet boundary. The panel method is desirable since it does not
require the use of a computational grid nor any iteration. The solution is formed by
constructing and inverting a moderately sized matrix. The panel method has the
added advantage that the panel suction boundary conditions only appear on the
right hand side of the matrix equation. Thus, during the viscous-inviscid matching
process, the matrix only needs to be calculated and inverted once. With each change
in the jet entrainment distribution, the new inviscid solution is found through a
simple matrix-vector multiply.
In the viscous region composed of the turbulent jet, streamwise diffusion is
neglected, and thus the thin shear layer equations are used. These equations are
solved in an integral formulation using the method of weighted residuals. In the
integral formulation, the solution is efficiently obtained by assuming the form of
the jet velocity profile. The velocity profile is made flexible by incorporating the
secondary velocity, centerline velocity, and the jet growth rate as undetermined
functions of the streamwise coordinate. The weighted residual procedure is applied
to minimize the error introduced by the velocity profile assumption. This operation
produces a set of first order differential equations for the functions that specify the
velocity profile. The differential equations are integrated by marching downstream
from the jet nozzle.
The viscous-inviscid procedure requires an iterative process to match the two
zones together. To help understand the iteration process, the thrust augmentor is
divided into two regions as shown in figure 3.2. In region 1, the jet merges with the
co-flowing inviscid flow. This area is referred to as the interaction region since the
viscous and inviscid flows are influencing each other here. Within this region the
two solutions are matched together by iterating between the jet entrainment and
the inviscid pressure distribution. In region 2, the turbulent zone completely fills
the channel. In this region, the viscous flow is no longer influenced by the inviscid
flow and no matching is needed.
The inviscid secondary flow present in the interaction region is produced by
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Figure 3.2: Viscous-inviscid interaction region. The viscous and inviscid flows are
matched in region 1. In region 2 only the viscous equations are solved.
the jet entrainment. The secondary flow, in turn, influences the growth of the
jet by imposing a pressure gradient and by reducing the rate of shear where the
jet meets the ambient fluid. This coupling between the jet and secondary flow is
simulated during the matching process. The inviscid solution provides the pressure
gradient needed as a boundary condition to compute the viscous flow. The viscous
solution is then used to produce a new distribution of jet entrainment. The panel
suction velocities are updated and an improved inviscid solution is calculated. This
procedure is continued until changes to the panel suction velocities are negligible.
Chapter 4
Inviscid Solution
4.1 Equations of Motion
The inviscid flow is assumed to be irrotational. The kinematics of the flow are then
such that the velocity field may be described as the gradient of a scalar potential
U:V¢ (4.1)
If the above expression is substituted into the incompressible continuity relation
V.U=0 (4.2)
it is found that the velocity potential satisfies Laplace's equation
V2_=0 (4.3)
An integral of the momentum equation for constant density gives the Bernoulli
equation, which relates the pressure to the velocity field
p + 1/2pU 2 -- const (4.4)
Since Laplace's equation (and boundary conditions) are linear, solutions may be
superimposed. Making use of this fact, the velocity potential is split into two parts;
one corresponding to the free stream and another corresponding to the disturbance
created by the body. Accordingly, The velocity potential is written as
_=¢oo +¢ (4.5)
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Under this formulation the velocity may be expressed as
0 = + C (4.6)
Since the potential due to the free stream is known, the problem involves finding the
disturbance potential due to the presence of the body. The disturbance potential is
not considered to be small as in thin airfoil theory. In the present work the potential
is split into two parts for convenience, not for the purpose of linearization.
4.2 Solution Alternatives
While several methods are available for solving Laplace's equation, three of these
should be given special consideration for the ejector problem. In particular, con-
formal mapping, finite differences, and panel methods are all means of producing
accurate solutions in reasonable amounts of computational time. The individual
merits and shortcomings of each are discussed below.
4.2.1 Conformal Mapping
The technique of conformal mapping[37] is probably the most efficient means of
solving Laplace's equation. A conformal transformation is used to map the physi-
cal geometry into a simplified shape for which the solution of Laplace's equation is
known. The solution to the physical problem is then found by applying the reverse
transformation to the solution in the auxiliary plane. If the physical geometry is rel-
atively simple, the transformation, and therefore the solution to Laplace's equation,
can be determined analytically. For more complex geometries the transformation
can not be determined analytically. In this case the conformal technique fails even
if the transformation is determined numerically, since there is no direct way to
determine the reverse transformation.
Tavella [13] used con:formal mapping in his ejector model where the shroud was
idealized as an infinitely thin fiat plate. The geometry was then such that the
classical Borda's mouthpiece solution [38] could be used. Tavella also was able to
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obtain solutions for shrouds that could be described in terms of small perturbations
to the fiat plates.
For the purposes of this work it is necessary to consider a more general class
of shroud shapes. Since the conformal mapping technique is not applicable to an
arbitrary geometry, it can not be used as the solution procedure in the present work.
4.2.2 Finite Difference Calculations
Finite difference methods[39] can solve a general class of inviscid flow problems.
As long as a computational grid can be generated, the finite difference procedure
will work on practically any geometry. Aside from the ability to handle general
geometries, the finite difference method is unattractive in that a computational
grid must be generated and that the solution requires a time-consuming iterative
process. These features make finite difference methods computationally expensive,
and therefore less attractive than the third alternative, panel methods.
4.2.3 Panel Methods
Panel methods[40] compete directly with finite difference methods in their ability to
treat complex geometries. They are computationally cheaper than finite difference
methods, however, since they do not require a computational grid or an iterative
solution. The solution procedure involves solving a linear system of algebraic equa-
tions in a direct mode.
Of these three solution procedures, the panel method is the one preferred for
the ejector study, since it is the most efficient method for the degree of generality
required. Other methods such as the vortex lattice [41, chap. 7] or vortex sheet[42,
chapt. 5] would work equally as well, but offer no further advantage over the
panel method. The panel method is chosen since its use is well documented in the
literature.
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4.3 Derivation of the Source-Panel Method
Panel methods belong to a general class of surface singularity methods in which
a solid body is replaced by distributions of various forms of singular elementary
solutions to Laplace's equation (i.e. sources, doublets, vorticies, etc.) In the source-
panel method used here, the body surface is broken up into a number of small
elements or "panels" over which sources are distributed. The source intensities are
determined by enforcing boundary conditions at the center of each element. For
solid surfaces, the boundary condition is that the sum of the velocities induced by
all of the panels exactly cancel the component of the free stream normal to the
surface element. For flow-through boundaries, the sum of all the induced velocities
and the free stream are required to equal a specified normal velocity.
4.3.1 Green's Third Identity
The starting point in the derivation of the panel method is the two-dimensional
version of Green's third identity[43, page 142]
¢(x0, y0) = Jc _nn ln(r) - ¢ in(r) ds (4.7)
Green's identity relates the value of the potential at any fixed field point (x0, Y0)
to an integral over the body contour. The distance from the fixed point (x0, y0)
to the point of integration on the body surface is r, while n is the local outward
pointing normal. _ ln(r) is the Green's function for a two-dimensional source. Its
normal derivative, _o ln(r) represents a two-dimensional doublet. The derivative
of potential normal to the surface has the interpretation of the source strength, while
the value of the potential on the surface is associated with the doublet strength.
These strengths are usually denoted by a(s) and #(s) respectively. With these
conventions, Eq. (4.7) becomes
1 -#(s)O ln(r)] ds¢(zo, yo)= fc [a(s)ln(r ) . (4.8)
Solutions to the boundary integral problem are not unique. That is several different
distributions of a and # can be found to satisfy the given boundary conditions. In
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many cases a well conditioned problem can be formulated with the sources alone.
The most notable of these is the flow over non-lifting aerodynamic bodies. It is
easy to demonstrate that sources alone are also sufficient to produce aerodynamic
forces, provided that the body is semi-infinite. In this work the ejector shroud is
treated as a semi-infinite body and thus the solution can be obtained without the
use of doublets.
In anticipation of discretizing the body surface into a collection of small elements,
the boundary integral in Green's third identity is broken up into the sum of integrals
taken over adjoining sections of the surface.
may be written equivalently as
N 1 [_j+as_/2
¢(x0, V0) = _ _.,,,_A,/2
j=l
or more compactly
N 1 [Asj/2
j=l
where
Thus, using sources alone, Eq. (4.8)
x0,v0)d (4.9)
a(_)ln r( &; x0, yo)d3 (4.1o)
= s - sj (4.11)
The derivation becomes simpler if each of the integrals contained in the above sum
is transformed from its current curvilinear system to a local cartesian coordinate
system placed tangent to the curve at _ -- 0 (see Figure 4.1). The origin of the
jth local coordinate system lies at the point (xcps, Ycpj) in the global system. The
subscript cp is used to denote control point since, later in the analysis, boundary
conditions will be imposed at these points. The jth transformation has the form
,Tj = - xo,,,)sino, + (v - vo,,,)co  j (4.12)
When the above transformation is used, Eq. (4.10) becomes
N 1 [a_,12 d}
¢(x0, Y0) = _ _ _-_,n _( _ ) in r( ¢; _o, _jo)-_d_
j=l
(4.13)
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Figure 4.1: Higher order panel surface element
The distance from the transformed location of the fixed point (_j0, r/j0) to the inte-
gration point on the body surface, (_, r/b(_)), is
,':(_;_Jo,,TJo)= (_jo- _)_+ [,Tjo- ,Tb(_)]_ (4.14)
The velocity components are found by differentiating Eq. (4.13) while making use
of the chain rule and Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14) (the tildes are used to signify a velocity
computed in the transformed coordinate system)
N
V_:(xo, Yo) = _ [_,(_j0,rb0)cosaj- V,i(_j0,r/j0)sinaj] (4.15)
j=l
N
Vy(xO,yO) ---- E [--vvr_j(_Jo,_Tjo)Sin°LJ "Jr" ?+l.i(_Jo,_jo)C°s°/J] (4.16)
j--1
where
f'+,(,'_o,'Tjo) -- 2,_ -'-"_,/_ _(_)_J0_ _d_
_d_
- _b(_)d_d_
(4.17)
(4.18)
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4.3.2 Taylor Series Expansion of the Source Intensity and
Surface Shape
Up to this point no approximation has been introduced. If the distribution of source
intensity a(_) and the body shape r]b(_) are known, then the above relations can be
used to find the exact result for velocity at any point in the field. This is not possible
in general, however, because the source distribution is not known a priori. In the
panel method, both the source strength and the surface shape are expanded Taylor
series centered about the element origin. If the element length is small compared
with the distance to the field point, higher order terms in the expansion are small
and can be neglected.
4.3.3 Classical Panel Method
In the classical or "first order" panel method, only the leading terms in each of the
expansions are retained. That is, the body shape is approximated by a collection
of linear segments and the source strength is taken to be locally constant over each
of the elements. Under this approximation, the surface description contains slope
discontinuities, while the source distribution is discontinuous in strength. The dis-
continuity in source strength that occurs at the panel junctions has a repercussion
in the solution in that the velocity becomes infinite at these points. The veloc-
ity remains well behaved at the panel center, however, and the method can be
used to produce accurate results provided that the surface velocity calculations are
restricted to the panel center.
An additional problem associated with the discontinuous source strength is that
the body "leaks" mass at the panel junctions. Due to to a fortuitous symmetric
cancellation of errors, the leaks do not pose a serious difficulty when external flows
are computed.J40]. However, the situation is reversed when computing internal
flows since error reinforcement spoils the solution[44]. If the classical panel method
is applied to a duct flow problem, mass will not be conserved within the duct. In
addition, the velocity field becomes singular near bends in the channel wall or at
the duct end. Attempts to remedy this problem by decreasing the panel size are not
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met with success since the first order approximation converges slowly to the exact
solution. A prohibitively large number of panels would be needed to accurately
describe an internal flow with the classical panel method.
4.3.4 Higher Order Panel Method
The best way to avoid the leakage problem in internal flows is to retain more terms
in the expansions for the source distribution and surface shape. In the higher order
method described by Hess[45], the body is described by quadratic surface elements.
The singularity intensity is also allowed to vary quadratically. This formulation
makes both the surface shape and source distribution continuous through the first
derivative. The leakage problem is eliminated and the approximate solution con-
verges to the exact one with the third power of the ratio of the panel length to
the distance to the field point. The formulation of Hess is adopted here and the
derivation which follows is similar to the less detailed account given in the original
paper[45].
The derivation is started by introducing higher order approximations to the
source distribution and the body surface shape. To second order, these quantities
may be approximated as
.°
a(_) = aj + d_ + _a_ + O(_ 3) (4.19)
r/b(() = _0_- + O(_ 3) (4.20)
1 2
= + 3)
where _¢j is the local surface curvature. Note that, because the origin of the local
coordinate system is tangent to the body curve, the first two terms of the Taylor
series for the surface shape are zero. The arc length along the surface is found from
Eq. (4.20) is substituted above, and the resulting integral expanded for small f to
give
123
= _ + _aj_ + O(_') (4.22)
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The jacobian for the change of variables between _ and ¢ is
d_ 1 22
d'-'_ -" 1 + 5_j¢ + 0(¢ 3) (4.23)
Using Eqs. (4.14), (4.19), (4.20), and (4.23), the integrands of the expressions for
the velocity components (Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18)) can be expressed as functions of ¢
and then expanded for small _. The resulting integrals give the velocity components
as a power series in A¢. This series will not converge, however, if the velocity is
computed at a point closer than A¢/2 from the panel center. This problem is
relieved by using an alternate expansion of the integrands in which terms that
correspond to a constant source strength over a flat panel are retained as functions
of ¢, and all other terms expanded for small _. The resulting integrals involve the
same terms that are found in a classical panel method, plus terms proportional to
powers of/k¢ that represent the contributions from the higher order effects of surface
and singularity shape. This formulation not only makes the series convergent, but
at the same time, assures that the integrals reduce to the results for a classical panel
method as the surface element becomes vanishingly small.
(4.14) in the fol-The modified expansion is implemented by first writing Eq.
lowing equivalent form
= +,j20]_2,j0,b(¢)+,:0
(4.24)
= - +  J20
The quantity rl represents the distance from the field point to a point on a "flat"
element sitting on the ¢ axis (see Figure 4.1). Equation (4.20) is now used to write
the above expression as
[ ] (4.25)
Note that when rl is small, rl, r/j0, and ¢ are all of the same order of magnitude.
Thus the grouping rljo¢/r2l remains of order unity as r I drops below A¢/2. The
series for the induced velocities will converge if the quantity r I is retained as a
function of ¢ in the integration, and only the latter terms of Eq. (4.25) expanded.
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In particular
1 1[
_ - _} I +" s _+ o(_) (4.26)
The above expression as well as Eqs. (4.20), (4.23), and (4.19) are substituted into
the integrals of Eqs. (4.17), and (4.18). The resulting expressions are expanded in
powers of _, and terms through order _2 retained to give the velocity components
induced by the jth panel
_" (Z
vs t_30, rlj0 )
(4.27)
(4.28)
When the above integrals are evaluated, the results may be written in vector form
as
Vj(_jo,rljo ) = Aj aj + _4 gjaj + Aj dj A_j + Aj +
_(o)
Here A represents the disturbance due to constant source strength distributed
over a flat surface element. This is the only term which is resolved in a classical
panel method. The next higher order term is composed of two parts, one that
accounts for the surface curvature and another that accounts for the slope of the
source intensity. The last term above involves still higher order effects of surface and
singularity distribution curvature. The individual terms in Eq. (4.29) are written
out in full below. With the definitions
r_ = (f0 + A_/2) 2 +7702 (4.30)
r_ = (_0- A_/2) 2 +7702
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the individual terms in Eq. (4.29) are
(4.31)
These formulas give the velocity induced by the jth panel in terms of its local
coordinate system. It is more useful to have the velocity in terms of the global
coordinate system. Using Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), it is possible to write each of the
above terms in the following general form
A,i = .21¢.,.cos aj - .74n, sin aj
(4.32)
A_j = A6 sin a i + _l.n, cos o_j
The derivatives of the source distribution still remain to be determined. This is
done by using second order accurate finite differences as follows
di = Diai__ + E._ai + Fia._+_ (4.33)
_j = G._a_-x + Hjaj + Ijaj+_
where
b
Dj =
a(a+b)
Ei - _-_
• ab
2G i =
_(a+b)
2
Hj -- ab
2
b(_+b)
(4.34)
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and where
1
_ (A_j_ 1 + A_j) (4.35)
1
_(_ + A_+I)
4.3.5 Boundary Conditions
In order to satisfy the boundary conditions, it is necessary to determine the net
influence of all panels acting at the control point of the i th panel. This is done
by systematically finding the influence of the jth panel at the fixed control point
i, and then summing the results over all j. When considering the jth panel, the
point (_j0, _j0) in Eq. (4.29) is made to correspond to the i th panel control point.
Next Eq. (4.32) is used to transform the influence of the jth panel into the global
coordinate system. Equation (4.33) is then used to replace the derivatives of the
source distribution in terms of the values at the panel center as well at the two
adjacent panel centers. Finally the results are summed to give
N
= _2tij O'j "Jr- gjO'j + Aij (Djcrj_ 1 + + Fjffj+ 1L--_3
j=l
+ + + (4.36)
The above sum may be written equivalently as
N
where
C,= _ $,j_j (4.37)
j=l
_¢ _!o) -'(1) _(?)(u. 2 2= _,_ + A,3 EjA_j + _t.l_ )NjA_j + ""3 x."3 "_- Nj)A_j +
;_!?-IFJ-1t,__l + 2!_)_1±5_13_+
_(2) c, A¢2 (4.38)
.4!))I D j+ I A¢j+ I nc ,j+ l _r j+ lL.a_ j
The quantity/_ij is interpreted as the influence of the jth panel at the i th control
point. A linear system of algebraic equations for the source strengths is formed by
imposing one boundary condition per panel. The boundary condition is that the
velocity normal to the panel have a specified value, that is
(_ + Voo)" g, = V_, (4.39)
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where H is the outward pointing normal defined as
_i = -- sin ai_: + cos e_if/ (4.40)
For solid surfaces, Vn is zero. Non-zero values of V,_ correspond to flow-through
boundaries or porous surfaces. When each of the boundary conditions are enforced,
the following linear system arises
N
_--_(-sin aiBx,, + cos aiBuo)o" j = Vzoo sin ai - Vuoo cos ai + V,_,
j=l
(4.41)
The solution of this matrix equation yields the source strength values aj and the
velocity at each of the control points can be found through the use of Eq. (4.37).
Velocities at any other arbitrary point in the field may be calculated by following
the procedure used to generate Eq. (4.36), where the {th control point is replaced
by the field point.
4.3.6 Surface Curvature Calculation
One remaining detail of the higher-order panel method is a procedure for calculating
the surface curvature. If the body surface is described by an analytic function, the
curvature is known everywhere, and the procedure is straightforward. In most
instances, however, the geometry is not described by an analytic expression, but
rather by N + 1 discrete points on the body surface. In this case, the curvature
must be computed by a suitable approximate means. A good way to do this is to
use a pair of parametric spline fits 1 where xb and yb are treated as functions of the
approximate arc length found by summing the linear distance between points. Let
be the approximate arc length, then the spline fits give
xb = xb(() (4.42)
Yb = Yb(¢)
XA pair of spline fits is needed since in general the surface can not be described by Yb as a
single-valued function of z_.
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Let xb and _)b denote derivatives with respect to _. Then the curvature for the jth
panel is computed from [46, page 464]
_b_)'b - _jb:r'b ¢=j+1/2 (4.43)= ( b2 +  b2)3/2
4.4 Inviscid Solution for the Single-Jet Ejector
The panel method requires that the surface of the ejector be broken up into a collec-
tion of small surface elements. Since the configurations treated here are symmetric,
it is sufficient to consider only the upper half plane. Figure 4.2 shows how the upper
half plane of the single-jet ejector is modeled with the panel method. The divid-
ing streamline that approaches the ejector along the plane of symmetry is treated
as a solid boundary. The following sloped linear segment represents the boundary
between the viscous jet flow and inviscid secondary flow. The angle between this
segment and the jet axis is taken to be 120 in accord with observations for the
spreading rate of free jets. The position of the panels that cover the jet boundary
remain fixed during the calculation. If the jet spreads less than the assumed 120 ,
some of the inviscid flow will be contained within the viscous region. This does not
present a problem, however, since the viscous formulation is also able to handle the
inviscid portion of the flow, provided that it is uniform. Suction boundary condi-
tions are applied to the panels that cover the jet to simulate entrainment of the
secondary flow. The magnitude of the suction applied at the jet boundary panels
is determined in the solution process. The half-circle at the upper end of the jet
boundary serves as a control station where a uniform flow boundary condition is
applied. The need for the control station arises from the fact that panel methods
become inaccurate inside the sharp concave corner that would otherwise exist where
the jet intersects the ejector channel walls. The uniform flow boundary condition
is justifiable since experiments have shown [47] that the secondary flow well within
the channel becomes nearly uniform.
The ejector shroud is modeled as an impermeable surface. The wake formed
behind the ejector is treated as a continuation of the same streamline that defines
the shroud. Under this assumption the mixing taking place in the wake is neglected.
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(
Figure 4.2: Panel geometry for the single-jet ejector
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This is justifiable since computations have shown that the details of the wake have
little effect on the performance of the ejector.
4.5 Inviscid Solution for the Dual-Jet Ejector
The panel geometry used for the dual-jet ejector model is quite similar to that used
in the single-jet model. The actual distribution of panels is shown in Figure 4.3. As
in the single-jet case, the presence of symmetry allows the solution to be restricted
to the upper half plane. Unlike the single-jet ejector case, the upper half plane for
the dual-jet ejector contains one whole jet. The entrainment that occurs on both
the upper and lower side of the jet is accounted for by applying suction to the panels
that cover both sides of the jet. To account for asymmetries in the secondary flow
with respect to the jet centerline, The distribution of entrainment on either side of
the jet is not required to be the same. The distribution of entrainment velocities
for both sides of the jet are again determined in the solution process.
Owing to a non-uniform pressure profile in the secondary flow near the ejector
inlet, the jet is acted upon by a transverse pressure difference. The jet responds to
the pressure difference by curving its trajectory in such a way that the centrifugal
force acting on the fluid particles is balanced by the force created by the pressure
difference. The inviscid solution accounts for this by placing jet boundary panels
on curved surfaces that reflect the curvature of the jet centerline. The shape of
the curved jet trajectory is not known a priori, but rather must be determined
along with the rest of the solution. For this reason, the panels that cover the jet
boundary in the dual-jet case must be free to move as the solution progresses. After
each iteration, the locations of the jet boundary panels are adjusted to conform with
the latest computation of the jet trajectory.
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Figure 4.3: Panel geometry for the dual-jet ejector
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Chapter 5
Viscous Solution
5.1 Equations of Motion
Turbulent jets are similar to boundary layers in that their transverse extent is small
when compared with their streamwise length. The fluid shear is contained within
a thin layer near the jet axis, and thus the streamwise gradients are small when
compared with the transverse gradients. Under these conditions, the boundary
layer assumptions are met and it is permissible to neglect the streamwise diffusion
term in the Navier-Stokes equations. In addition, turbulent jets have the special
characteristic that they develop in the absence of solid surfaces, where molecular
viscosity is an important factor. Turbulent transport dominates molecular transport
everywhere in the jet flow field, and it is therefore possible to entirely neglect the
effects of viscosity[48, page 53].
The equations that govern the jet flow are the turbulent boundary layer equa-
tions in which the molecular viscosity has been neglected.
Ou Ov
o-7+ N = o (5.1)
Ou Ou 10p 1 Or
u_+ vN+ ;0-7= ;0-_ (5.2)
The transverse momentum equation is retained in the following approximate form[49]
that relates the lateral pressure gradient to the centrifugal force associated with
........ te
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curved particle trajectories
0-2P= PU---_ (5.3)
Oy R
The flow is assumed to be incompressible, and thus the equation of state is simply
p = const (5.4)
Finally, the turbulent shear stress is related to the mean velocity gradients via the
Boussinesq approximation
1 Ou
-;,-= (5.5)
Here u_ is the "eddy viscosity coefficient" which is determined from a simple alge-
braic stress model.
5.2 Solution Alternatives
The boundary layer equations are classified mathematically as being parabolic.
Parabolic equations are relatively simple to solve since the properties at any given
station are only affected by the upstream flow history. This one-sidedness allows ap-
proximate solution methods to be formulated in terms of simple marching schemes
that integrate the equations in a single streamwise pass. The merits of a few suitable
approximate schemes, as well an exact solution alternative are considered below.
5.2.1 Similarity Solutions
In a few special cases, the boundary conditions are such that the boundary layer
equations yield exact solutions. These solutions are all of the similarity type, in
which the absence of a natural length scale dictates that the solution must depend on
the ratio y/x. This regrouping of variables reduces the dimension of the problem by
one, and the boundary layer equations reduce to an integrable ordinary differential
equation.
The turbulent free jet is one such special case. A similarity solution to the
free turbulent free jet was first found by Tollmien[50] in 1926. Tollmien, who used
Prandtl's mixing length formula, arrived at the solution in terms of a modified
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stream function that had to be found numerically. Later Gortler[51] used an eddy
viscosity model to arrive at a purely analytical result in which the solution is written
in terms of hyperbolic functions. These solutions are extremely valuable since they
give the velocity everywhere in the field in terms of a single known function.
While similarity solutions exist for the free jet, they do not, in general, exist
for confined jets. The separation between the channel walls, the external flow
velocity, and the pressure gradient all introduce length scales that spoil similarity.
Newmann[52] performed a detailed study of the conditions under which self-similar
solutions exist for jets subjected to a streamwise pressure gradient. He found that
similarity is only possible under the following restrictive conditions on the external
flow
and
Uo = const (5.6)
Ul
dob
n = const (5.7)
U0
where u0 is the external velocity, ul the jet excess velocity (u,_a_ - u0), and b the
excess velocity half-width. These are strong conditions which are not expected to
be satisfied in ejector flows.
While similarity solutions do not in general exist for ejector flows, some pre-
vious investigators[9,53,54] have nonetheless incorporated the self-similar solution
to a free jet in their analysis. In these works, it was assumed that the free jet
solution would provide a reasonable estimate of the mixing process within the ejec-
tor. Experiments[47] do not support this assumption, however, and in fact show
a significant departure from self-similarity with downstream distance. The use of
free jet solutions may be acceptable in low accuracy solutions of relatively short
ejectors, but should be ruled out in work aimed at a better understanding of the
ejector mixing process.
5.2.2 Finite Difference Methods
A more general method of solving the confined jet problem is through a finite
difference calculation of the boundary layer equations. Unlike the elliptic equations
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encountered in the inviscid flow, the boundary layer equations may be solved under
a finite difference scheme that does not involve iteration[55, chapt. 7] and [56].
A grid must still be generated, but the solution is obtained in a straightforward
marching process, in which a tri-diagonal system of equations is inverted at each
streamwise location. Finite difference procedures for solving the viscous flow within
the ejector have been used in the past by several investigators [11,57,58].
Although the finite difference approach is relatively efficient, it still is not fast
enough for the purposes of this work. Fortunately, an alternative method, superior
in efficiency, exists for solving confined jet flows. This is the "momentum integral
method" or more simply "integral method".
5.2.3 Integral Methods
An integral method is a form of approximation that does not attempt to satisfy
the boundary layer equations at every point, but rather only satisfies the equations
on an average sense over the thickness of the shear layer. This is accomplished by
first integrating the boundary layer equations across the layer, and then finding an
approximate solution to the resulting integro-differential equation. This approxi-
mate solution is found by assuming that the velocity profile has the same shape at
each streamwise location, and that it is only the relative scaling of the profile which
changes as the flow evolves. This idea allows the velocity profile to be expanded
in terms of assumed shape functions of y, but undetermined scale functions of x.
When the approximate expression is substituted into the integral form of the mo-
mentum equation, the integral in y can be performed analytically. What remains
is a coupled set of ordinary differential equations for the scale functions of x. Only
a trivial amount of computing effort is needed to march the solution of this set
equations in the streamwise direction.
The integral method was first applied to boundary layer flows by von Karman
[59] and later refined by Pohlhausen[60]. In these original works the velocity profile
was expanded in a fourth order polynomial of y/_5(x), where 6(x) is the boundary
layer thickness. The problem was thus reduced to solving a single ordinary differ-
ential equation for the scale function /_(x). This solution procedure is extremely
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efficient and surprisingly accurate; the Karman-Pohlhausen solution predicts the
skin friction to within 3.5% of the exact solution for a flat plate boundary layer.
Integral methods have also been successfully applied to confined jet flows.
Curtet[61] developed an integral method for confined jets which was valid over the
region where a definable inviscid flow co-exists with the jet in the channel. Hi11162]
extended this analysis to the region where the flow within the channel is fully
turbulent. Bevilaqua [9] and Tavella[12] have refined the method still further, and
have applied it to ejector flows. Tavella compared his results with experiments and
found a good agreement for the velocity profile and pressure evolution. Tavella's
solution proved not only to be accurate, but extremely efficient as well. The four
differential equations in his model could be marched through the ejector in a fraction
of a second on an IBM 30-81 processor. In light of the previously demonstrated
accuracy and economy of the integral method, it is adopted here as the preferred
solution procedure for the viscous region.
The velocity profiles which are used in this work involve several scale functions
of x. In this case, the integrated momentum equation itself does not provide enough
information to determine one differential equation for each of the scale functions.
_'_,,4.....oj _o,,,,._,_,_._;o_l,_,_,_.w__by using the method of weighted_ residuals to generate addi-
tional differential equations for the scale functions.
5.3 The Method of Weighted Residuals
The method of weighted residuals is a particular solution procedure for the inte-
gral method that allows an arbitrary number of independent differential equations
for the scale functions to be generated from the momentum equation. A special
application of the method is developed to produce a square system of equations
for the scale functions by simultaneously enforcing an exact global conservation of
mass and momentum, while enforcing an approximate global conservation of energy.
This formulation leads to a condition that requires the residual error, created when
the approximate velocity and pressure profiles are substituted into the momentum
equation, be minimized. Minimization is achieved by demanding that the error be
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orthogonal to an independent set of weighting functions.
The derivation of the method is straightforward. The first step is to integrate
the continuity equation Eq. (5.1) with respect to y to give v as a function of u
v = - (5.8)
The lower limit in the integration is jet centerline, Yl, where the v component
of velocity vanishes by symmetry. Next let F be the operation on u and p that
represents the streamwise momentum equation. Then Eqs. (5.2), (5.5), and (5.8)
may be combined to give
Ou If yOu
Ou 10p 02u
..... 0 (5.9)p Oz u, Oy 2
Approximate solutions for the velocity and pressure profile are now introduced. The
assumed profiles depend explicitly on y through the known shape functions, and
implicitly on x through the unknown scale functions. Let the scale functions be
denoted by the sequence cj(x), then the approximate solution forms (denoted by
hats) may be written symbolically as
u(x,y) __ {z(cj(x),y) j = 1,2,...,N- 1 (5.10)
p(x,y) __ _(cj(x),y) j=I,2,...,N (5.11)
= cy(x) + _(cj(x),y) j = 1,2,3,...N - 1
Note that the pressure has been split in two parts; one a function of x alone, and the
other a function of both x and y. The elliptic effects associated with the pressure
field are captured by taking _ to be the solution of the approximate transverse
momentum equation (Eq. (5.3)). The function _ is an order of magnitude lower
than CN, and therefore is a higher order term in the streamwise momentum equation.
In the usual procedure for the partially parabolized Navier-Stokes equations[55],
is neglected in the streamwise momentum equation and retained only in the
transverse momentum equation. In this work _ could also justifiably be neglected
in the streamwise momentum equation. This is not done, however, since if _ were
neglected, Bernoulli's equation for the inviscid flow would not be exactly recovered
at far distances from the jet centerline.
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In order to obtain a set of equations to determine the unknown scale functions,
the momentum equation is transformed from a statement of local flux balances
to one of global flux balance by integrating it across the layer. If the viscous
region extends from y - 0 to y = H, the equation for the global conservation
of momentum applied to the approximate profiles fL and _ provides the following
governing equation for these quantities
(5.12)
Use of the above averaged form of the momentum equation to specify the approx-
imate profile leads to weaker solutions than those for the original differential form
of the momentum equation. Although exact solutions to the above integral equa-
tion can easily be found, they will not satisfy the differential form of the momentum
equation at each point. The weighted residual method provides a means of minimiz-
ing the error, however, and the weak solutions may used as a good approximation.
In fact, when a properly implemented weighted residual method is used, the approx-
imate solution will rapidly converge to the exact solution as the assumed profiles
become increasingly flexible.
When the integral formulation is used, a subtle point arises in cc.rmection with
the global conservation of mechanical energy. The equation that governs the flux of
mechanical energy in incompressible boundary layer type flow is formed by taking
the product of the streamwise velocity and the streamwise momentum equation. In
differential form, the momentum and mechanical energy equations are redundant,
since one is just a scalar multiple of the other. If the flux of momentum is in balance
at each point, then the flux of mechanical energy is also in balance at each point.
In the momentum integrM formulation, redundancy between the momentum and
energy equations does not exist, since the momentum flux is not required to balance
at each point. The momentum flux is of course required to balance on the average,
but this is not a sufficient condition to insure an average balance of energy flux. In
essence, a global conservation of momentum does not imply a global conservation
of mechanical energy. An independent equation must be used to enforce an overall
balance of mechanical energy.
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The equation needed to insure a global balance of mechanical energy is the
energy integral equation. In analogy to the momentum integral equation, it is
created by integrating the differential form of the energy equation. It has the form
f0H =0 (5.13)
If the velocity and pressure profiles can be specified by two unknown scale functions,
then the momentum integral and energy integral equations are sufficient to solve
the problem. It should be remarked that other possibilities exist for closing a
two-equation system. The momentum integral equation along with a "moment of
momentum" equation have been used by previous investigators[12,61]. While this
alternate formulation leads to a solution, it should be criticized in that no attempt
is made to conserve energy. When a choice exists, the energy integral equation
should be preferred over other possible equations that lack physical meaning.
In situations where more than two scale functions must be determined, the mo-
mentum integral and energy integral do not provide enough information to close
the system. This presents an apparent dilemma, since all three invariants of the
flow (mass, momentum, and energy) have already been specified. No further equa-
tions which impose physical constraints on the system may be formulated. There
is danger in imposing some non-physical condition, since this may overdetermine
the system. A way out of this difficulty is to restate the energy equation in an
approximate form. This operation then leads to additional conditions that require
the error made in the approximation be minimized.
The approximate energy integral equation is derived as follows. Suppose that
the function fi can be decomposed in terms of a suitable set of basis functions. Then
it is permissible to write
oo
= __, a,(x)w,(y) (5.14)
i=1
As an approximation, assume that the _ which multiplies F in the energy integral
equation can be represented by a finite number of terms in this series. The _ that
appears in the operator F itself is not expanded, but is left intact. In this case the
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energy integral equation (Eq. (5.13)) is approximated by
N H
a,(x) ]0 = 0 (5.15)
i=1
The sum is made to vanish by imposing the strong condition that each of its com-
ponents vanish independently. This requirement yields the following sequence of
equations
i= 1,2,...,N (5.16)
Note the similarity between this equation and the momentum integral equation
(Eq. (5.12)). The two are not independent, since the function 1 that weights F
in the momentum integral equation is either contained directly in the basis wi, or
can be generated as a linear combination of these. If the basis functions are chosen
so that wl = 1, then the momentum integral equation is actually the first term
approximation to the energy integr_J equation 1, In this case Eq. (5.16) alone is
sufficient to insure a global conservation of momentum and an approximate global
conservation of mechanical energy. In this work the basis functions are always
chosen so that this condition is satisfied.
At this point it is worthwhile to reinterpret Eq. (5.16) as a statement of the
weighted residual method[63]. The term Y(f,, _) represents the residual error left
when the approximate velocity and pressure profiles are substituted into the mo-
mentum equation. The basis wi can be thought of as a set of weighting functions.
With these interpretations, Eq. (5.16) states that each projection of the error on
the finite space spanned by the weighting functions, wi vanishes. The fact that the
error is orthogonal to all the members of wi implies that it is minimized with respect
to these functions. In the limit as infinitely many projections are taken, the error
will be driven to zero everywhere. This follows from the fact that the only function
that is orthogonal to all members of a complete set is the function zero itself.
The weighting functions are yet unspecified. The only restrictions imposed on
these are that they form a complete set and that wl = 1. In most cases the weighting
functions are chosen to make the integrations as easy as possible. In some cases
tThis fact may explain why previous investigators[12,61] obtained reasonable results without
explicitly enforcing the energy integral equation
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it is possible to choose the weighting functions such that the approximate solution
converges to the exact one in an optimal way. Weighting functions from both of
these categories are used in this work. More discussion concerning the individual
sets of weighting functions will be discussed in a later section.
Let us now return to Eq. (5.16) and see how it provides a set of equations for
the scale functions. First consider the residual. If the approximate solutions ,_ and
ib are substituted into Eq. (5.9), the right hand side no longer vanishes, but rather
will equal some residual error, e
= r{_,_}
1 Or
= A{_,ib} - ---
p Oy
[ 0_ 0_0_ 1 _ ] 10r (5.17)= 1 + -
Note that the residual is linear in the first derivatives of the scale functions. For
convenience the residual may be written more compactly as
1 0r
(5.18)
_(z,y) =qj_j(x) poy
Now if the above form for the residual is substituted into Eq. (5.16), the following
system of equations for the scale functions arises
jr0 H 1 jr0 H 0rw _-_u d Y
_j wiqjdy = P Y i=l,2,...,N (5.19)
The right hand side is simplified through integration by parts. If the shear due to
the boundary layer at the wall is neglected, the above system of equations may be
written as
Cj _oH wiqjdy = -- _o H Owi v "_y
-_, y (5.20)
This system of equations for the scale functions may be written more compactly in
matrix form as
Aijbj= b_ (5.21)
where
_0 HAij = wiqjdy (5.22)
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and
bi = - fo H Owi.._r.pdu- (5.23)
Since both the shape functions, q.i(Ck(X), y), and the weighting functions wi(y) are
universal, the integrations can be done once and for all. The resulting matrix and
right hand side depend only on the values of the scale functions. The solution is
obtained by marching the above system of equations downstream, computing and
inverting the matrix at each step.
5.4 Quasi Self-Preserving Velocity Profiles
The approximate velocity profiles used here are formed by making minor modifica-
tions to the self-similar profiles observed for free jets. These modifications involve
a generalization of the evolution of scaling parameters such as the centeriine ve-
locity and the jet half-width. In the self-similar solution, the scaling parameters
are rigidly defined functions of the streamwise distance, while in the approximate
profiles, these quantities are taken to be general functions of x. As an example, ex-
periments for a two-dimensional ¢_oo,,_,.J_tv;°+ra_-, ,,_o_._o_--_1] give the following_ self-similar
velocity profile
u(x,y) = ;_.o_exp -0.693 (5.24)
where u_ is the jet exit velocity, and t is the jet exit width. In this expression the
centerline velocity decays like the inverse square root of x, while the characteristic
width of the jet grows linearly with x. The approximate velocity profiles are made
more flexible than this by allowing the scaling parameters to vary with x in a general
sense. The above velocity profile is modified accordingly as follows
[( (5.25)= u0( ) + exp -
where the scale factors u0, ul, and b are functions of x to be determined in the
solution process. The shape of the approximate velocity profile is the same as a self
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Figure 5.1: Universal nature of the velocity profile. The pressure is related to u0
through Bernoulli's equation only in region 1. In region 2 u0 is a fictitious quantity,
and the pressure must be computed directly from the momentum equation.
similar profile, but the evolution of its scale is not restricted to obey the rules for
mathematical similarity. For this reason the profiles are called quasi self-preserving.
An important feature of the approximate velocity profile is that it is valid from
the jet nozzle all the way to the shroud exit. The velocity profile at each cross-section
within the ejector walls is assumed to be the central portion of the velocity profile
of an effective jet which develops in an unbounded space. The effective jet is special
in the sense that it only satisfies the conservation laws in the region bounded by the
channel walls. This idea was suggested by Abramovich[48, page 634], who noticed
that experimental data could be rationalized in this way. Figure 5.1 shows the basic
idea. The earliest attempts at using the integral method to solve confined jets did
not make use of this type of formulation. Consequently, the solutions obtained were
either restricted to the inlet region of the duct[61], or unnecessarily complicated by
the inclusion of two separate expressions for the velocity profile[62].
A certain amount of confusion is evident in the literature on how to properly
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account for the pressure when using the unified velocity profile formulation. To
understand the source of difficulty, consider the two regions shown in the sketch of
Figure 5.1. In region 1 the real jet and the effective jet are actually the same. Fluid
with velocity u0, yet untouched by the primary jet, can be related to the pressure
through Bernoulli's equation. That is p = p,,t,_ - 1/2pU2o • This relation is used in
region 1 to eliminate the pressure in terms of the external velocity. In region 2
the viscous flow extends all the way across the channel. The velocity profile within
this region has the shape of the middle portion of the effective jet which does not
acknowledge the presence of the walls. The quantity u0 no longer has a physical
meaning, but rather is a fictitious quantity that represents the external velocity in
the effective profile. The evolution of the velocity profile in region 2 is determined by
applying the conservation laws to only that portion of the flow contained within the
channel walls. Since it is only the region within the ejector that is required to satisfy
the conservation laws, there is not a direct connection between the pressure within
the ejector and the fictitious inviscid velocity outside. Application of Bernoulli's
equation to relate the pressure to u0 in region 2 does not make sense, since it would
imply that the pressure within the ejector is governed by the fictitious jet profile
and not the properties of the flow within the ejector. In spite of this, there are
instances in the literature where Bernoulli's equation is used in this region[54]. The
correct way to handle the pressure in region 2 is to include it as an independent
unknown quantity in the solution of the momentum equation.
5.5 Eddy Viscosity Hypothesis
The Boussinesq approximation for the turbulent stresses was introduced in Section
5.1. The eddy viscosity coefficient contained in this relation is determined from
a suitable Reynolds stress model. In this case a simple algebraic model is used.
From dimensional considerations it is evident that the eddy viscosity coefficient is
composed of the product of a length and a velocity, that is
vt " utlt (5.26)
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where ut and It are the characteristic eddy velocity and eddy size respectively. These
quantities are not known, but can be estimated from the properties of the mean
flow. In this work, the following scaling hypothesis is used
vt- kulb (5.27)
where Ul is the jet excess velocity and b is the jet excess velocity half-width. Experi-
mental measurements of the Reynolds stresses[47] support this scaling. Tavella[12],
who used this same scaling, obtained close agreement with experiments. Tavella
determined the constant k by assuming that the spreading rate of the confined jet
should reduce to that of a free jet in the close neighborhood of the jet origin. This
analysis results in a value of k = 0.0283. This value is adopted in the present work
as well.
5.6 Viscous Solution for the Single-Jet Ejector
For the one jet case, the velocity profile used by Tavella and Roberts [12] is adopted
fi(x,y) = Uo(X) + Ul(X) exp(r/) (5.28)
where
c_y
= (5.29)
The constant _ is chosen to be _, so that b has the interpretation of the excess
velocity (u - u0) half-width.
In order to justify the use of this profile, Tavella[12] performed a statistical
analysis in which the assumed profile shape was compared against experimental
data for a confined turbulent jet. He found that the profile fit the data exceptionally
well near the nozzle, but degraded slightly toward the end of the channel. In the
worst case, however, the fit was still within the scatter of the data. Tavella also
tried a more flexible profile in which the exponent was developed in powers of 77.
This representation did not produce any significant improvement in accuracy, and
thus was abandoned in favor of the simpler expression.
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The flow variables are symmetric with respect to the jet centerline in the single-
jet case, since the jet is issued along the channel symmetry plane. As a result, the
jet centerline is confined to remain on the plane of symmetry, and thereby follows
a straight trajectory. The radius of curvature of the jet centerline is infinite in this
instance, and the transverse momentum equation (Eq. (5.3)) reduces to
OP= 0
ov
which implies that the pressure is a function of x alone. Thus
(5.30)
p(x,y)= p(x) (5.31)
5.6.1 Matching Region
Within the viscous-inviscid matching region, the external velocity and the pressure
are known from the mvlscla solution. _xT:,_. • ___
.... ,,,_,, Uo and _. known, the viscous problem
reduces to finding solutions for Ul and b. The momentum integral and energy
integral equations are use to solve for these two unknowns.
The derivation is simpler if the momentum and energy integral equations are
manip,a!ated slightly before substitution of the approximate velocity and pressure
profiles. The momentum and energy integral equations may both be written in the
following general form
u '_+1 +u v-_+ ---- =y p Ox p Oy J dy 0 (5.32)
where n = 0 for the momentum integral equation and n = 1 for the energy integral
equation. After algebraic manipulation and use of the continuity equation, the
above relation may be written equivalently as
[nu,__l 0I) ,_ 20ul 1 ,_Or !v 1)u- PNJ -;u (5.33/
If the upper limit of integration is held fixed, the differentiation with respect to x
may be brought outside the integral. The integrals of the derivatives with respect
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to y are evaluated assuming that v(0) = 0, r(0) = 0, and r(H) = 0. Finally _ is
assumed to be zero and Eq. (5.5) is used to rewrite the turbulent stress in terms
of the mean flow quantities. The momentum and energy integral equations then
become
0j:[ 1]o-7 _ + ;P ey+ u(H)_(H/= 0 (5.34)
Ox 5_ +-_P _2(g)+p p \Oy]
Bernoulli's equation is valid for the inviscid portion of the inlet flow. Assuming
the vertical component of velocity to be small when compared with the horizontal
component, the pressure may be related to the external velocity as follows
1 1 1 2
-P = -Pa,m - _'u0 (5.36)P P
Now Eq. (5.28) for the velocity profile, Eq. (5.36) for the pressure profile, and
Eq. (5.27) for the eddy viscosity coefficient are substituted into the momentum and
energy integral equations (Eqs. (5.34) and (5.35)). The integrations and differen-
tiations are carried out while assuming that b << H. After some simplification, the
following system of equations results
a21 a22 b = b21 b22 /L0
where
all _-
a12
a21 _-
a22
u0 + v_ul
(u0+
_(v_+ 3 , _ _
_uoul + _V _ul )
bll = 0
bl2 = -2ul
(5.38)
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5.6.2 Fully Viscous Region
Within the fully viscous region of the ejector, the external velocity and the pres-
sure are no longer able to be computed from the inviscid solution. The system of
viscous equations must be enlarged so that u0 and p may also be obtained. With
the addition of two more unknowns, the momentum integral and energy integral
equations alone do not provide enough information to close the system.
One additional equation is derived from the condition that no flow pass through
the ejector wall. This condition is stated as
v(x,y = H)=u(x,y = H) dH (5.39)
When the above boundary condition is enforced, the system is still one equation
short of closure. Closure is obtained through use of the weighted residual method.
The first step in implementing the weighted residual method is to derive the
individual terms in the momentum equation from the approximate velocity and
pressure profiles. Equations. (5.8), (5.28), (5.31), (5.5), and (5.27) are used to give
0"-'_ = h0 + exp(r/)hl + 2 772exp(r/)b (5.40)
b[ _ ul (_erf(rl)- rlexp(r/))_]-- ---- r/ho + erf(r/)hl + -_-
-- OL
0& a
N = -2_-u_rlexp(r/)Y
=
0z
The residual is now constructed according to Eq. (5.17)
(5.41)
(5.42)
(5.43)
A{fi,_} -- qj_.j
= [Uo + u1(l + 27/2)exp(7/)]Uo +
+
15+ (5.44)
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ul[ ]2_- u0r/2 exp(r]) + -_-ulr] exp(r/)erf(r/)
T
- = -2kau21rlexp(r/) (5.45)
P
The weighting functions are chosen primarily for algebraic convenience. They
are simply the power sequence
wj = yj-1 j = 1, 2, 3 (5.46)
The choice of weighting functions allows the integrations indicated by Eqs. (5.22)
and (5.23) to be performed analytically. When the integrals are evaluated, the
system of equations may be written as
all a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a33 a34
a41 a42 a43 a44
{0}{hi}fil = b__b b3
b4
(5.47)
The first three equations above are formed by weighting the residual with y0, yl, and
y2 respectively. The fourth equation enforces the flow tangency boundary condition
at the wall. With the definitions
E1 = exp(-r/_)
E2 -- exp(-2r/_)
F1- _X_erf(r/H)
1 _r
F2 = _f_erf(V_r/H)
the individual terms in Eq. (5.47) are
all = b [(u 0-_ UlE1)TIH Jr-2UlF1]
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_[(_o-_,_1)_,+_,_]a12 -" _"
b[]a13 -- _ 17H
a14
b
a21 =
- 77
a23 2
<'_ = 5 _ 2,,0 i - (i +,7_j_,,)+ /
1
_,¢_,(_,-. ,.,-,,_,)+,,1_
-.,?j\
aal = [_uo77s_+ ul - -
/b\3"1 ( ) /1 _,_ ,_/1a32 : {;) [_Uo F1- 17HE1 -t-ul t2(F2- 17HE2)-t- F2- (i "4-177-/)X_l'l)]
a33 = _r#H
= ul -- 17_E1) + ul -
b[]a41 "-- -- 17HOL
b[,,]a42 -- __
a43 = 0
bu,[ ]a44 -- Ol b F1--77HE1
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bl = 0
b3--_-(b)3 [2_ (El - _HE1)
5.7 Viscous Solution for the Dual-Jet Ejector
The velocity profile for the two jet case is constructed from interfering hyperbolic
functions
where
and
1 [ ]fi(x,y) ---- Uo(X) + -_a(x) tanh(u + 711)- tanh(r/- _1) +
Ul(X) [sech2(_ + rh)+ sech2(r] - rh) ] (5.48)
aY (5.49)
= b(x----_
,y,(x)
,7_= b(x) (5.50)
The shape of the profile is shown in Figure 5.2. The parameter yl(x) represents
the location of the jet centerline, Uo(X) the external velocity at the ejector wall,
Uo(X) + a(x) the external velocity at the channel centerline, ul(x) the jet excess
velocity, and b(x) the jet excess velocity half-width. The hyperbolic secant functions
are patterned after the self-similar solution to a free jet [64, page 19]. The hyperbolic
tangent functions are used to allow for unequal secondary flow velocity on either
side of the jets. In this case the constant c_ = cosh-l(v_).
In the two jet case, the lack of symmetry in the secondary flow with respect
to the jet centerline allows a pressure difference to develop across the jets. The
pressure is therefore not constant within the layer, but rather develops some profile
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Figure 5.2: Velocity profile for the dual-jet ejector
in making the transition from the external pressure on either side. An approximate
expression for this profile that satisfies Bernoulli's equation on either side of the jet
is
1
_(x,y) = _- _pa(uo --k 1/2a)[tanh(_ q- _1) - tanh(r/- rh) - 1] (5.51)
where the average pressure p is defined as
1 1/2a2)P = P, tm - _P (U2o--k uoa --k (5.52)
5.7.1 Matching Region
Within the viscous-inviscid matching region, the jet centerlines follow curved tra-
jectories as a result of the non-uniform pressure field developed by the secondary
flow. The boundary layer equations still apply in the case of a moderately curved
layer provided they are written in a curvilinear coordinate system. If s and n are
the directions of a curvilinear coordinate system that is locally tangent to the jet
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centerline, the boundary layer equations may be recast as follows
Ou Ov
0--7+ _ = 0 (5.53)
Ou Ou 10p 1 Or
_,_ + v_ + po_ po,_ (5.54)
o_p= pu____. (5.55)
On R
The velocity and pressure profiles must also be recast in the curvilinear coordinate
system. In considering the jet that lies in the upper half-plane, the following trans-
formation is used to rewrite the expressions for the velocity and pressure profiles in
terms of a coordinate system that is everywhere tangent to the jet centerline
z --, , (5.56)
y-y1 _ n (5.57)
With the assumption that y + yl >> b, the velocity and pressure profiles become
1 [1 tanh(¢)]-4-Ul($)sech2(¢) (5.58)
_(_,_) = u0(_)+ _a(_) -
1 (Uo(S) += p(s) + Spa(s) 1/2a(s)) tanh(_) (5.59)
where
_n
¢ = -_- (5.60)
Within the viscous-inviscid matching region u0, a, and p can be deduced from the
inviscid solution. The viscous problem therefore reduces to finding solutions for Ul,
b, and yl. As in the single-jet case, the momentum and energy integral equations
are used to provide equations for Ul and b. An equation for Yl is derived from the
normal momentum equation.
Due to lack of symmetry with respect to the jet centerline in the dual-jet case,
the integrals in the momentum and energy integral equations must extend on both
sides of the jet centerline. Analogous to Eqs. (5.34) and (5.35), the momentum
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and energy integral equations for the dual-jet ejector written in the curvilinear
coordinate system are
N Y--/_ u_+ ; e,_+ _(H/2)v(H/2) - _(-H/2)v(-H/2) = 0 (5.61)
O f_12 [u (lu2 + lp)] dn_ l_.f"/2 vOPd,_+J-H/2 p J-Hn On
v( H/2) ( lu2(H/2) + lp(H/2)) -v(-H/2) ( lu_(-H/2) + lp(-H/2))
i_
=--ut H/2 ton] dn
(5.62)
where
1
Ap = 5pa(2uo + a) (5.64)
f2.Sb
J = P J-2.sb u2dn (5.65)
The curvature of the jet centerline is also related to the derivatives of yl(x)
_ Yl (5.66)
(1+/_)_/_
With the definition q = _h, the above equation may be written as the following two
first order differential equations that govern the jet trajectory
_/1 -- q
= g(1 +q2) 3/2
(5.67)
These two equations together with Eq. (5.63) are integrated along with the rest of
the equations for the viscous solution.
1 Ap
--= -- = -- (5.63)
R J
Calculation of the Jet Trajectory
As stated in Eq. (5.3) the pressure difference acting across the jets results in a
curvature of their centerlines. Since the pressure difference across the jet is known
from the inviscid solution, Eq. (5.55) may be integrated across the jet to yield an
expression for the curvature of the jet centerline
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System of Equations
Equations. (5.58) and (5.59) for the velocity and pressure profiles respectively are
substituted into the momentum and energy integral equations (Eqs. (5.61) and
(5.62)) and the integrations and differentiations carried out assuming H/2 >> b.
The results of these operations are combined with Eq. (5.67) to give
1100_ b23 /to (5.68)
_/1 b31 0 0 t_
0 0
a21 a22 0 0 b21 b22
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 b41
where
4 1
an = uo+_ul+_a
( ) (* )_=a21 = 2uo Uo+2ul+a +ul gul+2a +_a
a22 b + _'ul + + (Uo + + 2
bll _ 0
b12 = -9.Ul
b13 = -ul+_ 1 2
521 m ko_2ul {'16u2 1 2b \_g l+_a )
b22 = -2ul(2Uo+ul+a)+la 2
b_a = -ul(ul+2Uo+a)+(1--- 2 a Uo + _a + _a
b31 _- q
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_a(2u0 + a) [ 1312
b41 = 2b[2u2+2uoul+ula_¼a2 ] l+q21
The vertical component of velocity for the matching region is found from Eqs. (5.53)
and (5.58)
fo '_ Ouv = - -5"_sdn
1 ¢) (5.69)b { (ito + tanh(()al -
b [ul(_ tanh2((_)+ (ul+ la(] tanh((_)- 2aln cosh((_) - ul(_] b} (5.70)
5.7.2 Fully Viscous Region
Within the fully viscous region of the ejector, the inviscid solution no longer provides
the information to determine u0, a, and Yl. As in the single-jet case, the method
of weighted residuals is used to generate additional equations for these unknowns.
Unlike the single-jet case, however, the integrals that arise in the fully viscous region
of the dual-jet ejector are quite difficult to evaluate analytically. For this reason, the
integrals are evaluated numerically at each streamwise location. When an efficient
Simpson's rule algorithm is used to perform the integrations, the time required to
compute the fully viscous portion of the flow is still quite small.
The fully viscous region begins far enough inside the ejector to assume that the
pressure has become uniform across the channel. The jet trajectories correspond-
ingly axe no longer curved, but rather follow straight trajectories. It is therefore
appropriate to return to a cartesian coordinate system. The velocity profile is given
by Eq. (5.48) and the pressure profile reduces to
;0(x,y) = _x) (5.71)
The weighting functions are chosen in this instance to minimize the integrated
square of the error. Using Eq. (5.18), the integrated square of the error may be
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written as
Now the integrated square of the error is minimized by requiring that it be stationary
with respect to the _j.
0// //[ 10,1Oe'"7 e2dy = 2 qi qfi:j p Oy J dy = 0 (5.73)
or after integrating the stress term by parts assuming that r(0) = r(H) = 0
H g rdy (5.74)CJJo qiqjdy = - Jo Oqi
cOy p
The residual is now constructed from Eqs. (5.48) and (5.71). With the definitions
A1 = 7]+711
A_ = 77 - 7h
T1 : tanh(_ + 71)
T2 = tanh(T/-rh)
$1 = sech2(r/_- 771 )
$2 = sech2(r/-rh)
Q1 = lncosh0?+_h)
Q2 = lncosh(y-_h)
the derivatives of the velocity and pressure profile are
CO'_t (S 1 S2)_ 1 I (T1 _T2) _..{_= + +5
1 1 A2S2) 2u_(AIT_SI+ +
_ [_a (--AISI + + A2T2S2)]b
b [_a (S1 +S2) +2ul (-T1S1 +T2S2)]_11
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= _- 1 (Q1- Q2)/_+
O_
cOy
OL
cOx
Let the elements of qj be denoted as q_0, q_,_, %, etc., then
b
q_o = u---77
Ol
qp m 1
2 l b (Q1-Q2)cOCz
qb ÷ ÷
-a _a - A1TI + QI + A_T2- Q2 + ul - A_S, + T_ - A:S2 + T: -_y
qYl = b[la(SI+S2)+2ul(-TISITT2S2)]u -
OCz
As in the single-jet case, it is necessary to enforce a flow tangency boundary condi-
tion at the ejector wall. The condition is
v(x,y= H)=u(x,y-- H) dH (5.75)
The need to enforce this boundary condition requires that one of the equations from
the weighted residual method be removed from the system. A bit of experimentation
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has shown that the conditioning of the system is best if the equation formed with
qu0 as the weighting function is replaced with the flow tangency boundary condition.
When the integrals are evaluated, the system of equations may be written as
all a12 a13 a14 a15 a16
a21 a22 a23 a24 a25 a26
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35 a36
a41 a42 a43 a44 a45 a46
a51 a52 a53 a54 a55 a56
a61 a62 a63 a64 a65 a66
r r
/to bl ]
I
/tl b2 I} b3
h b4 I
• !
b b5 ]
_/1 b6 I
(5.76)
The first five equations are formed by weighting the residual with q,,_, qp, qa, qb,
and qyl respectively, while the last equation enforces the flow tangency boundary
condition at the ejector wall.
Chapter 6
Viscous-Inviscid Matching
Procedure
6.1 Iteration Scheme
The goal of the viscous-inviscid matching is to obtain viscous and inviscid solutions
that are compatible at their common boundary. Compatibility is achieved when
the pressure and velocity fields are continuous at the zonal interface. In order to
arrive at compatibility, the viscous and inviscid solutions are allowed to influence
each other in an iterative process where information is exchanged at the common
boundary. This process simulates the physical viscous-inviscid interaction that is
taking place within the ejector. The iterative process must be carefully designed
such that it allows each flow region to influence the other, and yet remain both
stable and computationally efficient even when the interaction is intense.
In the ejector problem there are two areas where a matching must be done. The
0
first is a matching of velocity and pressure fields along the jet boundary, while the
second is a matching of the ejector exit pressure to the atmospheric value. Matching
of the flow variables along the jet boundary involves finding the correct distribution
of jet entrainment. Matching of the exit pressure is achieved when the value of
the primary jet momentum flux is consistent with an assumed value of the ejector
inlet pressure. These two matching processes are intertwined, since the value of
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Figure 6.1: Viscous-Inviscid interaction scheme.
the primary jet momentum affects the evolution of the jet, while the interaction
between the jet and inviscid flow ultimately affects the ejector exit pressure. The
overall iteration scheme is constructed in a nested fashion where an inner loop
converges the flow variables at the jet boundary and an outer loop converges the
exit pressure.
In the viscous-inviscid loop, the inviscid solution provides both the external
velocity, u0, and the pressure, p, to be used as boundary conditions in the viscous
solution. Once the viscous flow is computed, the jet entrainment velocity is passed
to the inviscid region, where it is used to update the suction applied to the panels
covering the jet boundary. A new inviscid solution is then calculated, and the cycle
repeats. Figure 6.1 illustrates the concept. Convergence is monitored by comparing
the distribution of entrainment assumed in the inviscid solution with the actual
entrainment computed by the viscous solution.
In the exit pressure matching loop, an initial guess for the primary jet momentum
is made. Next the viscous-inviscid matching is performed. The viscous solution is
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then marched all the way to the ejector exit. The computed exit pressure does not
in general agree with the atmospheric value. Accordingly, an adjustment is made
to the primary jet momentum flux, and the cycle repeats. Figure 6.2 illustrates the
concept. Convergence is achieved in the outer loop when the difference between the
exit and atmospheric pressure is negligible.
The matching procedures for both the single and dual jet ejectors are essentially
the same. The dual jet case, however, is complicated by the additional interaction
which takes place between the two jets. This interaction is manifested both by the
effects of jet curvature and by the asymmetric entrainment with respect to the jet
centerline. The matching procedures for the one and two jet ejector are described
separately below.
6.2 Matching Procedure for the Single-Jet Ejector
6.2.1 Viscous-Inviscid Matching
The ejector flow field is symmetric with respect to the channel centerline. To mini-
mize effort, only the upper half of the of the flow field is solved. The viscous-inviscid
matching is therefore contained to the upper half of the boundary between the jet
and the inviscid stream. The geometry for the upper half-plane of the inviscid solu-
tion was discussed in Section 4.4. The effect of the jet entrainment on the inviscid
field is simulated by applying suction to the panels which cover the jet boundary,
while the lowered pressure within the inlet is simulated by applying suction to the
control station. The matching process determines the distribution of panel suction
that makes the viscous and inviscid regions are compatible. The procedure is to
iterate between the inviscid horizontal component of velocity and the viscous en-
trainment. To start the process, an initial guess for the jet entrainment is made,
and the panel suction velocities are set accordingly. The inlet suction applied at
the control station is a parameter in the exit pressure matching and is assigned a
fixed arbitrary value. The inviscid problem is solved, and the velocity components
as well as the pressure along the jet boundary are calculated. The quantities/_0 and
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Figure 6.2: Exit pressure matching.
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are then formed and sent to the viscous region as forcing terms (see Eq. (5.37)).
The viscous problem is solved, and the jet entrainment velocity computed via Eq.
(5.41). At this point the velocity and pressure fields are compared at the viscous-
inviscid interface. The horizontal component of velocity as well as the pressure
are already continuous at the interface, since these quantities were extracted from
the inviscid solution and transferred directly to the viscous solution through the
boundary conditions. The vertical component of velocity, however, will in general
not be continuous. Let Vvi, be the entrainment velocity computed by the viscous
solution, vi,_v be the entrainment velocity computed by the inviscid solution, and V,_
the suction velocity applied to the panel where the entrainment is being calculated.
Then the following relaxation scheme is used for each panel to produce a correction
to its suction velocity
v: +' = v: + V, v) (6.1)
Once the correction is made for each of the panels, a new inviscid solution is gen-
erated and the whole process repeated.
The parameter w in Eq. (6.1) is a relaxation factor that is needed to maintain
stability. The iteration scheme is only stable if the relaxation factor is allowed
to vary with x. The viscous calculation becomes more sensitive to changes in the
external inviscid field as the distance from the jet origin is increased. For this reason
it is necessary to increase the damping with the streamwise distance. The following
linear variation in the relaxation factor is sufficient to control the stability
where
k2:cs -- XO/j
(6.2)
Here x0 is the position of the jet nozzle and xc0 is the position of the control station,
where the viscous-inviscid matching is terminated. While this scheme is under
relaxed over most of the jet trajectory, it still converges quite rapidly. Typically
four cycles are needed to match the entrainment velocity to within three significant
figures. The scheme is also surprisingly robust. No stability problems have been
encountered for a wide range of test conditions.
r = 1.0, t = 0.7 (6.3)
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6.2.2 Exit Pressure Matching
Once the viscous-inviscid matching is complete, the remainder of the viscous flow
within the channel is computed by marching the system of equations given in Eq.
(5.47). The pressure computed at the exit will in general differ from the atmospheric
value. An improvement is made by adjusting the primary jet momentum flux.
For a given geometry, the exit pressure depends only on the primary jet mo-
mentum flux and the magnitude of the suction applied to the control station. The
primary jet momentum flux in turn is specified by an initial velocity, ul0, while the
control station suction is specified by the the velocity uc,. These are the only two
relevant velocity scales in the problem. The exit pressure must therefore depend on
the ratio Ulo/Uc,. Consequently, it is sufficient to vary either one of these quantities
while holding the other fixed. It is most convenient to hold uc, fixed and vary just
the initial jet velocity ul0.
A Newton-type iteration is used to converge the exit pressure. First define
Then the iteration scheme is
fn = (P,_i, - P_tm) (6.4)
f,__ f,__fn-1 n-, (6.5)
U_o -- Ulo
where
and where
un+l nlo = Ul0 -- wf n (6.6)
n = 1 (6.7)1/f'" > 1
w0 --_ 0.1 (6.8)
Notice that the Newton scheme needs data at two iteration levels. Provision is made
for this by incorporating a simple one level scheme for the first step. This iteration
scheme converges quite rapidly. Typically four cycles are necessary to converge the
exit pressure to the atmospheric value within three significant figures.
The entire iteration process is now complete. A summary of the method is
shown schematically in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Iteration scheme for the single jet ejector. Note how the viscous-inviscid
matching loop is nested within the exit pressure matching loop.
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6.3 Matching Procedure for the Dual-Jet Ejector
The matching procedure for the dual-jet ejector is conceptually the same as the
single-jet case. The procedure is somewhat more complicated by the need to account
for the jet curvature and unequal entrainment on either side of the jet. Accordingly,
the viscous-inviscid matching procedure contains an additional loop for converging
jet trajectories. The exit pressure matching loop is unchanged.
6.3.1 Viscous-Inviscid Matching
Unlike the single-jet ejector, the jets in the dual-jet ejector are not issued along the
channel symmetry plane. With no geometric symmetry imposed at their centerlines,
the jets have the freedom do develop asymmetric characteristics. Both curvature of
the jet centerline and unequal entrainment on the two sides of the jet are additional
effects which the viscous-inviscid interaction scheme for the dual-jet ejector must
account for.
While the flow is not expected to be symmetric with respect to the individual
jet centers, the overall flow is still symmetric with respect to the channel symmetry
plane. As in the single-jet case, it is again sufficient to consider only the upper half
of the ejector channel. The upper half-plane now contains one entire jet as opposed
to the half jet encountered previously. Both the upper and lower surfaces of this jet
must be treated separately, since in the absence of symmetry, the viscous-inviscid
interaction taking place at the upper surface is different from the interaction taking
place at the lower surface. Accordingly, the iteration scheme is extended accordingly
to separately match the viscous and inviscid solutions at upper and lower interfaces.
The procedure for matching both sides of the jet is patterned after the one-
sided matching done in the single-jet case. The suction velocities for the panels
covering both sides of the jet are initially set to reflect an initial guess for the jet
entrainment. The suction velocities applied to both the lower and upper control
stations are set to the same fixed value. The inviscid problem is then solved, and
the velocity components as well as the pressure at both the upper and lower side of
the jet boundary calculated. Next the quantities _/0, h, and _ are determined. These
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terms are then used as boundary conditions in the solution of the viscous region
(see Eq. (5.68)). Once the viscous solution is complete, the entrainment velocity
at both the upper and lower interfaces are calculated. Finally, corrections to the
panel suction velocities on both the upper and lower sides of the jet are made with
the same iteration scheme given in Eq. (6.1). The cycle is repeated until the flow
variables are continuous at both the upper and lower viseous-inviseid interfaces.
6.3.2 Exit Pressure Matching
The exit pressure matching procedure for the dual-jet ejector is exactly the same
as that used in the single-jet case.
6.3.3 Determination of the Jet Trajectory
A new procedure needs to be introduced to account for the jet curvature. As
discussed in Section 5.7.1, the jets curve in response to the pressure difference
acting across them. The actual path of the jets is not known a priori, but rather
must be determined as part of the solution. This requires an additional iteration
loop to be built around the exit pressure matching and viscous-inviscid matching
loops.
The viscous-inviscid interfaces are curved in proportion to the curvature of the
jet centerline. The inviscid solution must account for this by distributing the panels
which cover the jet boundary over an appropriately curved surface. The shape of
this surface is not known ahead of time since it is dependent on the yet unknown
distribution of pressure within the ejector inlet. The panels that form the viscous-
inviscid interfaces must be free to move during the iteration process so that the jet
trajectory remains compatible with the rest of the solution. The procedure used
here is to initially guess the jet trajectory. The panels are laid out accordingly and
both the viscous-inviscid and exit pressure matchings done. When the provisional
solution is complete, the computed jet trajectory is compared with the initial guess.
If the vertical distance between the two exceeds a specified tolerance at any point,
the newly computed trajectory is used as the initial guess for the next iteration.
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This process converges rapidly. It is a rare case where more than two cycles are
needed to converge the jet trajectory. A summary of the overall iteration strategy
for the dual-jet ejector is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Iteration scheme for the dual-jet ejector. Note three levels of nesting.
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Chapter 7
Results
In this chapter the predictions of the viscous-inviscid ejector algorithm are carefully
examined. In an effort to validate the computer code, the results predicted for the
_:__1_ :^, • ,..... ,-,_t _g_;n_t expprimental data. The computations are,j. .,::-j,_, ejector are ..... v ...................... -
then extended to an investigation of the effect of ejector geometry on performance.
This is done for both the single-jet and dual-jet ejectors by systematically vary-
ing the primary nozzle position, ejector length, free stream speed, diffuser angle,
and diffuser slope. The results of the parametric studies for the single-jet ejector
are compared with experimental data for qualitative agreement. Finally, the com-
puter code is used as a subroutine to an optimization package to demonstrate the
suitability of the algorithm to practical design problems.
In all cases the results are presented in non-dimensional form where the thrust
augmentation ratio, defined as
Total Ejector Thrust (7.1)
¢ = Thrust of an Identical Nozzle Issued in Isolation
is plotted against non-dimensional forms of the individual parameters.
7.1 Comparison With Experiment
The predictions of the viscous-inviscid algorithm are compared with a series of
measurements taken by Bernal and Sarohia[47] at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories
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Figure 7.1: Experimental configuration. L/2H = 3.25, xj/2H = 1.0, d/2H = 0.5,
uoo = o.o
in 1982. Figure 7.1 shows a cross-section of the two-dimensional test configuration.
The ejector shroud is composed of two thick flat plates with semi-circular leading
edges. The plates are spaced so that the length to width ratio of the mixing chamber
is 3.25. The primary nozzle is displaced one channel-width in front of the ejector.
The jet exit Mach number is 0.3 in the experiment and no free stream is present.
7.1.1 Surface Pressure
Figure 7.2 shows a comparison between the measured and computed distribution
of the ejector surface pressure. The results are presented in non-dimensional form
where the surface pressure coefficient, defined as
Cp - p-poo
To/2H (7.2)
is plotted against the normalized surface coordinate. The viscous-inviscid algorithm
does a good job at capturing the suction peak resulting from the acceleration of the
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the jet velocity profiles
secondary fluid as it flows around the shroud leading edge. The computed results
also accurately predict the pressure recovery that results from the dissipation of
momentum within the mixing region of the ejector channel. The fact that the
conversion of the primary jet momentum to pressure is accurately predicted suggests
that the simple algebraic turbulence model is doing an adequate job of simulating
the turbulent shearing stresses.
7.1.2 Velocity Profile Evolution
Shown in Figure 7.3 is a comparison of the computed and measured velocity profiles
within the ejector channel. The viscous-inviscid algorithm accurately predicts the
jet spreading as well as the decay of the maximum velocity. The correct prediction
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THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIO
EXPERIMENT ¢- 1.2
COMPUTATION ¢- 1.26
Table 7.1: Thrust augmentation ratio comparison
of the jet growth provides additional justification for the use the algebraic turbu-
lence model. Agreement in the shape of the velocity profiles demonstrates that the
gaussian exponential velocity profile shape chosen for the viscous calculation is a
good choice for representing the physics of the single-jet ejector flow.
7.1.3 Thrust Augmentation Ratio
The computed value of the thrust augmentation ratio is compared with the
experimental value in Table 7.1. The good agreement demonstrates that the viscous-
inviscid algorithm accurately models the overall ejector mixing process. The fact
that the computed result is 5 percent higher than the experimental result could be
attributed to the lack of account for skin friction in the computation.
Now with the results of the computation validated against experimental data, a
series of parametric and optimizations are performed.
7.2 Parametric Studies
The effects of varying several geometrical parameters is investigated by perturbing
the configuration that was used for the comparison with experiment. Unfortunately
the experimental tests at JPL did not include any such geometrical parametric varia-
tions. Other experimentalists[l] have published data showing the effects of variation
in one or two geometrical parameters. Outside of these limited results, there does
not seem to exist a cohesive set of experimental data where a single configuration
is subjected to systematic variations in several different geometric parameters. For
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this reason it is difficult to make a direct comparison of the computed results with
experimental data when a large number of parameters are systematically varied. It
is possible, however, to make a qualitative comparison with the available experi-
mental data. The experimental data must be drawn from several independent tests
that involve different basic geometrical configurations. No attempt is made to tai-
lor the computational geometry to match each of these individual tests, but rather
the basic computational geometry is held fixed and comparisons are made to show
similar trends as opposed to exact agreement. Experimental data is more abundant
for single-jet configurations and thus comparisons are made for this case only.
7.2.1 Parameters Varied
Figure 7.4 shows the geometrical parameters that are varied for both the single-jet
and dual-jet ejectors. In non-dimensional form the parameters are: longitudinal
nozzle placement, xj/2H, ejector length, L/2H, free stream speed, 72 = pUSH To,
diffuser length, LD/L, and diffuser angle /3. The lateral nozzle placement, yj/H
and the nozzle tilt, a are additional parameters for the dual-jet ejector. Each of
these parameters is varied independently while all others are held fixed at their
nominal values, zj/2H = O, L/2H = 3.25, 7 = 0, LD/L = 0, and /_ = 0 for the
single-jet ejector, and zj/2H = 0.44, yj/H = 0.5, a = 0, L/2H = 3.25, 7 = 0,
LD/L = O, and /3 = 0 for the dual-jet configuration. For the single-jet case, the
basic configuration is the same as the JPL test with the exception that the nozzle
is located at the entrance plane of the ejector as opposed to one channel width in
front. The nominal dual-jet configuration is the same as the single-jet one with the
primary jet divided in two symmetrically placed jets of half the single jet intensity.
7.2.2 Ejector Length
Figure 7.5 shows the variation in the thrust augmentation ratio with ejector length
for the single-jet and dual-jet configurations. The computations show that the
ejector performance increases monotonically with the ejector length. This result
can be explained as follows. As the ejector becomes longer, the high energy jet fluid
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Figure 7.4: Variation of ejector geometrical parameters
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Figure 7.5: Effects of the ejector length. (A) Computed results for single-jet:
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has more opportunity to mix with the ambient fluid. The enhanced mixing requires
an increase in the amount of entrained secondary flow and hence an increase in
performance.
The experimental results shown in part (B) of Figure 7.5 are for a single-jet
configuration. The experimental data shows a similar trend with the exception
that the thrust augmentation ratio does not increase monotonically with the ejector
length. The experimental data show an increase in performance up to a maximum
value at roughly L/2H _- 7, after which the performance continually degrades. The
differences between the computed and experimental results arises from the neglect
of skin friction in the computation. In the experiment, the increment in drag due to
skin friction starts to overcome the increment in performance due to increasing the
ejector length at L/2H -- 7. Without account for the viscous drag, the computed
results are unable to show the optimal ejector length.
unQ_r_ b_Lllt.l t, llt5 t-AI_L_J._A .......A very simple analysis can be made to better ' ..... J *_'^ _:¢_...... _ _'_
performance of the single and dual-jet ejectors. The premise of this analysis is
that the dual-jet ejector has a greater effective length than does the single jet
configuration. The basic idea is shown in Figure 7.6. By virtue of symmetry at the
ejector channel centerline, each jet in the dual-jet configuration acts as a separate
ejector. The length to width ratio of the two effective ejectors, however, is not
the same as the original L/2H. The overall ejector length L is the same, but the
effective channel width is reduced. If the nozzle is located midway between the
ejector centerline and the ejector wall, then the effective channel width is H/2. In
general, the effective channel width depends on the lateral position of the primary
nozzle. For an arbitrary lateral nozzle position, the following hypothesis for the
effective channel width is used
{"o,,-- < (7.3)
The effective ejector length to width ratio is then
(7.4)
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Figure 7.6: Effective ejector length for the dual-jet configuration
The thrust augmentation of the dual-jet ejector may then be related to the thrust
augmentation ratio of an effective single-jet ejector as follows
:Cdual-jet 2H' ¢,ingt_-jet 1 2-HL Y--d" > IH
For the symmetrical placement Yj/H = 0.5, the above relation becomes
Thus the performance of a dual-jet ejector with the nozzles symmetrically placed
is predicted to perform the same as a single-jet ejector of twice the length. The
validity of this estimate is demonstrated in Figure 7.7 where the results of the
single-jet computation are used to provide an estimate of the dual-jet performance.
The estimate agrees well with the actual dual-jet computation over the entire range
of ejector lengths. An estimate for the variation in performance with the lateral
position of the nozzles in the dual-jet ejector can also be made. Figure 7.8 shows a
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plot of Eq. (7.5) where the results for the single-jet computation have been used.
The analysis shows that the optimal location for the nozzles is midway between the
ejector channel centerline and the channel wall.
7.2.3 Longitudinal Nozzle Position
Shown in Figure 7.9 is the effect of the longitudinal nozzle placement for both the
single-jet and dual-jet ejectors. The computed results for the single-jet ejector show
that the performance is maximized when the nozzle is located at the ejector inlet
plane. This fact may be explained as follows. When the nozzle is located ahead
of the ejector, much of the entrainment takes place ahead of the ejector as well.
The jet is already partially mixed as in enters the ejector shroud and as a result
has less available kinetic energy to be used to entrain additional ambient fluid.
The momentum flux of the secondary fluid _11_,_,,_--'^-:__oo,,,_ej,_,-_n_..........is ennsequentlv.
reduced and the performance is degraded. As the nozzle is moved away from the
entrance plane into the channel, the length over which the turbulent mixing can
take place is reduced. A reduction in mixing again implies a reduction in the
entrainment of ambient fluid and a corresponding drop in performance. According
to this argument, the optimal nozzle location should be at the ejector entrance plane
since at this location the jet has the greatest available kinetic energy as well as the
longest distance within the channel for the mixing to take place.
In part (B) of Figure 7.9, a qualitative comparison with experimental data for
a single-jet ejector is made. The experimental results show the same trend where
the performance is maximized near the ejector entrance plane. The experiment
shows a more rapid decrease in performance as the nozzle is moved in front of the
ejector. This discrepancy is probably due to differences in the basic geometry of
the experimental and computational configurations.
The computed results for the dual-jet ejector are similar to the single jet case
with the exception that the maximum performance is obtained when the jets are
located slightly inside the ejector channel. The fact that the optimal position is
not at the entrance plane for the dual-jet ejector is related to the curvature of the
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Figure 7.9: Effects of the longitudinal nozzle position. (A) Computed results for
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jet centerlines. Due to the non-uniform pressure in the inviscid field at the ejector
inlet, the jets are induced to follow curved trajectories. The relative position of the
jet centers are therefore displaced from their optimal position midway between the
ejector centerline and the ejector wall. As the nozzles are moved further inside the
channel, they are located in a region of increasing uniformity in the pressure field.
Consequently the displacement of the jet centerlines diminishes and the performance
is increased. The optimal position for the nozzles is the point where the rate of
increase in performance due to a less deflected jet trajectory is equal to the rate of
decrease in performance due to a decrease in the overall length over which the flow
has to mix.
7.2.4 Lateral Nozzle Position for the Dual-Jet Ejector
Figure 7.10 shows how the lateral nozzle position affects the performance for the
dual-jet ejector. The results show that the performance is maximized when the
jets are located midway between the ejector walls and the Channel centerline. The
performance drops off a bit faster when the jets are moved towards the ejector
channel walls than when they are moved towards the channel centerline.
A comparison of the the computed results with the estimate provided by the
effective ejector length concept is shown in part (B) of figure 7.10. The qualitative
agreement shows that moving the nozzle from its optimal location at the midpoint
between the channel centerline and the channel wall results in a shortening of the
effective ejector length.
7.2.5 Nozzle Tilt for the Dual-Jet Ejector
Shown in Figure 7.11 is the variation in performance of the dual-jet ejector with
the primary nozzle tilt. The computation shows that, for the chosen position of the
primary nozzle, the performance is maximized for a nozzle tilt of zero degrees. The
nozzle tilt affects the performance in much the same way as does the nozzle lateral
nozzle position since tilting the nozzle forces the jet centers to leave their optimal
point midway between the ejector channel centerline and the ejector wall.
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Figure 7.10: Effects of the lateral nozzle position for the dual-jet ejector. (A)
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7.2.6 Free Stream Speed
Figure 7.12 shows the computed variation in the thrust augmentation ratio with
the free stream speed for the single-jet and dual-jet ejectors. The parameter _ is a
non-dimensional measure of the free stream speed. Its square is proportional to the
force created by the dynamic pressure of the free stream acting over the channel
width, divided by the primary jet thrust.
7_ = pUSH
To (7.7)
The computed results show a steady decrease in performance with increasing free
stream intensity. The results for the single-jet and dual-jet ejectors show a similar
trend, with the dual-jet ejector out-performing the single-jet ejector throughout the
entire range of 7- The reason for the decrease in performance with increasing free
stream speed is due to an increase in the ram drag. The experimental data for a
single-jet configuration shown in part (B) of Figure 7.12 illustrates a similar trend.
The results of the control volume analysis, shown in part (C) of Figure 7.12 again
agree qualitatively with the results of the viscous-inviscid calculation. In comparing
the viscous-inviscid results with the control volume analysis, it is evident that the
dual-jet ejector achieves a higher degree of mixing (smaller exit velocity skewness
factor, A2) than does the single-jet ejector. The higher degree of mixing enables the
dual-jet ejector to maintain its advantage over the single-jet configuration as the
free stream intensity is increased.
7.2.7 Diffuser Length
The computed variation in thrust augmentation ratio with diffuser length for a
constant diffuser angle of 200 is shown in Figure 7.13. The computation shows that
the thrust augmentation ratio is a non-monotonic function of the diffuser length
when the diffuser angle is held fixed. For the single-jet case, the performance is
maximized at about LD/L = 0.3. The computation for the dual-jet ejector shows
increasing performance over the entire range of diffuser lengths investigated. The
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Figure 7.12: Effects of the free stream speed. (A) Computed results for single jet:
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control volume analysis.
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dual-jet performance should go through a maximum, however, but apparently at a
value of LD/L greater than 0.45.
A physical explanation of the effect of a diffuser is easier to understand if the
results of Figure 7.13 are replotted as the thrust augmentation ratio versus the
diffuser area ratio. Such a plot is shown in Figure 7.14. The results look much the
same in this plot since the diffuser area ratio is directly proportional to the diffuser
length if the diffuser angle is held fixed.
Recall that the ejector exit pressure must equal the atmospheric value. Then, if
the turbulent mixing within the diffuser is neglected, the diffuser area ratio alone
sets the pressure at the entrance of the diffuser to a value less than atmospheric.
The lowered pressure within the ejector induces additional secondary flow to enter
the device and hence an increase in performance. At the same time, however, the
lowered pressure acting over the sloped diffuser walls creates a drag force. The
drag force increases faster than does the increment in performance due to the the
enhanced secondary flow. As the diffuser area ratio is increased, the pressure drag
soon dominates and the thrust augmentation ratio falls from its maximum value.
The boundary layers within the diffuser are neglected in the viscous-inviscid al-
gorithm and thus it is not possible to detect the decrease in performance associated
with boundary layer separation from the diffuser walls when high area ratios are
used. Thus the computed decrease in performance following the maximum value
of thrust augmentation is due to increasing pressure drag and not diffuser stall. In
interpreting the experimental data for the single-jet configuration shown for com-
parison in part (B) of Figure 7.14, it is difficult to determine whether the decrease
in performance after the maximum value is due to boundary layer separation or
from increasing pressure drag.
Part (C) of Figure 7.14 shows the corresponding result of the control volume
analysis for comparison with the viscous-inviscid computation. The trends are seen
to be quite similar.
In comparing the control volume results with the viscous-inviscid computation,
it is again evident that the dual-jet ejector achieves a higher degree of mixing (lower
exit velocity skewness, A2) than does the single-jet ejector. Because of its ability
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Figure 7.14: Effects of the diffuser area ratio (a replotting of Figure 7.13). (A)
computed results for single jet: zj/2H = O, L/2H = 3.25, 3' = 0,/_ = 20 °, dual jet:
xj/2H = 0.44, yj/H = 0.5, a = O, L/2H = 3.25, 7 = 0, _ = 20 °. (B) Qualitative
comparison with experiment for a single-jet configuration (taken from Ref. [1]). (C)
Comparison with the control volume analysis.
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to more efficiently mix the primary and secondary streams, the dual-jet ejector
is predicted to perform significantly better than the single-jet counterpart when a
diffuser is used. The advantage of the dual-jet ejector is most evident for greater
diffuser area ratios.
7.2.8 Diffuser Angle
The variation in thrust augmentation ratio with diffuser angle for constant diffuser
length is shown in Figure 7.15. The computed results look much the same as those
for varying the diffuser length while holding the angle fixed (c.f. Figure 7.13). The
similarity between the two sets of results suggests that the thrust augmentation
ratio is predominantly a function of the diffuser area ratio and not the details of the
diffuser shape. This hypothesis is tested by perforn-iing a computation where the
diffuser length and diffuser angle are varied simultaneously in such a way that the
diffuser area ratio remains fixed. The results of this computation are show in Figure
7.16. The flatness of the computed results indicates that the overall performance
is nearly independent of the details of the diffuser shape. The code predicts only
a slight advantage in using a short diffuser with a large angle. The fact that the
thrust augmentation ratio is essentially independent of the diffuser shape indicates
that there is a negligible amount of turbulent mixing taking place in the diffuser.
7.3 Optimization Studies
In an effort to demonstrate the usefulness of the viscous-inviscid algorithm for prac-
tical design problems, a few example optimization studies have been performed. In
these studies, the viscous-inviscid computer code is used as a subroutine in an op-
timization package. Due to the efficient nature of the viscous-inviscid algorithm,
configurations are optimized in manageable amounts of time on a VAX 11/780
machine.
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Figure 7.15: Effects of the diffuser angle for constant diffuser length. Computed
results for single-jet: xj/2H = 0, L/2H = 3.25, _ = 0, LD/L = 0.31, dual-jet:
xj/2H = 0.44, yj/H = 0.5, o_ = O, L/2H = 3.25, _ = O, LD/L = 0.31.
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Figure 7.16: Effects of the diffuser length for constant diffuser area ratio. Com-
putation for single-jet: xj/2H = O, L/2H = 3.25, 7 = 0, W/H = 1.73, dual-jet:
xj/2H = 0.33, yffH = 0.5, a = 0, L/2H = 3.25, 7 = 0, W/H = 1.73.
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Figure 7.17: Configuration for the ejector inlet optimization, x j, XL, 8, Uoo, and the
dynamic viscosity, # are variable. Fixed parameters are: L/2H = 3.25, d/2H = 0.5.
7.3.1 Single-Jet Ejector Optimization
The computer code for the single-jet ejector is used to optimize a thrust augmentor
inlet for several different flight conditions. The basic configuration is again the
geometry used in the JPL test. Figure 7.17 shows the variable-geometry inlet to
be used in the optimization study. The primary jet is free to move fore and aft
of the ejector entrance plane. A variable-length section of the inlet is also free to
rotate towards and away from the ejector centerline. In non-dimensional form the
design variables are: nozzle position - xj/2H, inlet lip length - XL/2H, inlet lip
rotation angle - 8, free stream speed - 72 = pUSH To, and Reynolds number -
Re = _/#. The Reynolds number becomes an important parameter in the
optimization study because a boundary layer calculation is included for the inlet
portion of the ejector. Inlet geometries that result in boundary layer separation are
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rejected in the optimization process.
A quasi-Newton optimization package[65] is coupled with the viscous-inviscid
code to systematically search through the design parameters. Constraints imposed
by geometrical restrictions as well as boundary layer separation are incorporated
into the optimization scheme through the use of algebraic penalty functions. The
penalty functions artificially lower the performance once a constraint is violated.
The free stream speed parameter, _, and the Reynolds number Re are chosen to
define the flight condition. The optimization package then repeatedly evaluates the
viscous-inviscid code to determine the optimal values of the remaining parameters.
A concise statement of the optimization problem is
Xj X L )MAXIMIZE ¢ = ¢ 2-H' _--_,0 (7.8)
subject to the geometrical and boundary layer separation constraints.
Penalty Function Transformation
In its present form, the problem here is one of constrained optimization. Prob-
lems of constrained optimization are much more difficult to treat than are those of
unconstrained optimization. Accordingly, a penalty function transformation[66] is
used to transform the constrained optimization problem into one of unconstrained
optimization. The idea behind the penalty functions is simple. The constraints
are completely ignored until one of them is violated. When a constraint is vi-
olated, the performance is artificially lowered in an effort to redirect the search
away from the forbidden region. The penalty functions thus simulate the effects of
the constraints while allowing the problem to be treated under an unconstrained
optimization framework.
With the use of penalty functions, the objective is to maximize the following
N
MAXIMIZE g = ¢ - Y_ ci6_ (7.9)
i=1
where the c_ are weighting factors and the 6i are the penalty functions. The penalty
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functions themselves are composed of Heavyside functions. For example, a con-
straint of _ < 00 is modeled as
= (e- e0)n(0- 60) (7.10)
where 7-I is the Heavyside function. Note that the penalty is zero until 8 = 8o.
The weighting coefficients ci are a measure of the relative importance of enforcing
each constraint. Low values of ci imply little attention paid to the constraints,
while larger values increase their importance. The magnitude of the weights have
a profound effect on the convergence of the optimization process. In general the
convergence degrades with increasing values of the weights. The best strategy for
obtaining convergence is to let the weights vary during the optimization process
such that their magnitude is steadily increased as the optimal point is neared.
Optimal Solutions
Optimal configurations are determined for a wide range of Reynolds number for
three values of the dimensionless free stream velocity, % Figure 7.18 shows the
variation in the performance of a thrust augmentor with an optimized inlet as a
function of both Reynolds number and free stream speed. The results indicate that
the performance is an increasing function of Reynolds number, with strongest de-
pendence in the low Reynolds number range. The rapid increase in performance at
low Reynolds numbers is associated with transition from a laminar to a turbulent
boundary layer. A laminar boundary layer can not withstand the severe adverse
pressure gradient which is present in the inlet region. In an effort to avoid inlet
stall, the optimization routine seeks a configuration that reduces the pressure rise
in the inlet region by decreasing the degree of turbulent mixing within the shroud.
In so doing, the performance is decreased since the mechanism of thrust augmen-
tation relies on mixing of the high momentum jet with the ambient fluid. As the
Reynolds number is increased to a value sufficient to induce transition to a turbu-
lent boundary layer, the performance is greatly enhanced due to the fact that the
turbulent boundary layer is able to negotiate the intensified pressure rise associated
with increased mixing within the shroud.
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Figure 7.18: Performance of the thrust augmentor with an optimized inlet
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When a non-zero free stream speed is included, the presence of a strong favorable
pressure gradient following the stagnation point at the shroud nose helps to energize
the boundary layer, thus making it more resilient to separation as the pressure rise
in the inlet region is encountered. In contrast, for the case of static operation, the
boundary layer begins at the tail end of the shroud, and due to its lengthy evolution
and less favorable pressure gradient, becomes thick and sluggish by the time it has
traveled the distance necessary to be swept into the inlet. The resulting thick,
weak boundary layer experiences separation at a smaller pressure rise compared to
the more favorably energized boundary layer. For this reason, increased levels of
performance are noted in the laminar regime when a free stream velocity is present.
In the high Reynolds number regime, performance decreases with increasing free
stream speed. This is due to an increase in the ram drag.
A few representative optimal shapes corresponding to the performance curves in
Figure 7.18 are shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. The results show that the optimal
design shapes are a much stronger function of Reynolds number than free stream
speed. At low Reynolds number, Figme 7.19 shows that the optimal nozzle position
is located up to one channel width ahe_ d of the shroud, while the inlet is slightly
expanded. This combination serves to n.'nimize the adverse pressure gradient in
the inlet region as required by the laminar boundary layer which develops there. In
Figure 7.20 as the Reynolds number is increased and the boundary layers undergo
transition, the nozzle moves approximately to th_ entrance plane of the shroud. The
inlet lips rotate through the horizontal and then towards the jet as the Reynolds
number is increased. The length of the inlet lip wh'ch is rotated is seen to increase
with Reynolds number.
More detail on the behavior of the various design parameters as the Reynolds
number and dimensionless free stream speed are varied is shown in the following
sequence of plots. Figure 7.21 illustrates the optimal lip rotation angle as a function
of Reynolds number for three values of the dimensionless free stream speed. It can be
seen that the optimal lip rotation angles follow a similar trend for all three values
of dimensionless free stream velocity. As the Reynolds number is increased, and
laminar boundary layers undergo transition to turbulence, the lips rotate quickly
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Figure 7.19: Optimal configurations at low and moderate Reynolds numbers
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Figure 7.20: Optimal configurations at high Reynolds numbers
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Figure 7.21: Optimal lip rotation angle as a function of Reynolds number
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Figure 7.22: Optimal primary nozzle position as a function of Reynolds number
from large positive angles to a position of roughly zero angle. Further increase in
the Reynolds number causes a continual gradual decline in the lip rotation angle.
Differences in the optimal lip rotation angle due the free stream speed become
increasingly small in the high Reynolds number regime.
Displayed in Figure 7.22 is the optimal primary nozzle location as a function of
Reynolds number for the three values of the dimensionless free stream speed. The
trends are qualitatively similar for each of the three values. In the low Reynolds
number limit, the nozzle is located well in front of the shroud due to the fragile
nature of the laminar boundary layers. As the Reynolds number is increased and
the boundary layers become turbulent, the optimal nozzle position moves quickly
to a limiting point just inside the shroud. In light of the forward stagnation point
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Figure 7.23: Optimal inlet lip length as a function of Reynolds number
induced by the free stream and its positive effect on the boundary layer develop-
ment, the optimal nozzle location moves forward more quickly when a free stream
is present as compared to static operation.
Figure 7.23 illustrates the optimal length of the inlet lip plotted as a function
of Reynolds number for different values of the dimensionless free stream velocity.
The general trend of a short lip at low Reynolds number, maximum lip length at
moderate Reynolds number and a decline in lip length with very large Reynolds
number is seen to hold for all three values of the dimensionless free stream velocity.
Again due to the presence of a forward stagnation point, there is a shift in Reynolds
number when the results for static operation are compared with those for a non-
zero free stream. The rapid change in the lip length when moving out of the low
Reynolds number regime is due to boundary layer transition.
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Figure 7.24: Dual-jet ejector optimization.
7.3.2 Dual-jet Ejector Optimization
The dual-jet ejector code has been used to optimize the nozzle location and tilt
for the same configuration used in the parametric studies. Figure 7.24 shows the
basic configuration. The optimization is performed in the following way. With the
nozzle tilt fixed, the performance is computed for several different nozzle positions
within the solid rectangular box shown in Figure 7.24. The resulting data is used
to construct contour plots that show lines of constant thrust augmentation. The
optimal nozzle position is then found simply through inspection of the contour
maps. The results of the optimization study are shown in Figures 7.25-7.28.
Three contour plots are shown in each of the figures, corresponding to nozzle tilts
of -5 °, 0 °, and 5 °. In order to give a sense of scale, the portion of the ejector shroud
contained within the dashed box in Figure 7.24 is included with the results.
Figure 7.25 shows the results for the basic ejector configuration. The most
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Figure 7.25: Lines of constant thrust augmentation for the unperturbed ejector.
L/2H = 3.25, 0' = 0,/3 = 0.
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Figure 7.26: Lines of constant thrust augmentation for a shortened ejector.
L/2H = 2.25, "),= 0, _ = 0.
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Figure 7.27: Lines of constant thrust augmentation for a moderate free stream
speed. L/2H = 3.25, 3' = 0.5, fl = 0.
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Figure 7.28: Lines of constant thrust augmentation for a moderate diffuser area
ratio. L/2H = 3.25, 7 = O, LD/L = 0.7, _ = 20
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obvious feature of these results is that the performance is much more sensitive to
the lateral position of the nozzles than it is to the longitudinal position. The results
also indicate that the optimal lateral position of the nozzles is a function of both
the longitudinal position and the nozzle tilt. For each of the three tilt angles,
the optimal nozzle position has a different location. As the nozzles are rotated
towards each other, the optimal nozzle location moves out towards the ejector inlet
and up towards the channel wall. There is little variation in the maximum thrust
augmentation ratio achieved in these three cases.
Figure 7.26 shows a similar set of results for a shorter ejector (L/2H = 2.25).
The largest difference between these results and those for a longer ejector is that
the performance has become more equally sensitive to the lateral and longitudinal
nozzle positions. This is primarily due to the fact that the length over which the
flow has to mix has a stronger impact on performance when the latter is small (c.f.
Figure 7.5). The absolute values of the thrust augmentation have also dropped in
response to shortening the ejector.
Displayed in Figure 7.27 are performance contours for the basic ejector when a
free stream is present. With the exception of an overall drop in performance, the
results differ little from the static case shown in Figure 7.25.
Figure 7.28 shows lines of constant thrust augmentation for an ejector with a
diffuser. The results show that the presence of the diffuser enhances the sensitivity
of the nozzle location. This is primarily due to the fact that the effectiveness of the
diffuser is a strong function of the degree of mixing achieved prior to the diffuser (c.f.
Figure 2.3). Figure 7.29 shows a qualitative comparison of the computed results with
experimental data[67] for the effect of nozzle position on the performance of a dual
jet ejector. The experiment shows the same trend of the lateral position of the nozzle
having a greater impact on performance than does the longitudinal position. The
relative position of the optimal location is also similar. The absolute values of the
thrust augmentation found in the experiment are higher than the computed values
because a high area ratio diffuser was attached to the experimental configuration.
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Figure 7.29: Qualitative comparison with experiment for the Dual-jet ejector noz-
zle position. Computation: L/2H = 3.25, 7 = 0, a = 0, 3 = 0. Experiment:
L/2H = 2.25, 7 = O, a = -30 °, 13 = 45 °.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and
Recommendations
8.1 Summary
A viscous-inviscid methodology has been developed as an accurate and efficient
means of evaluating the performance of thrust augmenting ejectors. The inviscid
portion of the flow field is modeled with a higher order panel method, while an
integral method is used to solve for the viscous jet flow. The two solutions are
iteratively matched together in a process that allows each region to influence the
other en route to a converged solution.
Two separate algorithms are developed; one is capable of treating ejectors with
a single primary jet while the other is designed to treat configurations that use two
primary jets. The results of the single-jet model compare well with experimental
data. Lack of detailed experimental data for a dual-jet configuration prohibits a
critical comparison to be made for this case.
Both the single and dual-jet algorithms are used in a parametric study where
the influence of nozzle placement, ejector length, free stream speed, and a diffuser
are investigated. The results of this study are in good qualitative agreement with
the available experimental data.
The efficiency of the algorithms are demonstrated through two optimization
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problems. For the single-jet ejector, the nozzle position and the inlet shape are
optimized for various flight speeds and Reynolds numbers. The dual-jet ejector
algorithm is used to optimize the lateral and longitudinal nozzle position for different
nozzle tilt angles.
8.2 Conclusions of the Numerical Method
Viscous-inviscid algorithms have been successfully developed to model single-jet
and dual-jet ejector flow fields. The main conclusions that have been arrived at in
connection with the use of this numerical technique are as follows:
1. The viscous-inviscid technique yields accurate solutions. Predictions of the
model agree well with experimental data.
2. The viscous-inviscid technique is efficient. The computing time required for
a solution is roughly 1.5 and 3 minutes of CPU time for the single-jet and
dual-jet algorithms respectively on a VAX 11/780 machine.
3. The viscous-inviscid technique is robust in its ability to model arbitrary sym-
metric ejector configurations. This fact is demonstrated in the parametric
studies.
4. The viscous-inviscid technique is well suited as for thrust augmentor optimiza-
tion work.
8.3 Conclusions of the Parametric Studies
The parametric studies predict how the thrust augmentor performance is affected
by the details of the ejector shape. The main conclusions of the parametric studies
are as follows:
1. In all cases the dual-jet ejector performs better than the single-jet counterpart.
The dual-jet ejector improvement is substantial; thrust augmentation ratio
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increases of 20% to 50% can be realized by replacing a single primary jet with
two primary nozzles.
2. The performance is maximized when the primary nozzle is located at the
entrance plane of the ejector for the single-jet configuration. For the dual-jet
ejector the performance is maximized when the jet nozzles are placed slightly
inside of the ejector.
o For the dual-jet ejector, the performance is maximized when the jet trajecto-
ries are such that the jet centerlines remain equi-spaced between the ejector
symmetry plane and the ejector wall.
4. The thrust augmentation ratio increases with increasing ejector length. For
short ejectors, the performance of the dual-jet ejector increases more rapidly
with length than does the single-jet configuration.
5. Thrust augmentor performance degrades rapidly with increasing free stream
speed.
6. The inclusion of a diffuser improves the ejector performance. The dual-jet
ejector benefits more greatly from a diffuser than does the single-jet configu-
ration.
. In the absence of separation, the details of the shape of the diffuser are rela-
tively unimportant. The thrust augmentation ratio is primarily a function of
the diffuser area ratio alone.
8.4 Conclusions of the Optimization Studies
Optimization studies were performed to demonstrate the efficiency of the viscous-
inviscid algorithms. The main conclusions of these studies are:
1. Boundary layer separation is a controlling factor in the design of an ejector
inlet.
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2. An ejector needs a variable-geometry inlet to maintain optimal performance
in all flight regimes.
3. Both the optimal longitudinal and lateral position of the primary nozzles in
a dual-jet ejector are a function of the nozzle tilt angle.
4. As the nozzles are tilted towards each other, the optimal nozzle position moves
towards the ejector wall and out towards the ejector inlet.
8.5 Recommendations
The work presented here should be considered as the first step in creating a general,
efficient procedure for modeling the ejector mixing problem. There are several
extensions of this work that are necessary to achieve the ultimate goal. These are:
. Extend the analysis to account for the effects of compressibility. To do this,
both a temperature profile and a thermal energy equation will need to be
included in the integral formulation for the viscous region. For the inviscid
region, a compressibility correction to the panel method (such as the Prandtl-
Glauert correction) could be used if the secondary flow is purely subsonic. If
a supersonic secondary flow is to be modeled, a finite difference solution to
either the full potential equation or the Euler equations will be necessary.
. Remove the point source of momentum approximation for the primary jet
and replace it with a more realistic finite-width model. This step will allow
the effect of the nozzle width to be determined and should make the overall
results more accurate by taking into account the jet potential core region.
. Investigate the use of more sophisticated turbulence models. The algebraic
eddy-viscosity expression used here appears to be adequate, but is limited in
its rough approximation of the turbulent transport process. Other approaches,
such as the k - e model, are based on a more realistic picture of turbulence.
Use of a model of this type should improve the reliability of the results.
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4. Extend the analysis to three or more primary jets. When this step is under-
taken, it should be done in conjunction with a finite-width jet nozzle model. It
is necessary to use a finite nozzle model to properly account for the secondary
flow blockage that results from placing additional nozzles within the ejector
inlet.
5. Ultimately, the model should be extended to three-dimensional flows. A three-
dimensional analysis would be a valuable aid in the design of compact ejectors
of low aspect ratio.
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Appendix A
Compressibility of the Secondary
Flow
in this appendix, some of the limitations of the incompressible flow assumption
are investigated. This investigation is necessary since most ejectors are designed
to operate in the compressible flow regime. The analysis contained here illustrates
that the thickness of the ejector shroud and the jet exit Mach number are important
parameters in ascertaining the extent to which the secondary flow is incompressible.
The analysis is begun with the definition of the thrust augmentation ratio:
To + Ti
¢ - To
T, (A.1)
= 1+_0 °
where To is the primary nozzle thrust and Ti is the thrust induced by the suction
acting over the leading edges of the shroud (see Figure A.1). The induced thrust
may be written as
T, = 2 (Patm -- p)dy (A.2)
where the factor of 2 accounts for both leading edges of the ejector shroud. Let the
average pressure acting over the leading edges be denoted as Pt,. Then
lJo Pl_ = -_ pdy (A.3)
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Figure A.I: Ejector geometry and the principle of thrust augmentation.
The induced thrust may be written in terms of the average leading edge suction by
combining Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3)
Ti = 2(p_tm - p_,)d (A.4)
This result is combined with the expression for the thrust augmentation ratio given
in Eq. (A.1) to give
¢ = 1 + 2 (p_tm - _l,)d
pe=u2e=t
= 1+ u2
Pex ez Patm
where the primary jet thrust has been rewritten in terms of the exiting momentum
flux. Assume that the jet nozzle is designed to fully expand the primary flow to the
atmospheric pressure. In this case, the definition of the sound speed, c2 = 7P/P,
can be used in Eq. (A.5) to give
\_-_j 1 -- (A.6)Patra
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or in terms of the Mach number
¢ = 1 + .,/"774-,_ 1 (A.7)Patm/
A.1 Magnitude of the Leading Edge Suction
Equation (A.7) can be used to determine the magnitude of the average leading edge
suction for given values of the thrust augmentation, exit Mach number, and non-
dimensional shroud thickness. To investigate the magnitude of the leading edge
suction further, Eq. (A.7) is rewritten as
patrn T
For the purpose of illustration assume that 3' = 7/5 and _ = 2.0. The above relation
then becomes
Po. tTr:
Figure A.2 shows the magnitude of the leading edge suction predicted by the
above equation as a function of the jet exit Mach number, with the non-dimensional
shroud thickness appearing as a parameter. The plot shows that for an extremely
thin shroud (d/t = 1), the leading edge pressure drops rapidly with increasing exit
Mach number. For this value of shroud thickness, the average leading edge pressure
is one half the atmospheric value at M** = 0.85, and is required to be vacuum at
M** = 1.2. As the shroud thickness is increased, the leading edge suction decreases
so that the force developed on the ejector shroud is constant (i.e. constant thrust
augmentation has been assumed). For moderate shroud thickness (d/t = 5.0), the
leading edge pressure drops below one half atmosphere at M** = 1.9 and is required
to be vacuum at M,, = 2.7. For a thicker shroud (d/t = 10.0), the leading edge
suction is moderate for low Mach numbers. The leading edge pressure falls to one
half atmosphere at M_, = 2.7 and vacuum at Me, = 3.8.
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Figure A.2: Magnitude of the shroud leading edge suction as a function of the jet
exit Mach number. V = 7/5 and ¢ = 2.0.
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A.2 Conditions for Effectively Incompressible Flow
Another useful feature of this analysis is that it can be used to give the conditions
under which an assumption of incompressible secondary flow is valid. This is done
by solving Eq. (A.7) for d/t:
d = (¢- 1) 3"ML (A.10)
Y (1-)
For the purpose of illustration, assume that compressible effects become important
in the secondary flow when the Mach number at the shroud leading edge is greater
than 0.3. The isentropic relation
...3.-
-[ 2],_1P_t____ 1 + Mi_Pl, (A.11)
indicates that Mt_ = 0.3 corresponds to a leading edge pressure of -/_ = 0.9395
Patrn
(for 7 = 7/5). With this value of the leading edge pressure, together with 3' = 7/5
and ¢ = 2.0, Eq. (A.10) becomes
d
_-= 11.56M_ (A.12)
For a given jet exit Mach number, this equation gives the nfinimum shroud thickness
required to ensure that the leading edge Mach number is less than 0.3 for 3" =
7/5 and ¢ = 2.0. Figure A.3 shows a plot of the boundary predicted by Eq.
(A.12). The results show that the shroud thickness must increase with increasing
jet exit Mach number in order to keep the leading edge Mach number within the
effectively incompressible range. If the results of an ejector analysis that assumes
incompressible secondary flow are to be used, then the combination of jet exit Mach
number and non-dimensional shroud thickness must lie above the bounding curve
in Figure A.3.
A.3 Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that the thickness of the ejector shroud is an
important parameter in ejector design. In order to achieve a desired level of thrust
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Figure A.3: Boundary for the incompressible flow assumption. -), = 7/5, ¢ = 2.0.
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augmentation at a given primary jet exit Mach number, the ejector shroud must
be sufficiently thick so that the leading edge pressure is not required to be non-
physically small. In addition, if the results of an incompressible analysis are used
in ejector design, the shroud must be sufficiently thick so that the secondary flow
remains effectively incompressible for the given operating jet exit Mach number.
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Appendix B
Computer Code
This appendix contains source listings for both the single-jet and dual-jet viscous-
inviscid algorithms. The various subroutines are grouped into four libraries: AUGLIB,
TWINLIB, PAN2LIB, and MATHLIB. The AUGLIB library contains the subrou-
tines for the single-jet viscous-inviscid matching procedure. The TWiNLIB contains
the subroutines for the dual-jet viscous-inviscid matching procedure. The PAN2LIB
contains the subroutines needed to compute the higher-order panel method. Finally,
the MATHLIB contains various mathematics procedures. In addition to these li-
braries, the IMSL library is used to supply several mathematics routines.
Both the single-jet and dual-jet codes have undergone revisions since the time
that the results shown in this report were generated. Because of this, the code shown
in this appendix may produce results that differ slightly from those contained within
the results section.
B.1 Single-Jet Program AUGMENT
AUGMENT is the driving program for the single-jet viscous-inviscid algorithm.
Once compiled, it must be linked with the AUGLIB, PAN2LIB, MATHLIB, and
IMSL libraries. Input data are to be read from file CASE.DAT.
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PROGRAM AUGMEIT
C
Cilli_lli@i@li_llli@_$1_@lilllllliillllllli_llllilliili$@lililili$1ilii$illiill
C *
C PROGRAM AUGNEHT COMPUTES THE PERFOKIIIHCE OF i TIO-DIMEHSIOHAL SIHGLE-JET*
C IHCDRPKESSIBLE FL0_ EJECTOR. THE CODE IS BASED 0l i YISCOUS-IHYISCID IHTER-*
C ACTIOH ALGORITHN IN WHICH THE IHVISCID KEGIOH IS COHPUTED _ITH A HIGHER *
C ORDER PANEL NETHOD AND THE VISCOUS ZONE IS CONPUTED IITH AH IHTEGRAL NETHOD.*
C INPUT DATA IS READ FHOM FILE CASE.DAT. THE ITERATION HISTORY AS NELL *
C AS THE THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIO PREDICTION ARE _RITTEN TO FILE OUT.DAT. *
C AN EXTENDED OUTPUT OPTIOH MAY BE SPECIFIED IH THE INPUT DATA FILE TO CAUSE *
C THE JET SOLUTIO| AS WELL AS THE DETAILS OF THE MATCHIHG HISTORY TO BE *
C OUTPUT. *
C THIS P_OGP_H MUST BE LIINED TO THE MATIILIB AND PAN2LIB LIBRARIES AS NELL*
C AS THE IHSL _ATH LIBRARY. *
C THIS CODE IS OF EVOLUTIOHARY ORIGIN AND COHSE_UE|TLY MAY CONTAIH REGIOHS*
C POOR LOGIC STRUCTURE AiD IHEFFICIEHT PROCEDURES. THERE HAS BEEN NO ATTEMPT *
C MADE TO UPGRADE THE CODE TO A "PRDDUCTIOH CODE" STATUS. *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
PARAMETER(MAX=300)
DIME|SIOH XBOD(NAX),YBOD(MAX),VN(MII),XCP(NAX),YCP(MAX),
i ALPHA(MAX),D(NAX),ZETA(NAI),CI(3*MAX),CY(3*MAI),
& PD(MAI),PE(MAX),PF(MAX),PG(MAX),PH(MAX),PPI(NAX),
• C(MAX) ,IHDI (NAX) ,IND2 (MAX), A(_AX), B(MAX), AMAT(MAX,MAX),
• BMAT(MAX,HAI),¥ORK(8*HAX),_(MAI@MAI),WIHV(MAI*HAX),
l Q(MAX),AJET(1OO*MAX),BJET(1OO*MAI),XJET(50),YJET(50),
& UJET(SO),VJET(50),R(5),
i XS(250),YS(250),SC(1OO),UEXT(1OO)
LOGICAL DU_P1,STAG,DUMP,SEP,BLAYER
*** 0PE1 DATA FILES. BODY.DAT WILL COITAIH THE C00KDIHATES OF THE ***
*** EJECTOR SHROUD. PARIN.DAT COHTAINS THE FREE STREAN YELOCITY AS ***
*** WELL AS THE AHGLE OF ATTACK. CASE.DAT COHTAI|S THE IHPUT DATA. ***
*** OUT.DAT COHTAIHS THE CONVERGE|CE HISTORY AS WELL AS THE THRUST ***
*** AUGMENTATIOH RATIO. ***
OPE|(UHIT=I,|AME='BODY.DAT',TYPE='HEW',FOKM='FORJqITTED')
OPEH(UIIT=2,NANE='PARAM.DAT',TYPE='NE_',FORM='FORMATTED')
OPE|(U|IT=4,|ANE='CASE.DAT',TYPE=_OLD',FORR='FORRATTED ')
OPEH(UHIT=21,HAME='OUT.DAT',TYPE='NE_',FORR=_FORRATTED')
*** TOLl IS THE CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE FOR THE YISCOUS-INVISCID ***
*** _TCHING, TOL2 IS THE COIVERGEHCE TOLERANCE FOR THE EXIT ***
*** PRESSURE MATCHI|G. BO IS THE JET INITIAL HALF-WIDTH. ***
TOLI=5.0D-3
TOL2=5.0D-3
BO=I.D-2
*** WRITE THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY AID ANGLE OF ATTACK TO FILE ***
*** PARAN.DAT. THE FREE STREAN VELOCITY _ILL BE REDEFINED LATER ***
*** IF IT IS TO BE HO|-ZERD. ***
VO=O.ODO
BETA=O.ODO
WRITE(2,5) V0,BETA
FOIIRIT(2F10.S)
RE_IID 2
B.I.
ORIGiJ%AL _'_'":- _"
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*** READ INPUT PAPAMETERS FROM FILE CASE.DAT.
CALL GETPRM(ZJ,ILIP,TIILIP,XEIIT,ZDIF,DIFSLP,GI}L'tI,UIO,DUNPI,
• BLAYER,RE)
*** IF TRE EZTEIDED OUTPUT OPTIOI IS CHOSEN, OPEl ADDITIONAL FILES.***
*** VLCJET.DAT CONTAIIS THE VELOCITY COMPOIEITS ALONG THE JET ***
*** BOUIDARY. MCHJET.DAT CONTAINS THE JET SOLUTIO| MITHIN THE ***
*** VISCOUS-INVISCID MATCHING REGION. CHNJET.DAT CONTAINS THE ***
*** JET SOLUTION _THI| THE FULLY VISCOUS REGION. ***
IF(DUMP1) THEI
OPEN(UNITzg,IAME='VELJET.DAT',TYPE='|EW_,FORM='FORMATTED ')
OPEI(UIIT=IO,|AME='MCHJET.DAT',TYPE='|EW',FORM='FORMATTED')
OPEI(UNIT=I2,HAME=_CHIJET.DAT',TYPEz'|EW_,FORM='FORMATTED')
END IF
C
c *** GENERATE THE EJECTOR GEOMETRY A|D WILITE THE COORDINATES TO THE ***
C *** FILE BODY.DAT. ***
C
CALL BOI_EI(XJ,XI_P,THLIP,IJS,IJF,IS,IF)
|JET=IJF-|JS+I
C
C *** RF.AD THE EJECTOR BODY COORDINATES AID PANEL SUCTIOH VELOCITIES ***
C *** IITO AKRAYS. ***
C
CALL GETDAT(I,IBOD,YBOD,VH,H,VO,BETA)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY FROMTHE PIRINETER GAN]qA AND ***
C *** THE PRIMARY JET THRUST. ***
C
CALL FRESTM(UIO,BO,I.0DO,GA_gqA,VO)
C
C *** COMPUTE GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE PA|EL METHOD ***
C
CALL GEOM(XBOD,YBOD,ZETA,CI,CY,WORE,|,XCP,YCP,ALPHA,D,
• INDI,INDR,PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,C)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE AERODYNAMIC I|FLUEHCE }LATRII AND ITS INVERSE ***
C
CALL IIFIIV(ICP,YCP,ALPHA,D,IHDI,IID2,PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,C,
• WORK,A,B,W,|,AI_tT,BNAT,VIIV)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE IHFLUEHCE VELOCITY COEFFICIE|TS AL0|G THE JET ***
C *** BOUliDARY. ***
C
CALL JETCOFC|JS,|JF,ICP,YCP,ALPH•,D,IHDI,IID2,PD,PE,PF,PG,PM,PPI,
• C,MORK,A,B,AMIT,B_T,|,IJET,YJET,HJET,AJET,BJET)
C
C *** E_TER I LOOP TO DO THE EIIT PRESSURE NATCHIIG. ***
C
JMII=lO
DO J=I,JMAX
C
C *** E|TER i LOOP TO DO THE VISCOUS-IIVISCID MATCHIIG ***
C
I_I=lO
DO I=I,IMAX
C
C *** COMPUTE THE PANEL SOURCE STRE|HTES. ***
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C
9O
C
CELL STHTH(ALPHA,VI,_IV,I,VO,BETA,Q)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE VELOCITY COMPOIEITS JlOIG THE JET BOUNDARY ***
C
CALL JETVEL(AJET,BJET,IJET,Q,I,VO,BETA,UJET,VJET,
1 UOO,PATM)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE JET SOLUTION WITHIN THE VISCOUS-INVISCID ***
C *** MATCHING REGION. ***
C
CALL JET(NJS,IJF,XJET,YJET,UJET,VJET,IJET,UIO,BO,
1 VN,I,DUMPI,I,XEKD,K,KES)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY. ***
C
CELL FHESTMCU10,BO,UOO,GM_A,V0)
C
C *** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE IN THE VISCOUS-INVISCID MATCHING. ***
C
IF(I.GT.1.AND.DABS(RES).LT.TOL1) GOTO 20
IF(I.Eq. IMAX) THEN
MRITE(21,10)
10 FORMAT( ) VISCOUS-INVISCID MATCHING DID MOT CONVERGE))
STOP
E|D IF
C
END DO
C
20 CONTINUE
C
C *** COMPUTE THE JET SOLUTIO| WITHIN THE FULLY VISCOUS REGION ***
C
CELL CHANEL(R,XEXIT,IEND,IDIF,DIFSLP,DUMP1)PEXIT,DFDRAG)
C
C *** UPDATE THE INITIAL JET VELOCITY ***
C
ROLD=RR
RR=(PATN-PEXIT)
IF(J.Eq.1) THEN
_=0.2
ELSE
_=- (UIO-UIOOLD) / (P_-ROLD)
END IF
UIOOLDzUIO
UIOzUIO+NWeRR
C
C *** WRITE CONVERGE|CE INFORMATION. ***
C
WRITE(21,40) PATM,PEXIT,IlR,UIO
40 FORMAT( ) PATM = ),F10.5, ) PEXIT = _,F10.5,
t ) R = ),F10.5, ) UlO = ),FIO.S)
C
C *** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE IN THE EXIT PRESSURE MATCHING. ***
C
IF(DABS(HR).LT.TOL2) GOTO 90
C
END DO
CONTINUE
I_ POOR QUALITY
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lOO
11o
120
IF(BLAYER) THE|
*** COMPUTE THE EJECTOE SURFACE VELOCITIES. ***
CALL SURFVEL ( IE|D, IEIIT, ICP, YCP, D, A_tT, BRAT, q, •,
1 V0, BETA, SC, UEXT, MEXT, ILEM, S TAG)
*** CORPUTE THE BOUIDARY LAYER. ***
DUMP--. FALSE.
|STEP=20
CELL AUGLYR(SC,UEXT,MEXT,RE,STAG,DUNP,ISTEP,SEP,SCItIT)
*** WRITE THE RESULTS. ***
IF(SEP) THE•
• RITE(21,100)
FORMAT(/, ' SEPARATED BOU|DARY LAYER' ,/)
ELSE
WRITE(21,110)
FORMAT(/, ' 10 SEPIRATI01' ,/)
E|D IF
EID IF
*** COMPUTE THE DIFFUSER EXIT MIDTH. ***
HEXI T=I. ODO+ (IEXI T-IDI F)* DIFSLP
*** COMPUTE THE EJECTOR PERFORHA|CE ***
CALL PERFRR( R, HEII T, ALPHA, D, ARAT, BRAT, Q, •, V0, BETA,
1 UIO,U0O,BO,DFDIttG,WS,•F,FIII)
*** REI/RITE THE EJECTOlt BODY G_ML'rRY FILE VITH THE CORRECT VALUE ***
*** OF TIIE PA•EL SUCTIO! VELOCITIES. ***
REWIID 1
DO Iffil,•+l
WRITE(1,120) XBOD(I),YBOD(I) ,V|(I)
FOItI_T(3FIO. 5)
EID DO
*** DELETE FILE PAItAM.DAT. ***
CLOSE(UEITffi2, STATUS" ' DELETE ' )
STOP
EID
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B.1.1
Below
O. 0000
I. 0000
O. 0000
6. 5000
6.5000
O. 0000
O. 0000
15. 0000
I
I
I. OOE5
Sample Input
is a listing of sample input data contained in file CASE.DAT.
• COORDINATE OF THE JET HOZZLE
• COORDINATE OF THE SHROUD LIP
RDTITIOI IHGLE OF THE SRRDUD LIP (If DEGREES)
SHROUD LEIGTH
• COORDIHATE OF THE DIFFUSER START
DIFFUSER SLOPE
FREE STREAM SPEED PARAMETER, GAN_
INITIAL JET CEITERLIIE VELOCITY
EITEHDED OUTPUT 0PTIOH (1 FOR EXTRA OUTPUT, 0 FOR STI|DARD)
BOU|DARY LAYER CALCULATIOH CO|TREL (I CALCULATES IT, 0 DOESHT)
THRUST BASED REYNOLDS NUMBER
B.1.2 Sample Output
Below is the output written to file OUT.DAT
PITH = 0.79853 PEXIT -- 0.65228 R = 0.14625 UIO =
PATH = 0.79280 PEXIT = 0.64757 R = 0.14523 UIO =
PATH = 1.04161 PEXIT = 1.20321 K = -0.16160 UIO =
PATH = 0.92311 PEXIT = 0.90936 R = 0.01375 UIO =
PATM = 0.91671 PEXIT = 0.91357 K = 0.00314 UIO =
SEPARATED BOUNDARY LAYER
15.02925
19.15580
16.98242
17.15281
17.20317
JET MOMEWTUM = 2.72349 EIITI|G MOMENTUM " 3.91059
INDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = 1.25313
INDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM MOMENTUM THEOREM = 1.18709
PRESSURE DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFUSER = 0.00000
THRUST AUGME|TITIOH RATIO FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = 1.46012
THRUST AUGMENTITIO| RATIO FROM MOMENTUM THEORI'_ = 1.43587
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B.2 Dual-Jet Main Program DUOAUG
DUOAUG is the driving program for the dual-jet viscous-inviscid algorithm. Once
compiled, it must be linked to the TWINLIB, PAN2LIB, MATHLIB, and IMSL
libraries. Input data are to be read from file CASE.DAT.
PRDGPAX DUOAUG
C
C *
C PROGRAM DUOAUG CONPL_ES THE PERF01LqA|CE OF i TVO-DIHENSIONAL, *
C I|COMPRESSIBLE FLO¥ DUAL-JET EJECTOR. THE CODE IS BASED OH I VISCOUS- *
C INVISCID ALGORITHM IN _ICH THE INVISCID REGION IS COMPUTED ¥ITH A HIGHER- *
C ORDER PANEL METHOD AND THE VISCOUS REGION IS COMPUTED WITH AN INTEGRAL *
C METHOD. *
C INPUT DATA IS READ FROM FILE CASE.DAT. THE ITERATION HISTORY AS WELL AS *
C THE THRUST AUGHE|TATION RATIO INFOB/UTION ARE VHITTEN TO FILE OUT.DAT. AN *
C EXTENDED OUTPUT OPTION MAY BE SPECIFIED IN THE I|PUT FILE TO CAUSE THE 3ET *
C SOLUTION AS WELL AS MORE INFOR/LtTIO| ABOUT THE HITCHING PROCEDURE TO BE OUT-*
C PUT. *
C THIS PROGRAM _gJST BE LINKED TO THE PAN2LIB AID HATHLIB LIBRARIES AS WELL*
C AS THE INSL LIBRARY MATH LIBRARY. *
C THIS CODE IS OF EVOLUTIO|ARY ORIGIN AID CONSEQUEITLY MAY CONTAIN REGIOHS*
C OF POOR LOGIC STRUCTURE AND I|EFFICIEIT PROCEDURES. THERE HAS BEEN DO *
C ATTEMPT TO UPGRADE THE CODE TO A "PRODUCTION CODE" STATUS. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C
IMPLICIT RFAL*8(A-H ,O-Z)
LOGICAL DU_I
PARAMETER (MAXffi250)
DIMENSION XBOD(MAI) ,YBOD(MAX) ,VN(MAX) ,XCP(MAI) ,YCP(NAI),
1 ALPHA (MAX), D(MAI) ,ZETA(MAX), CX(3*MAI), CY(3*MAZ),
2 PD(MAX), PE(MAX), PF(MAI), PG(MAI) ,PH(HAX) ,PPI(NAI),
3 C(MAX), INDI (MAX), I|D2 (MAX), WORK(8*HAX), W(HAX*MAX),
4 VI IV ( NAX*HAI), AVEC( PAl ), BVEC (MAX), AHAT (MAX*MAX),
5 BHAT(NAX*NAX) ,Q(NAX), ALMR(IOO*MAI), BLMR(I O0*NAX),
6 AUPP(IOO*NAX), BUPP(IOO*MAI)
C
C *** ARFA21 IS SHAI:U_D WITH DERIV2 AND TVOJET ***
C
COM/_ON UO,U1 ,P,A,B,Y1 ,ALP
CONNGH /AHFA21/ DIFSLP,IDIFF
C
C *** OPEI INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES. CASE.DAT CONTAIHS THE INPUT ***
C *** VALUES. OUT.DAT kILL CO|TAIH TIlE OUTPUT. ***
C
OPEN(UNIT= 4, liMEffi' CASE. DAT' ,TYPE=' OLD', FO_=' FOP_ATTED' )
OPEN (UNIT=21, NAME= _OUT. DAT' , TYPE= _ |EV _, FOPS=' FOR/_TTED ' )
C
C *** TOLl IS THE TOLERANCE FOR THE VISCOUS-IBVISCID MATCHING ***
C *** TOL2 IS THE TOLERANCE FOT THE EXIT PRESSURE MATCHING ***
C
ALPffiDLOG (1. ODO+DSqRT(2. ODO))
TOLl=5. OD-3
TOL2ffil. OD-3
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O
10
C
C
C
101
*** KEAD I| THE IIPUT VALUES
CkLL GETPKN(XJ,YJ,YIDOTO,XEXIT,D1,D2)O_I_A,UIO,BO,DUMP1)
DIFSLP=D1
XDIFF=O2
*** WRITE THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY AID THE AKOLE OF ATTACK TO A ***
*** DATA FILE. THE VALUE OF FREE STREAK SPEED MILL BE CRA|GED ***
*** LATER IF R_UIRED. ***
OPEl(UNIT= 2,NAME='PARAN.DAT' ,TYPE=)IEW',FORR='FORMATTED ')
VO=O.ODO
BETA=O.ODO
WI_TE(2,8) VO,BETA
FOR.I_T(2F10.S)
REWIND 2
*** MITE AN INITIAL GUESS FOR THE JET TRAJECTORY TO FILE JETCL.DAT***
OPE|(U|IT=20,KAME='JETCL.DAT' ,TYPE='IEW',FORM='FO&MATTED ')
XCL=IJ
YCL=YJ
WRITE(R0,8) ZCL ,YCL
ICL=I2.0DO
YCL=YJ+YIDOT*(XCL-ZJ)
WRITE(20,8) XCL,YCL
REWIND 20
*** IF THE EXTENDED OUTPUT OPTIOI IS CHOSEI, 0PE! ADDITIOIAL OUTPUT***
*** FILES. LWRJET.DAT COITAIIS THE VELOCITIES AT THE LOWER SIDE ***
*** 0F THE JET. UPPJET.DAT COKTAI|S THE VELOCITIES AT THE UPPER ***
*** SIDE OF THE JET. NCHJET (_HTAIIS THE JET SOLUTIO| OVER THE ***
*** VISCOUS-IIVISCID I_TCHING REGIO|. CHIJET COITAI|S THE JET ***
*** SOLUTIOK |fITHI| THE FULLY VISCOUS REGI0|. ***
IF(DUMP1) THEN
OPEN(UNIT = 9,1AHE='LWRJET.DAT),TYPE='I_),FORM='FORJ_ATTED ')
OPE|(UIIT=IO,KAME=)UPPJET.DAT),TYPE='KEW',FORR='FOR/_ATTED ')
OPEN(UNIT=II,NAME=)NCHJET.DAT),TYPE='KEW',FORM='FORMATTED ')
OPEN(UKIT=12,|AME='CHIJET.DAT',TYPE='|EW',FORN='FOR/_TTED')
END IF
COITINUE
*** 0PE1 A DATA FILE TO HOLD THE EJECTOR SD'RFACE COORDI|ATES ***
OPEI(UIIT=I,|ANE='BODY.DAT',TYPE='HE|/',FOI_='FOR/_TTED))
*** GEKERATE THE EJECTOR SURFACE COORDIIATES AN THE INITIAL GUESS ***
*** FOR THE PAIEL SUCTIO! VELOCITIES ***
CM.,L DUOBOD(IJ,YJ,DY1DXO,Y1CS,|JLS,IJLF,WJUS,IJUF,IS,WF,IER)
IF(IER.Eq.1) THEH
WRITE(3,101)
FORMAT(' ERROR II DUOAUG: DUOBOD RETUR|ED WITH IER=I ')
STOP
EKD IF
*** READ THE EJECTOR SURFACE C00RDIIATES AID THE PAIEL SUCTI01
*** VELOCITIES IITO DATA AKRAYS. $$$
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CALL GETDAT(1 ,XBOD,YBOD,V|,|,VO,BETA)
C
C *** CONPUTE THE CORRECT VALUE OF THE FREE STREAM SPEED. ***
C
CALL FS T&N( UI O, BO , I . 0DO , O. ODO, GANNI , VO )
C
C *** C_NPUTE GEONETRICAL PARANETERS FOR THE PIIEL METHOD. ***
C
CALL GEON( XBOD, YBOD, ZETA, CI,CY,WORE, |, ICP, YCP,ALPHA, D,
1 INDI ,I|D2, PD, PE, PF,PG, PH, PPI ,C)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE I_FLUE|CE COEFFICIEIT MATRIX A_D ITS I|VERSE ***
C
CALL IIFI|V(XCP,YCP,ALPHA,D,I|D1 ,IID2,PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,C,
1 MORK, IVEC, BVEC, g, •, INIT, BI_T, MI|V)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE IIFLUE|CE VELOCITY COEFFICIEITS ALONG THE JET ***
C *** BOU•DIRY. ***
C
CALL JETNAT(IJLS , •JLF, •JUS , •JUF, ICP , YCP, ALPHA, D , I ID1 , I ID2 ,
1 PD, PE, PF,PG,PH,PPI, C,WORK,AVEC, BVEC, _AT, B_T, I,
2 ALMR, BLMR, AUPP, BUPP)
C
C *** PREPARE FOR A! UPDATED JET TRAJECTORY ***
C
CLOSE(UIIT=20, STATUS=_ DELETE' )
0PE•(U|IT=20,|AME='JETCL.DAT' ,TYPE='|E_ ' ,FOPJ4=_FORMATTED ')
C
C *** E•TER I LOOP TO C0•VERGE THE EXIT PRESSURE ***
C
JMAX=IO
DO J=l, JMAX
C
C *** E•TER I LOOP TO PERFORM THE VISCOUS-I•VISCID MATCHI•G ***
C
INIX=I 0
DO I=I,INII
C
C *** COMPUTE THE PA|EL SOURCE STREIOTHS ***
C
C/LL ST&ITH(AI.PEA, V|,VIIV, W,VO ,BETA,q)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE VELOCITIES ALONG THE JET BOU]IDARY ***
C
CELL VLCJET(ILMR, EL•R, AUPP, BUPP, Q, |JLS,IJLF, |JUS, IJUF,
1 •, V0, BETA, PAT•)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE JET SOLUTIO| WITHI! THE NATCHIIG REGI0| ***
C
CALL 01EJET(|JLS, •JLF, IJUS, IJUF, YJ, Yl DOTO,UIO, BO, VO,
1 ALPEI, V|, |, DUNPI, I ,UOO,IO,IE|D, YIE•D, RES)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE CORRECT VALUE OF THE FREE STREAN VELOCITY ***
C
CALL FSTRN(U1 O, BO, UOO, AO, GAD_ql, VO)
C
C *** CHEC_ FOR COIVERGE|CE I• TEE VISCOUS-INVISCID MATCHIiG ***
C
IF(I.GT.I.A|D.DABS(RES) .LT.TOLI) GOTO 20
IF(I .Eq.INAX) TEEM
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19
C
20
C
C
C
3O
25
31
HRITE(3,19)
FORMAT(' VISCOUS-INVISCID MATCHING DID NOT CONVERGE ')
IER=I
GOTO 200
END IF
END DO
CONTINUE
*** COMPUTE THE JET SOLUTION MITHIN THE FULLY VISCOUS REGION ***
CALL TWOJET(XEXIT,XEND,DUMP1,PEXIT,DFDKAG,IER)
IF(IER.EQ.I) GOTO 200
*** UPDATE THE JET INITIAL VELOCITY
ROLD=R
R=(PATM-PEXIT)
IF(J.EQ.I) THEN
W=0.2
ELSE
W=-(UIO-UIOOLD)/(R-RDLD)
END IF
IF(DABS(W*R).GT.3.0DO) THEN
_=WW/2.0DO
END IF
UIOOLD=UIO
UIO=UIO+WW*R
*,* I/RITE ITERATION INFORMATION
NRITE(21,30) PATM,PEXIT,R,UIO
FORMAT(' PATM = ',F10.5,' PEXIT = ',F10.5,
' R = ',F10.5, J UIO = ',F10.5)
*** CHECK TO SEE THAT THE PANEL GEOMETRY IS CONSISTENT WITH
*** THE COMPUTED JET CENTERLINE. IF NOT START OVER BY
*** GENERATING A NEW PANEL CONFIGURATION
DIFF=YIEND-YICS
IF(DABS(R).LT.O.1DO.AND.DABS(DIFF).GT.O.05) THEI
WRITE(21,25)
FORMAT(/, _ NEW BODY GEIERATED ',/)
CI_SE(URIT=I,STATUS='DELETE')
GOTO 10
END IF
*** CHECK FOR CONVERGEHCE IN THE EXIT PRESSURE F_ITCHING
IF(J.GT.1.AND.DABS(R).LT.TOL2) GOTO 40
IF(J.Eq. JMAX) THEN
WRITE(3,31)
FORMAT(' ERRDR IN DUOAUG: PRESSURE MATCHING DID '
'NOT CONVERGE')
IER=I
GOTO 200
END IF
END DO
*** @MPUTE THE THRUST AUGHENTATION PATIO
ss_
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c
40
C
200
c
c
C
c
111
CALL PERFOR(ILPHI,D,IMIT,BNIT,O,|,VO,BETA,UIO,UOO,AO,BO,
1 DFDI_G,|S,|F,IJLF,IJUS,PHI)
C0|TIIUE
*** WRITE THE EJECTOR SbIFACE CO01tDIIlTES IL0|G WITH THE CORRECT ***
*** VALUE OF THE PAIEL SUCTIO| VELOCITIES, ***
R_IID 1
DO I=l,|+l
WRITE(I,111) IBOD(I),YBOD(I),VI(I)
FOIU_T(3FIO.S)
END DO
*** CLOSE DATI FILES
CLOSE(UBIT=I,STATUS='KEEP _)
CLOSE(UIIT=2,STATUS='KEEP _)
CLOSE(UIIT=4,STATUS='KEEP _)
IF(DUNP1) THE|
CLOSE(UIITz9,STATUS=_KEEP _)
CLOSE(UIIT=IO,STATUS=_KEEP _)
CLOSE(UBITzll,STITUS='KEEP _)
CLOSE(UlIT=12,STATUS=_KEEP _)
EWD IF
CLOSE(UIIT=20,STATUSB'KEEP')
CLOSE(UNIT=R!,STATUS='KEEP')
STOP
E|D
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B.2.1 Sample Input
Below is a set of sample input data contained in file CASE.DAT.
2. 0000
1. 0000
O. 0000
13.2100
O. 3640
9. 0000
O. 5000
10. 0000
0.0150
1
I COORDINATE OF THE PRIMARY HOZZLE
Y COORDINATE OF THE PRIMARY |0ZZLE
JET INITIAL CE|TEKLINE SLOPE
% COORDINATE OF SHROUD EXIT
DIFFUSER SLOPE
X COORDINATE OF THE DIFFUSER START
FREE-STKE_ SPEED PARAMETER
INITIAL JET CENTERLIME VELOCITY
IIITIAL JET HALF-WIDTH
EXTENDED OUTPUT OPTION: I FOR EXTRA OUTPUT O FOR PLAIN
B.2.2 Sample Output
Below is the output data written to file OUT.DAT
PATM = 2.25421PEXIT = 2.80465 R = -0.55044 UIO = 9.88991
PATM = 2.28385 PEXIT = 2.81609 K = -0.53224 UIO = 8.28042
PATM = 1.94640 PEXIT = 2.25369 K = -0.30729 UIO = 6.08176
PATM = 1.50727 PEXIT = 1.60380 R = -0.09653 UIO = 5.07471
NEW BODY GENERATED
PATM = 1.28629 PEXIT = 1.31879 R = -0.03250 UIO = 5.06821
PATM = 1.30357 PEXIT = 1.33681K = -0.03323 UIO = 5.38218
PATM = 1.33723 PEXIT = 1.38920 R = -0.05197 UIO = 4.54686
PATN = 1.26238 PEXIT = 1.26547 R = -0.00309 UIO = 4.49526
PATN = 1.23384 PEXIT = 1.23263 R = 0.00121UIO = 4.50974
PATM = 1.22981 PEXIT = 1.22915 H = 0.00066 UIO = 4.52713
SHROUD THRUST SIMPSOIS RULE, MIDPOINT RULE: 0.66204 0.66908
NOZZLE CAP THRUST SIMPSONS RULE, MIDPOI|T RULE: 0.02953 0.05889
JET MOME|TUM = 0,93306 EXITIHG NOMEHTUN = 1.54414
INDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = 0.69157
INDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM MOMEITUN THEOKEN = 0.71036
PRESSURE DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFUSER = 0.22717
THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIO FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = 1.63478
THRUST AUGMENTATIO| RATIO FROM NONE|TUN THEOREM = 1.65492
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B.3 Subroutine Libraries
B.3.1 Single-Jet Library AUGLIB
SI/BROUlq HE AUGLYR(I, V, l, R, STAG, D_, HSTEP,SEP,SCRIT)
C
C THIS CODE WAS MRITTE| FOR THE JOIHT INSTITUTE FOR AERONAUTICS •
C AID ACOUSTICS BY THOMAS LUMD. LATEST REVISIOH 8 SEPT. 1984. *
C •
C THIS SUBROUTI|E COMPUTES LAMINAR AND TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER •
C DEVELOPMENT, GIVEN AN EXTERNAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION. THE EQUATIONS •
C SOLVED HERE ARE BASED ON AN IITEGRAL FORMULATION OF THE BOUNDARY •
C LAYER EQUATIONS. IH THE TURBULENT CASE, THE NORMAL TURBULENT *
C STRESSES ARE NEGLECTED IN COMPARISON WITH THE TURBULENT SHEARING •
C STRESS. THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS USED HERE ARE FOUND *
C IN SCHLICHTING (7TH ED) P. 676, EQS. (22.Ta,b), (22.8a,b), AND *
C FIG 22.7 •
C THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION DESCRIBED NEED NOT HAVE A •
C STAGNATION POINT (SEE DESCRIPTIOR OF PARAMETER STAG). THE CODE *
C ASSUMES THAT ALL BOUNDARY LAYERS HAVE I LAMINAR ORIGI|. TO AVOID •
C SINGULARITIES AT THE ORIGIN, INITIAL VALUES OF THE VARIOUS CRAB£C- •
C TERISTIC THICKNESSES AND SHAPE FACTORS ARE ASSUMED BY COMPUTING *
C THESE QUANTITIES AT A S_LL DISTANCE FROM THE ORIGIH USING ANALYTIC •
C EXPRESSIONS FOR A LAMIIAR BOUNDARY LAYER IN i ZERO-PRESSURE GRAD- *
C IENT OUTER STREAM. *
C THE LA_NAR BOUNDARY LAYER E_UATIOIS ARE MARCHED AWAY FROM THE •
C INITIAL DATA UNTIL THE END OF THE BODY IS REACHED, OK EITHER TKA_S- •
C ITIOI TO TURBULENT FLOW, OR LANIIAR SEPARATION IS DETECTED. IF *
C LAMINAR SEPARATION IS DETECTED, THE CODE HALTS AT THE POINT OF *
C SEPARATIOI. IF TRANSITION IS DETECTED, THE CODE SWITCHES TO THE •
C TURBULENT BOUNDARY lAYER EQUATIONS, AND CONTINUES TO MARCH UNTIL •
C EITHER THE END OF THE BODY IS REACHED, OR TURBULENT SEPARATION IS *
C DETECTED. IF TURBULE|T SEPARATION IS DETECTED, THE CODE HALTS AT •
C THE POINT OF SEPARATION. •
C IF OUTPUT IS SPECIFIED (SEE DESCRIPTIOH OF PARAMETERS DUMP AND *
C |STEP) THE FOLLOWING DATA WILL BE PRIHTED TO U|IT 3 FOR SPECIFIED •
C VALURS OF THE SURFACE COORDIHATE: SHAPE FACTOR H32, DISPLACEMEIT •
C THICKRESS, MOMENTUM THICKNESS, ENERGY THICKNESS, A|D LOCAL SKIN •
C FRICTION COEFFICIENT *
C *
C ••PARAMETER DESCRIPTIOIS•* *
INPUT : *
X - *
$
s
V -
| - •
R - *
@
STAG - •
VECTOR OF LEIGTH N CO|TAIHIHG THE VALUES OF THE SURFACE
COORDINATE AT WHICH EXTEKHAL VELOCITIES ARE GIVEN. THE
SURFACE COORDINATES MUST START FROM ZERO (I(1)=O.0), BE
I| INCREASIHG ORDER, AND BE NORMALIZED BY THE SURFACE
LENGTH (X(|)=1.0).
VECTOR OF LENGTH | COHTAINING THE VALUES OF THE EXTERNAL
VELOCITY WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE SURFACE COORDINATES
CONTAINED I| VECTOR X. THE EITERHAL VELOCITY MUST BE
MOP_LIZED BY THE CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY OF THE PROBLEM
NUMBER OF SURFACE COORDINATE AID EXTERNAL VELOCITY DATA
PAIRS (LENGTH OF VECTORS X AND V).
GLOBAL REYNOLDS HUMBER DEFILED AS R=Uc*L/vis, YHERE U¢
IS THE CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY OF THE PRDBI.EN, L IS THE
SURFACE LENGTE, AHD *is IS THE COEFFICIE|T OF NI|EI_TIC
VISCOSITY.
LOGICAL VARIABLE USED TO SPECIFY WHETHER OR 10T A
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C STAGIATIO! POIIT EIISTS. IF STAG IS SET TO .TRUE. A *
C STAGIATIOI POIIT IS ASSUMED, IF SET TO .FALSE. lO STAG- *
C IATIOI POIHT IS ASSUMED. *
C DUMP - LOGICAL VARIABLE USED TO SPECIFY WHETHER OR lOT OUTPUT *
C IS TO BE GEIERATED. IF DUMP IS SET TO .TRUE. OUTPUT IS *
C SEIT TO UHIT 3, IF DUMP IS SET TO .FALSE. lO OUTPUT IS *
C GEIERATED. *
C NSTEP - IITEGER VALUE USED TO SPECIFY THE |UMBER OF STATIONS AT *
C WHICH OUTPUT IS TO BE GEIERATED. THE STATIOIS ARE EQUI- *
C SPACED. *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C SEP - LOGICAL VARIABLE USED TO I|DICATE I SEPARATED BOUIDARY *
C LAYER. IF EITHER LANIIAR OR TURBULEIT SEPAP_TIO! IS *
C DETECTED, SEP IS SET TO .TRUE. IF iO SEPAP_TIO| IS *
C DETECTED, SEP IS SET TO .FALSE. *
C SCRIT - DIME|SIOILESS SURFACE COORDIJATE AT WHICH THE BOUIDARY *
C LAYER HAS SEPARATED. IF IO SEPARATIOI OCCUR3 SCRIT = 1 *
C IIDICATIIG TEE EID OF THE BODY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
EITEP_AL FC|L,FCIT
DIME|SIO| X(100),V(lOO),C(24),W(2,9),Y(2),YD(2)
COMMO| /BLCVEL/ IX(IOO),VV(IOO),RR
COMMOI /BLCSPLN/ SPLN(IOO),N|
COMMOI /AREAIO/ XC
COMMON /AREA12/ XEXIT
LOGICAL STAG,LMNR,SEP,DUMP
642
*** FUICTIO! F1 RETURIS B12 GIVE! H32 ***
FI(R32)=S32/(3.0DO*H32-4.0DO)
*** FUICTIO! _Rg RETUP_S THE LOCAL TUEBULEIT SgIl FRICTIOI ***
*** COEFFICIEIT DIVIDED BY 2, GIVEI THE SHAPE FACTOR H12 ***
*** A|D THE REYNOLDS lUMBER BASED Ol MOMENTUM THICKNESS RD2. ***
WSHR(H12,KD2)=O.O24SDO*(1.0DO-2.0959DO*DLOG10(R12))**1.705DO
R /RD2**O.268DO
*** I! ORDER TO PASS SUBROUTIIE ARGUME|TS I! COMMO! AS NELL, ***
*** WE HAVE TO DEFILE REDUHDAIT ARRAYS II AID VV, AID ***
*** COISTIITS RR AID II ***
DO 1 I=l,l
XX(I)=X(I)
VV(I)=V(I)
COHTIIUE
RR=R
|l=|
IF=l-1
*** SPLIHE FIT THE VELOCITY DATA USI|G AUGLIB ROUTI|E L|SPL! ***
CALL LISPL|(X,V,I,SPLI,IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) THEN
WRITE(3,642) IER
FORMAT(' Il SUBROUTIIE AUGLYR LISLPLI RETUKIED WITH THE ERROR'
'COIDITIO| IER =',I5)
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STOP
END IF
*** DS IS THE INTEGRATION STEP SIZE, SI IS THE INITIAL CONDITION ***
*** STATIO| ***
DS=S.OD-4
SI=O.OSDO
*** DEFINE INTEGI_TION DO LOOP UPPER LIMIT ***
IEND=|IIT((1.0DO-SI)/DS)
*** DEFINE THE IUNBER OF IITEGPATIO| STEPS BETREEI PRINTOUTS ***
IPRIIT=I. ODO/(DFLO&T(NSTEP) *DS)
CALL LINTRP(SI, I,V, SPLN,I, VI, VID,IER)
IF(IEK.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(3,71) SI
FORMAT( _ IN AUGLYK LINTRP RETURNED WITH AS ERKOK FLIG' ,/,
& ' X HAD THE VALUE',FIO.6,' O| E|TRY')
STOP
END IF
*** CHECK FOR STAGNATION POINT, AID SET IIITIAL VALUES ***
*** ACCOKDIIGLY ***
IF(STAG) THEN
IF(DUMP) WP_ITE(3,3)
FOR_T(IOI,' STAGNATION POINT ')
H32=I.61998DO
D2=O.29004DO/DSqRT(R*VID)
D3=B32*D2
ELSE
IF(DUMP) MI_TE(3,S)
FOP,_T(IOI,' NO STAGNATIO| POINT ')
H32=l.S7258
D2=O.66411*DSQRT(SI/(R*VI))
D3=E32*D2
END IF
IF(DUNP) THEN
MKITE(3,6) R,H32,DR,D3,SI,VI
FOKIUT(/,IOI,' REYNOLDS IUNBER = ',E10.4,//,lOX,
INITIAL VALUES',//,IOX, ' E32 = I,EIO.4,/,IOX,
' NONE|T_ THICKNESS = ',E10.4,/,10Z,
ENERGY TRICKNESS = _,E10.4,/,10I, _ IBSCISSA = _,
ElO.4,/,lOX, _ VELOCITY = ',E10.4,/)
WILITE(3,7)
FORI_T(; X VELOCITY')
DO 9 I=l,I
YRZTE(3,8) I(I),V(I)
FOPJ_T(RFIO.4)
CONTIIUE
E|D IF
RD2=R*VI*D2
*** CONPUTE IIITIAL IAMIIAR SKIK FRICTION ***
CkLL FAPP(B32,H12,EPS,D,KAPS)
CFL=EPS/RD2
CD=2.0DO*CFL*VI*VI
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10
20
C
C
C
72
D1=H12*D2
IF(DUMP) MRITE(3,10)
FORMAT(//,7X, 'X' ,111, 'H32' ,101,'D1' ,111, 'D2' ,111, 'D3' ,11][, 'CD' ,/)
DUM=O. 058DO
IF(DUMP) WRITE(3,20) SI ,H32 , D1 ,D2, D3,CD,DUH
FORMAT (7Eli . 4)
*** INITIALIZE PARAMETERS FOR THE INTEGRATION LOOP ***
LMNR=.TRUE.
SEP=.FALSE.
S=SI
Y(1)=D2
Y(2)=D3
RHARGN=I.ODO
R2=O.O58DO
R3=R2
R4=R2
R5=R2
R6=R2
NE=2
TOL=O.OOIDO
IND=I
K=O
*** ENTER THE INTEGRATION LOOP ***
DO 50 I=I,IE|D
K=K+I
S=S+DS
*** INTEGRATE EITHER THE LkMINAR OR TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER ***
*** EqUATI0|S DEPENDING 01 THE VALUE OF LHHR USIIG RK2 ***
IF(LMR) THEN
CALL RK2(|E,FC|L,SI ,Y,S)
ELSE
CALL RK2(IE,FCIT,SI,Y,S)
END IF
D2=Y(1)
D3=Y(2)
B32=D3/D2
CALL LINTRP(S, X, V, SPLN, |, VS, VSD, IER)
IF(IER.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(3,72) S
FORHAT(' IN AUGLYR LINTRP RETURNED WITH AN ERROR FLAG',/,
' • HAD THE VALUE',FIO.6, _ O| ENTRY')
STOP
END IF
RD2=R*VS*D2
*** IF STILL LAHIIAR, CHECK FOR TRANSITION ***
IF(LMIR) THEN
IF((H32-(DLOG(RD2)+46.78DO)I34.2DO).LE.O.O) THEN
STRANS=S
L_R=.FALSE.
END IF
END IF
IF(LMIR) THEN
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C
C
c
c
70
*** CHECK FOR LAHIKAR SEPARATIOK IGNORE SEPARATIOK WHICH IS ***
*** PREDICTED DUE TO |OISY VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIO| BEFORE IOSE ***
IF(H32.LT.I.SISO9.AHD.S.GT.O.7) GOTO 70
*** COMPUTE LAMI|AR SKIK FRICTION ***
CALL FAPP(H32,HI2,EPS,D,KAPS)
CFL=EPS/RD2
CF=2.0DO*CFL*VS*VS
ELSE
*** CHECK FOR TURBULEIT SEPARATIOK ***
IF(H32.LT.I.S) GOTO 70
*** COMPUTE TURBULENT SKIS FRICTIO| ***
HI2=FI(H32)
CFT=MSHR(HI2,RD2)
CF=2.0DO*CFT
EID IF
Dl=H12*D2
IF(K.EQ.NPRI|T.AID.DUMP) MRITE(3,20) S,H32,D1,D2,D3,CF,RMARG|
IF(K.EQ.MPRI|T) K=O
CO|TI|UE
SCRIT=I.ODO
IF(L_R) THEN
IF(DUMP) WRITE(3,60)
FOPJqAT(//,IOI, _ LAMI|AR THROUGHOUT_,/IOI, _ |0 SEPAPATIOK _)
ELSE
IF(D_P) MRITE(3,65) STRAIS
FORRAT(//,IOX,' TItLNSITIO| AT S = ',F8.4,
& /,lOX,' lO SEPARATIO| _)
EID IF
GOTO 200
*** IF COITHOL 15 PASSED TO LIIE 70 SEPARATIOI HAS OCCURRED AWD
*** THE I|TEGRATIO| IS SUSPE|DED AT THE POIIT OF SEPARATIOK.
SEP=. TRUE.
SCRIT=S
IF(LMIR) THE|
CALL FAPP(H32 ,HI2, EPS, D, RAPS)
CF=2. ODO*EPS/RD2sVSsVS
DI=HI2*D2
IF(DUMP) MRITE(3,20) S,H32,DI,D2,D3,CF,PJ4ARG|
IF(DUMP) MRITE(3,80) S
80 FORRAT(//,IOI, ' LA,lfINAR SEPARATIO| AT S z _ ,F8.4)
ELSE
H12=2. 9999D0
CF=2.0*MSHR(HI2, RD2)
Dl=BI2*D2
IF(DUMP) MRITE(3,20) S,R32,D1,D2,D3,CF,E_ARGM
IF(DUMP) MRITE(3,90) STRAIS,S
90 FORMAT(//,IOI,_ TRAMSITION AT S = ',F8.4,
• /,lOX, _ TUEBULE|T SEPARATION AT S = _,F8.4)
EID IF
GOT0 200
200 RETURN
EID
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SUBHOUTI|E BODOE|(IJ,XLIP,THLIP,NJS,NJF,|S,HF)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTIHE OEHERATES AH AUONEHTOR BODY WITH VARIABLE PAR_ETERS NOZZLE
C LOCATIOH, LIP HOTATIOH POI|T, LIP ROTATIOH ANGLE, AiD NIXINO CHAMBEH HEIGHT.
C OH INPUT ALL GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS ARE HORMALIZED BY THE BODY LENGTH.
C
*** PARANETEH DESCRIPTION ***
INPUT:
XJ - JET NOZZLE POSITION DIVIDED BY THE BODY LE|GTH
XLIP - LIP RDTATION POIHT DIVIDED BY THE BODY LEHGTH
THLIP - LIP BDTATIOH ANGLE IN RADIAHS
OUTPUT:
HJS - PAIEL I|DEI OF JET START
HJF - PA|EL I|DEX OF JET FINISH
NS - PAIEL IHDEX OF BODY HOSE START
C HF - PANEL INDEX OF BODY NOSE FINISH
C
C OUTPUT IS PHOVIDED IN THE FORM OF DATA FILES. BODY.DAT COHTAIHS THE
C SUHFACE COO&DINATE PAIRS AS WELL AS THE TRANSPIRATION VELOCITY OVER EACH
C PANEL.
C
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMEHSIO| XP(20),XTEMP(150),YTEMP(150),VHTEMP(150)
DIMEHSIO_ IHOSE(25),Y|OSE(25),ZSPLH(IOO),YSPL|(lOO),SPLN(lO0,3)
LOGICAL FLAG
REWIHD I
REWIND 2
PI=3.1415926
FOP_T(3FIO.5)
THETA=THLIP/180.ODO*PI
*** DEFIHE JET BOUIDARY SLOPE TO BE 12 DEG ***
SLOPE=DTA|(12.0DO/180.ODO*PI)
*** COMPUTE THE CONTRSL STATIOE LOCATION ***
XCO|T=IJ+O.TDO/SLOPE
RH=O.SDO
*** IF THE LIP BOTATIOH POIHT IS LESS THAI THE HOSE RADIUS, SET ***
*** THE LIP ROTATION POIHT E_UAL TO THE IOSE RADIUS IN ORDER TO ***
*** AVOID A CO|TORTED BODY SHAPE ***
IF(XLIP.LT.HN) XLIP=RN
*** CHECK TO INSURE THAT THE COHTHOL STATION IS BEHIID THE LIP ***
*** RDTATIO| POIIT, IF HOT PRINT ERROR NESSAGE liD SUSPEHD ***
*** EIECUTIOH ***
IF(XLIP.GT.XCO|T) THEN
WRITE(3,10) XJ,ILIP,THLIP
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
FO_AT(' IN BODGEI ][LIP MAS GREATER THAI ICONT. PARAMETERS',
• ' O! ENTRY WERE',/,' IJ =',F8.4, _ ][LIP =',F8.4,
& 'THLIP =',F8.4)
STOP
END IF
$** DEFINE EXTREMITIES OF THE SYMMETRY PLAIES ***
*$* INITIALIZE PARAMETEKS ***
FLAG=.TRUE.
DIST=XJ-XI
XI=.06
XIHl=O.
*** GENERATE A STRING OF COORDINATES WHICH HAVE A RATIO OF ***
*** SUCCESSIVE LENGTHS EQUAL TO 1.5 ***
DO SO 1=1,20
IP(1)=XI
XI=2.5$II-1.5sXINl
IIMI=XP(1)
IF(XIN1.GT.DIST) GOTO 60
CONTINUE
l=I
Y=O.
J=O.
DO 70 I=1,|
X=XJ-XP(|-I+I)
J=J+l
Xl"E_P(J) =X
YTEMP(J) =Y
VNTEMP(J) =VI
CONTINUE
$ss GE|ERATE A SET OF COORDI|ATES FOR THE JET BOUNDARY WHICH HAS THE s*s
sss FOLLOWI|G PROPERTIES: PANEL LENGTHS I|CREASE IN A RATIO OF 1.5 ASss$
ss$ ONE TRAVERSES AMAY FRON THE JET |OZZLE, AID AS ONE TRAVERSES AWAY***
**s FRDN THE COITREL STATION NOVING TOMARDS THE NOZZLE. THE **s
**$ I|CREASI|G PA|EL LE|GTH IS HALTED YHEI THE LENGTH IS sss
$ss APPROIIHATELY 0.3. THE NIDDLE SECTION OF THE JET BOUNDARY HAS sss
$$$ CO|STA|T X IICREMEIT OF 0.2851. **$
DI=O.2851DO
DO 80 I=1,16
VI=.15$DSQRT(1./(I-IJ+0.1))+.2
J=J+l
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN
IJS=J
%=IJ
YuO.ODO
EID IF
IF(I.LT.I.A|D.I.LE.6) THEI
XzIJ+IP(I-I)
Y=SLOPE$(X-IJ)
END IF
IF(6.LT.I.AND.I.LE.13) THE|
X=X+DX
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90
C
C
C
100
C
C
C
150
C
C
C
Y=SLOPE*(I-XJ)
END IF
IF(13.LT.I.AID.I.LE.18) THEY
I=ICONT-IP(17-I)
Y=SLOPE*(I-IJ)
E|D IF
ITEMP(J)=I
YTEMP(J)=Y
VITEMP(J) =Vl
COITI_UE
IJF=J
*** GENERATE THE POIITS MHICH DEFI|E THE COITROL STATIOI ***
X=XCONT
Y=SLOPE*(X-XJ)
R=.5*(1.-Y)
YC=Y+R
DANG=PI/8.
ANG=-PI/2.
DO 100 I=I,8
VN=DCOS(ANG+DAIG/2.)
J=J+l
XTEMP(J)=I
YTEMP(J)=Y
VNTEMP(J)=VI
ANG=A|G+DAIG
X=XCO|T+R*DCOS(ANG)
Y=YC+R*DSI|(ANG)
CONTINUE
*** GEIERATE IOSE POIITS AND STORE ***
IS=R|*(1.-DSI|(THETA))
%=IS
Y=I,+DTA|(TRETA)*(ILIP-X)
XCzI+R|*DSI|(THETA)
YCzY+R|*DCOS (THETA)
DEL=O.O
IF(DABS(DSI|(THETA)).GT.1.E-3)
& DEL=2.0DO*RN*(DTAi(THETA)-(1.0DO-DCOS(THETA))/DSII(THETA))
ANG=PI
IPJI=IIIT(P,N*PI/O.15DO)
DANG=PI/DFLOAT(IRI)
ICIR=|RI+I
DO 150 I=I,|CIR
XIOSE(I)=X
Y|OSE(I)=Y
AIG=AIG-DAIG
XCI=RI*DCOS(AIG)
ETA=PJI*DSII(AIG)
XINI=X
X=XC+XCI*DCOS(PI/2.-THETA)-ETA*DSII(PI/2.-THETA)
XTMP=X
Y=YC+XCI*DSI|(PI/2.-THETA)+ETA*DCOS(PI/2.-THETA)
COBTI|UE
*** SPLIIE FIT THE SECTIO| BETWEEI THE COITP, OL STITIO! liD IOSE ***
DO 105 I=1,3
ISPLI(I)=I|OSE(4-I)
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YSPLN(I)zYNOSE(4-I)
lOS CONTINUE
XSPLN(4)=YLLIP
YSPLN(4)=I.0DO
DO 107 I=1,3
XSPLN(4+I)=ICONT-XP(4-I)
YSPLN(4+I)=I.0DO
107 CONTINUE
NSPL=7
NFSPL=6
CALL ICSCCU(XSPLI,YSPL|,NSPL,SPLN,IOO,IER)
IF(IER. EQ. 129. OR. IER. EQ. 130. OR. IER. EQ. 130) THE|
MRITE(3,109) IER
109 FORR£T(' I| BODGEN ICSCCU RETUPJIED MITH THE ERROR VALUE ',I5)
STOP
END IF
11o
120
C
C
C
*** GENERATE POINTS BETWEEN THE CONTROL STATION AND NOSE USING THE ***
*** SPLINE FIT ***
I;ICOIT
Y=I.
VN=O. 0
J=J+l
ITEMP(J) =%
YTENP(J) =Y
DO 110 1=1,3
J=J+l
X=XCONT-XP(1)
XTEMP (J) =X
CALL INTRP(I, XSPLN, YSPLN,NSPL, SPLN, 100, Y, YD, YDD, IER)
YTERP(J) =Y
VFrEI_ (J) =VN
CONTINUE
DI=O. 15D0
IEND=|INT((I-XS)/DX)
DX= (X-XS)/DFLO AT(I END)
XII=RN*DCOS(TEETA)
FLAG=. TRUE.
L=O
DO 120 I=I,IEND-I
J=J+l
X=X- DX
ITERP(J) =X
cALL INTRP(I, ISPIJ, YSPLN, ISPL, SPL|, IO0,Y,YD, YDD, IER)
YTEP.P(J) =Y
VNTERP (J) =VI
IF(X.LE. XLIP) THEM
L=L+I
IF(L.EQ.1) THEM
NS=J-1
FLAG=. FALSE.
END IF
END IF
CONTINUE
*** GENERATE THE NOISE POIIFTS USING TEE STORED DATA ***
%=IS
DO 1511=I,ICIR
IF(FLAG.AND.I.Eq.1) IS=J
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C
C
C
155
157
160
170
220
C
240
C
J=J+l
%TENP(J)=XIOSE(1)
YTEMP(J)=Y|OSE(I)
VITEMPCJ)=V|
CO|TIIUE
*** GEIEKITE POI|TS FRON |OSE TO I|FIIITY ***
DO 155 I=1,2
XSPLI(I)=X|OSE(ICIR-2+I)
¥SPL|(I)=Y|OSE(|CIR-2+I)
CO|TI|UE
Y=(I.+2.*RI)+DTA|(THETA)*(XLIP+DEL-XTMP)
XSPLI(3)=ITMP
YSPL|(3)=Y
XSPL|(4)=XLIP+DEL
YSPL|(4)=I.0DO+2.0DO*R|
DO 157 I=1,3
YSPL|(I+4)=I.0DO+2.0DO*PJ
CO|TI|UE
CALL ICSCCU(XSPL|,YSPL|,|SPL,SPLI,IOO,IEK)
IF(IEK.EQ.129.0R.IER.EQ.130.OR.IER.EQ.130) THE|
WRITE(3,109) IER
STOP
E|D IF
XI=ZTMP
L=O
DO 170 I=1,80
X=XI
J=J+l
IF(X.LT.ICO|T-.1) THE|
CALL I|TKP(X,XSPL|,YSPL|,|SPL,SPL|,IOO,Y,YD,YDD,IER)
ELSE
Y=I.0DO+2.0DO_R|
E|D IF
IF(I.GT.(]LLIP+DEL)) THE|
L=L+I
IF(L.Eq.1) |F=J
E|D IF
ITEMP(J)=I
YTEMP(J)=Y
VITEMP(J)=VI
II=2.2*II-1.2*IIM1
IIMI=I
IF(XI.GT.XM) GOTO 220
CO|TIIUE
IMIX=J
DO 240 I=l,_lI
WlLITE:_,5) XTE_P(I),YTEMP(I),V|TEMP(I)
CO|TI|UE
RETUIUI
EID
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SUBROUTINE CHA|EL(R,XEIIT,XBEGI|,XDIF,DIFSLP,DUMPI,
1 PEXIT,DFDRAG)
C
C *
C SUBRDUTIIE CHAHEL MARCHES THE JET EQU£TI01S FROM THE STATION AT WHICH *
C THE OUTER VELOCITY HAS BECOME CONSTA|T TO TEE SHROUD EXIT. THE I|ITIAL $
C CO|DITIOHS FOR TEE TIME MARCH ARE PASSED VIA CONNO| BLOCK FROM SUBROUTINE *
C JET. SIHCE THERE ARE |OW FOUR UNKNOWN QUA|TITIES, THE IIITIAL CO|DITIO| *
C VECTOR IS EXTE|DED TO 4 ELEMENTS BY INCLUDING AN INITIAL VALUE FOR UO OF 1.0 $
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 25 JAN 1987 $** .
C $
C **$ PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C IHPUT : $
C R - JET PARAMETERS: UO, U1, P, B, DRAG *
C XEXIT - I COORDINATE OF THE SHROUD EXIT
C XBEGI| - X COORDINATE TO START THE NARCHI|G *
C XDIF - X COOKDI|ATE OF THE DIFFUSER START *
C DIFSLP - DIFFUSER SLOPE $
C DUMP1 - LOGICAL VARIABLE TO COHTROL OUTPUT ,
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C PEIIT - PRESSURE AT THE SHROUD EXIT AS COMPUTED BY THE VISCOUS SOLUTIO| *
C DFDKAG - PRESSURE DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFUSER $
C R - VECTOR CONTAIHING THE JET PARAMETERS AT THE SHROUD EXIT *
C *
_$$$_$$$_$_$_$$$$$$$$$$$_s$_$$_$$$_$_$_$$$$$_$$$_$$_$_$_$_s$$$$$$$$
c
IMPLICIT REAL$8(A-H,O-Z)
LOGICAL DUMP1
DIME|SIO| C(24),W(S,9),R(5),RD(5)
CONNO| /DIF/ XD,DS
EXTERIAL FCN2
XD=XDIF
DS=DIFSLP
PI=3.1415926SDO
&LP=DLOG(2.0DO)
M=5
M_=5
TOL=I.D-3
IHD=I
UO=R(1)
UI=R(2)
P- R(3)
B= R(4)
H'I.ODO
PSTART=P
HSTART=H
ETAE'DSQRT(ALP)eH/B
RMDOTI=B/SQRT(ALP)e(ETAH,UO+DSQRT(PI)/2.0DOeDERF(ETAH).U1)
RNJI=B/SQRT(ALP)*(UO$$2$ETAB+DSQRT(PI)$UO*UI*DERF(ETAH)+
1 O.SDO*DSQRT(PI/2.0DO)*UI$*2$DERF(DSQRT(2.0DO)$ETAH))+
2 P*H
*$* PRI|T HEADERS ***
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50
55
60
C
C
C
C
70
C
IF(DUMP1) THEI
RE_I|D(12)
YRITE(12,SO) I_J1,PS_DOT1
FOP_AT(/,25X, J JET IN CHANNEL SOLUTION ',/,
' INITIAL JET NONENTUM = ',F10.5, _ INITIAL MASS = _
FI0.5)
WRITE(12,55)
FOP_AT(/, _ I UO,UODOT UI,UIDOT P,PDOT',
I ' B,BDOT _)
END IF
DX=O.25DO
DIST=IEIIT-XBEGIN
NPTS=NIIT(DIST/DX)
DX=DIST/DFLOAT(NPTS)
X=XBEGII
*** MARCH THE VISCOUS SOLUTION ***
DO I=I,|PTS
XEND=X+DX
CALL DVERK(N,FCN2,I,R,XEND,TOL,ISD,C,MN,W,IER)
IF(DUMPI) THEN
CALL FCN2(N,X,K,RD)
WRITE(12,60) X,(R(J),J=I,4),X,(RD(J),J=I,4)
FORRIT(SFll.5,/,SFll.5,/)
END IF
END DO
*** DEFILE THE EXIT PRESSURE ***
P=R(3)
H=HSTART+(X-IDIF)*DIFSLP
PEXIT=P
DFDRAG=R(S)-(P-PSTART)*HSTART
uo=R(1)
u1=R(2)
B= R(4)
ETAH=DSqRT(ALP)*H/B
RMDOT=B/SqRT(ALP)*(ETAH*UO+DSQRT(PI)/2.0DOeDERF(ETAH)*U1)
RMJ=B/SQRT(ALP)*(UO*e2*ETAH+DSQRT(PI)*UO*UI*DERF(ETAH)+
1 O.SDOeDSQRT(PI/2.0DO)*Ules2*DERF(DSQRT(2.0DO)eETAH))+
2 P*EST/LqT+DFDRAG
IF(DUMP1) THEN
MRITE(12,70) I_J,PJ_DOT
FORMAT(' FINAL MOMENTUM = ',FIO.S,
END IF
' FIIAL NASS " ',FIO.5)
RETURI[
END
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SUBROUTI|E FAPP(H32,H12,EPS,D,KAPS)
C
C *
C THIS SUBROUTINE COHPUTES THE LOCAL SKI| FRICTI0| COEFFICIEHT (EPS), AND *
C THE LOCAL DISSIPATI0| COEFFICIEHT (D) FOH THE LAMI|AH BOUHDAKY EQUATIONS. *
C *
C *** PAK_HETEH DESCRIPTIO| *'** *
C *
C I|PUT: *
C H32 - SHAPE FACTOR *
C HI2 - SHAPE FACTOR *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C EPS - LOCAL SKI| FRICTIO| COEFFICIE|T *
C D - LOCAL DISSIPATIO| COEFFICIEHT *
C _APS - LANIHAR SEPARATIO| PAR_RETEK. KAPS--1 FOR ATTACHED FLO_ A_D *
C KAPS=O FOR SEPARATED FLOW *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
KAPS=I
D=7. 853976D0-10. 260551DO*H32+3. 418898.H32"* H32
IF(H32-1. 51509D0) I0,20,30
10 KAPS=O
ftETUPJI
20 H12=4. 02922D0- (583. 60182D0-724. 55916DO'*H32+227.1822D0
*H32*H32)*DS_HT(H32-1. 51509D0)
EPS=2. S12589D0-1. 686095D0" H12+0. 391541'*H12*H12-O. 031729"*H12'* *3. DO
]LETUH,II
30 IF (H32-1. 572S8D0) 21,21,40
21 GO'IO 20
40 H12=79. 870845 D0-89. S 82142DO*H32+25. 715786DOeH32* H32
EPS=I. 372391-4. 226253"H32+2. 221687*H32*H32
KETURI
END
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SUBROUTI|E FCil(I,I,S,SD)
C
C *
C THIS SUBROUTI|E COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS FOR USE *
C IM MARCHI|G OF THE VISCOUS SOLUTIOM MITHI| THE VISCOUS-IMVISCID IMTEPACTIOM *
C REGIO|. THE DERIVATIVE OF UO IS FOU]ID FROM THE IIVISCID SOLUTION VIA I *
C LIIEAR SPLIIE FIT. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISIOI: - 24 JAM 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C I|PUT: *
C • - |UMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL F_UATIO|S I| THE SYSTEM, *
C l - CARTESIAM COORDIIATE *
C S - VECTOR COMTAIIIIG THE VALUES OF UO, UI, P AiD B AT THE STATION X *
C SD - VECTOR COMTAIMIMG THE DERIVATIVE VALUES OF UO, UI, P AID B AT THE *
C STATIO| I *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMEMSIO| S(4),SD(4),C(2,2),MK(2,2),RHS(2)
COMMOM /AREAl/ IE(50),UE(SO),SPL(50,3),|J
10
*** FIND THE DERIVATIVE OF UO THROUGH IITERPOLATIOI OF THE ***
*** SPLI|E FIT ***
CALL IITRP(I,IE,UE,IJ,SPL,SO,UO,UODOT,D2,IEH)
IF(IER.|E.O) THEM
MRITE(3,10) X
FORMAT(' I| FCMI I|TRP RETUR|ED WITH A| ERROR FLAG',/,
• ' X HAD THE VALUE',FIO.6,' Ol EMTRY')
STOP
EMD IF
*** COMPUTE THE DERIVATIVES OF THE PARAMETERS UO, U1, B, AID P ***
SQRT2=DS_T(2.0DO)
ALPHA=DSORT(DLOG(2.0DO))
RK=0.0283
UO=S(1)
U1=S(2)
P _S(3)
B _S(4)
C(1,1)=UO+SqRT2*UI
C(1,2)ffiUI/B*(UO+SqRT2/2.0DO*UI)
C(2,1)=S_RT2*UO**2+3.0DO.UO*UI÷DSQRT(I.SDO).UI**2
C(2,2)=U1/B*(S_HT2*UO**2+I.5DO*UO*UI÷
1 DS_RT(2.0DO/3.0DO)/2.0DO*UI**2)
DI=2.0DO*U1
D2ffiUI*(2.0DO*SqRT2*UO+I.SDO*U1)
TI=O.ODO
T2ffi-P_K*CALPHA*e2)*(UI*e3)/B
RHS(1)ffiTI-DI*UODOT
RHS(2) =T2-D2*UODOT
CELL SIM_(C,MK,RHS,2,2,IER)
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c
SD(1) =UODOT
SD(2) =P,IIS (I)
SV(3) =-UO*UODOT
SD(4)=RIIS (2)
C
RETUI_
EHD
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SUBROUTIHE FCN2(|,Z,R,RD)
C
C *
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS UO, U1, *
C B, AND P FOR USE IN NARCHING THE VISCOUS SOLUTION IN THE NIXING CHAHEL, *
C DOWNSTREAM OF THE VISCOUS-IHVISCID INTERACTIO| ZONE. *
C *
C *
C *
C *
C *
C *
CH *
Cl *
C R - VECTOR COHTAIHING THE VALUES OF UO, U1, P, B, AND DRAG AT THE STATIOH X*
C RD - VECTOR CO|TAIlING THE DERIVATIVE VALUES OF UO, U1, P, B, AND DRAG *
C AT THE STATION X *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION K(5) ,RD(5) ,A(4,4) ,T(4) ,W]_(4,4)
COMMON /DIF/ XDIF,DIFSLP
*** LATEST REVISION - 26 JAN 1987 ***
*** PAPANETER DESCRIPTIO| ***
IHPUT:
- NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL E_UATIOHS
- CARTESIAN COORDINATE
UO=R(1)
U_=R(2)
P =R(3)
B= R(4)
CALL MAT_II(UO,U1,B,H,HD,A,T)
CALL SIH_(A,_K,T,4,4,IEK)
RD(1)=T(1)
KD(2)=T(2)
RD(3)=T(3)
RD(4)=T(4)
RD(S)=H*HD(3)
KETUII_
END
IF(Z.GT.XDIF) THEN
H=I.ODO+(I-XDIF),DIFSLP
HD=DIFSLP
ELSE
HD=O.ODO
H=I.0DO
E_D IF
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SUBROUTI|E FC_L(|E,S,Y,YD)
C
C *
C THIS SUBROUTI|E COMPUTES THE DERIVITIVES OF D2 l|D D3 F0R THE L_MIIAR *
C BOUID_RY L_YER E_U_TI0|S. A CALL TO SUBROUTI|E FIPP IS |ECESS_RY. *
C *
C *** P_RAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C IE - I_BER OF DIFFERE|TIAL EQUATIO|S, IN THIS CISE 2 *
C S - SURFICE C00RDI|ATE *
C Y - VECTOR CO|TII|I|G THE VALUES OF D2 A|D D3 IT THE STATIO| S *
C YD - VECTOR COFrII|I|G THE DERIVATIVE VALUES OF D2 AID D3 AT TEE STATIO| S *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,D-Z)
DIMEISIO| Y(IE),YD(IE)
COMMON /BLCVEL/ X(IOO),V(IOO),R
COMMOI /BLCSPLI/ SPLI(IO0),|
D2=Y(1)
D3=Y(2)
H32=D3/D2
71
*** COMPUTE THE FKICTI01 AID DISSIPITI0| C0EFFICIEITS ***
CALL FIPP(H32,H12,EPS,D,KAPS)
*** COMPUTE THE LOCAL SURFACE VELOCITY AiD ITS DERIVATIVE ***
*** FROM TEE LIIEAR SPLIIE FIT ***
CALL LIITRP(S , l, V, SPLI, I, VS , VSD, IER)
IF(IER.EQ.1) THEH
WRITE(3,71) S
FORMAT(' IN FCIL LIITKP RETUIt_ED WITH I| ERROR FLAG',/,
• ' X HAD THE VALUE',FIO.6,' 07 EIT_Y')
STOP
EID IF
RD2=H*VS*D2
CFL=EPS/RD2
YD(1)=-(2.0DO+H12)*D2/VS*VSD + CFL
YD(2)=-3.0DO*D3/VS*VSD ÷ 2.0DO*D/RD2
RETUR]I
EID
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SUBROUTIIE FCIT(|E,S,Y,YD)
C
C******************_***********************************************************
C *
C THIS SUBROUTI|E COHPUTES THE DERIVITIVES OF D2 i|D D3 FOR USE IH THE *
C MIRCHI|G OF THE TURBULEIT BOUIDIRY LAYER EQUITIONS. *
C *
C *** PIRANETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C NE - I_MBER OF DIFFERENTIIL EQUATIONS, IN THIS CASE 2 *
C S - SURFACE COORDINATE *
C Y - VECTOR CONTAINING THE VALUES OF D2 AND D3 iT THE STATION S *
C YD - VECTOR CO|TAINI|G THE DERIVITIVE VALUES OF D2 IND D3 AT THE STATION S *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION Y(|E),YD(NE)
COMMON /BLCVEL/ X(IOO),V(IOO),H
COMMON /BLCSPLN/ SPLN(IO0),I
71
*** FUICTIOI F1 RETURIS H12 GIVEN H32 ***
Pl(H32)=HS2/(3.0DO*H32-4.0DO)
*** FUHCTION WSHR RETUR]IS THE LOCAL TURBULENT SKIN FRICTION ***
*** COEFFICIENT, GIVEN THE SHIPE FACTOR HI2, IND THE REYNOLDS ***
*** NUMBER BASED ON MOMENTUM THICKNESS liD2 ***
WSHR(HI2,1tD2)=O.O245DO*(I.ODO-2.0959DO*DLOGIO(HI2))**I.705DO
l /RD2**O.268DO
*** FUHCTIOI CDISS RETURNS THE LOCAL TURBULENT DIHSIPITION ***
*** COEFFICIENT ***
CDISS(H32,HD2)=(O.OO481DO+O.O822DO*(H32-1.SDO)**4.81DO)
I *(H32/RD3)**(O.2317DO*H32-O.2664DO-O.87DS*(2.0DO-H32)**20)
D2=Y(1)
D3=Y(2)
H32=D3/D2
HI2=FI(H32)
*** TO IVOID SINGULIRITIES AT SEPIRITIO|, PUT BARRIERS O| ***
*** H32 kiD H12 ***
IF(H32.LT.I.5) H32ffil.Hl
IF(HI2.GT.3.0) H12=2.99
*** FIHD THE LOCAL SURFICE VELOCITY lid ITS DERIVATIVE THROUGH ***
*** USE OF THE LIIEIR SPLINE FIT ***
CALL LINTRP(S,X,V,SPLI,I,VS,VSD,IER)
IF(IER.Eq.1) THEN
WRITE(3,71) S
FORRAT(' I| FC|T LI|TRP RETUPJED WITH i| ERROR FLAG',/,
l _ X HAD THE VILUE',FIO.6, _ GN ENTRY')
STOP
E|D IF
RD2=R*VS*D2
RD3=R*VS*D3
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CT=_'SHR( H12, RD2 )
CD--CDI SS (H32, RD3)
YD(1)=-(2.0DO+H12)*D2/VS*VSD + CT
YD(2)=-3.0DO*¥(2)/VS*VSD + 2.0DO'*CD
EETUR]I
EIID
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SUBROUTIIIE FRESTN(UIO, BO,UO0, GAMMA, VO)
C
C *
C SUBBEUTIWE FRESTM CONPUTES THE FREE STREAN VELOCITY gHE| GIVE| THE *
C PARAMETER GAM_fA AID TEE PRIMARY JET PARAMETERS. *
C *
C *** lATEST REVISIO| - 23 APRIL 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PAP_METER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C I|PUT: *
C UIO - I|ITIAL JET EXCESS VELOCITY *
C BO - I|ITIAL JET HALF-WIDTH *
C UO0 - I|ITIAL JET EITERWAL VELOCITY *
C GAMMA - |O|-DIMEWSIO_KL FREE SPEED PARAMETER *
C *
C VO - FREE STREAM VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
ALP=DLOG (2. ODO)
PI=3.1415926D0
*** COMPUTE THE PRIMARY JET MONE|TU]q FLUI.
RMJ =DS QRT (PI/ALP) *UOO*UI O* BO+O. 5DO*DSQRT(PI/2. ODO/ALP) *UI 0"'2' DO
*** COMPUTE THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY
VO=GL'_IA* DSQ RT (RMJ/2.0DO)
RETURI
EED
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SUBROUTINE GETPP,.H(XJ,ILIP,THLIP,XEXIT,XDIF,DIFSLP,GAMHA,UIO,DUHP1,
1 BLAYER,RE)
¢
C *
C GETPKN READS P&RANETEH VALUES FROM A DATA FILE WHICH IS ASSIG|ED U|IT 4 *
C *
C *** LATEST HEVISIOH - 22 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** pARAMETER DESCRIPTIOH *** *
C OUTPUT: *
C IJ - X COORDIHATE OF THE JET |OZZLE *
C XLIP - I C00RDIHATE OF THE SHROUD LIP *
C THLIP - SHROUD LIP ROTATIO! A|GLE (I! DEGREES) *
C ZEZIT - X COORDIHATE OF THE SHROUD EXIT *
C XDIF - X COORDIHATE OF THE DIFFUSER START *
C DIFSLP - DIFFUSER SLOPE *
C GAM/_ - FREE-STREAM SPEED PAR_ETER *
C UIO - JET I|ITIAL VELOCITY •
C DUMP1 - OUTPUT CO|TROL *
C BLAYER - BOUIDARY LAYER CONPUTATIOH COHTROL PARAMETER *
C RE - REYIOLDS lUMBER BASED O| JET THRUST *
C *
READ(4,*) XJ
READ(4,*) XLIP
READ(4,*) THLIP
READ(4,*) IEIIT
READ(4,*) XDIF
READ(4,*) DIFSLP
READ(4,*) GA_
READ(4,*) UIO
READ(4,*) DUNP1
READ(4,*) BLAYER
READ(4,*) RE
RETUKI
EHD
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C NJF -
C X JET -
C Y JET -
C U JET -
C V JET -
C N JET -
C UIO -
C BO -
C VN -
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTIIE J ET(NJS, |J F, I JET, YJ ET, UJ ET, VJ ET, NJET, UIO, BO, VN, S,
1 DUMP1, NCALL, IEND, R, RES )
C
C *
C SUBRDUTI|E JET PERFORRS THE VISCOUS CALCULATION WITHIN THE VISCOUS- *
C INVISCID INTERACTION REGION. THE DERIVATIVE OF UO IS FOUND FROM THE *
C INVISCID SOLUTION Vii A _UASI-HERNITE SPLINE FIT, AND IS USED AS A FORCING
C TERM IN THE VISCOUS SOLUTION. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C NJS - PANEL INDEX OF JET BOUNDARY START *
PANEL INDEI OF JET BOUNDARY FINISH *
VECTOR OF I COOKDINATES ALONG THE JET BOUNDARY *
VECTOR OF Y COOKDINATES ALONG TEE JET BOUNDARY *
VECTOR OF NORIZO|TAL VELOCITY &tONG THE JET BOUNDARY *
VECTOR OF VERTICAl. VELOCITY ALONG THE JET BOUNDARY *
lUMBER OF POINTS &tONG THE JET BOUNDARY *
JET INITIAL CENTERLINE VELOCITY *
JET I|ITI&t VELOCITY H&tF-_IDTH *
VECTOR CONTAINING THE NORN_L VELOCITIES TO THE PANELS ALONG THE JET
BOUNDIRY IN THE VISCOUS-INVISCID INTERACTION REGI0| *
N - NUMBER OF PANELS *
D, _PI -LOGIC&t VARIABLE FOR OUTPUT CONTROL *
SCULL -INDEI TO KEEP TRACK OF THE SUCCESSIVE CALLS TO JET *
OUTPUT:
VN - UPDATED NORMAL VELOCITY VECTOR
IEND - I STATION AT WHICH THE VISCOUS-INVISCID N_TCHING ENDS
R - VECTOR CO|TAIIING THE VALUES OF THE JET PARAMETERS AT THE END OF
THE VISCOUS-IIVISCID I_TCHIIG REGION
RES - NAXI_N RESIDUAL IN THE VISCOUS-INVISCID MATCHING
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,O-Z)
LOGICAL DUMP1
DIMENSION XJET(|JET),YJET(NJET),UJET(|JET),VJET(NJET),VN(|),
1 g(4,9),C(24),S(4),SD(4),SPL|(SO,3),K(5)
DIMENSION ITNP(3OO),YTNP(300)
CO_ON /AREA1/ IE(50),UE(50),SPL(50,3),NJ
EITER]EL FCN1
45
PI=3.141592D0
ALP=DLOG (2. ODO)
N=4
TOL=I. I)-4
IND=I
*** PRINT READERS ***
IF(DUMP1) THEN
REWIND 9
REWIND 10
WRITE(9,45)
FORRAT(/,25I, ' JET VELOCITIES ')
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WRITE(9,40)
40 FORMAT(I,' X Y
_ VIOLD VIIEW
WRITE(IO,50)
50 FORNAT(/,25I, _ JET SOLUTIO| _)
MRITE(IO,55)
55 FOI_AT(/,' X UO,UODOT
1 ' B,BDOT _)
E|D IF
90
150
UIIV VTIV VVIS ',
RES ')
U1,UIDOT P,PDOT _ ,
*** SPLIIE FIT THE HOIE[ZOITAL COMPOIE|T OF I|VISCID VELOCITY ***
*** kLO|G THE JET BOUIDARY ***
CkLL IQHSCU(IJET,UJET,|JET,SPL|,SO,IER)
IF(IER.IE.O) THEI
WRITE(3,90) IER
FORMAT(JAFTER CALL TO SPLIIE IER HAS THE ERROR VALUE ',I5)
STOP
END IF
*** DUPLICATE THE I|VISCID VELOCITY DATA SO THAT IT NAY BE ***
*** SEIT II COM}IO| ***
IJ=|JET
DO I=I,|JET
IE(I)=XJET(I)
UE(I)=UJET(I)
SPL(I,1)=SPL|(I,1)
SPL(I,2)=SPL|(I,2)
SPL(I,3)=SPLI(I,3)
EWD DO
*** DEFI|E I|ITIkL vALUEs OF THE JET PARAMETERS ***
*** S(1)<--UO, S(2)<--UI, S(3)<--P, S(4)e--B ***
UOO=UJET(2)
PO=O.ODO
S(1)=UO0
S(2)=U10
S(3)=PO
S(4)=BO
RES=O.O
*** EJI"ER LOOP TO NARCH THE VISCOUS EqUATIO|S
X=IJET(2)-.OOIDO
DO 10 J=2,|JET
IEID=ZJET(J)
CELL DVERK(M,FC|I,I,S,XE|D,TOL,I|D,C,_,M,IER)
IF(IID.LT.O.OR.IER.GT.O) THE|
MRITE(3,150) I|D,IER
FOPJ_T(/,_I| JET IID= _,I5,' IF.R= J,I5,/)
STOP
E|D IF
*** OBTAI| THE LOCAL DERIVATIVE VALUES OF THE JET PARAMETERS ***
CALL FC|I(N,IE|D,S,SD)
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12
60
65
9
10
C
11
*,* COMPUTE THE LOCAL I1VISCID VELOCITY AID ITS DERIVATIVE ***
CALL IITRP(XEID,IJET,UJET,1JET,SPLI,50,UO,UODOT,D2,IER)
IF(IER.Eq.1) THE|
WEITE(3,12) IESD
FOKMAT(' I1 JET IITRP RETURIED ¥1TH AN ERROR FLAG',/,
' X HAD THE VALUE',FIO.6,' O1 EITRY')
STOP
END IF
*** COMPUTE THE VERTICAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY AT THE JET ***
*** BOU]DAKY FROM THE VISCOUS SOLUTIO| ***
VVISzV(S,SD,YJET(J))
*** COMPUTE THE LOCAL RESIDUAL BY COMPARING THE VISCOUS AND ***
*** IIVISCID VERTICAL COMPONENTS OF VELOCITY ALONG THE JET ***
*** BOU]DARY ***
RR=VVIS-VJET(J)
IF(DABS(RR).GT.KES) RES=DABS(RR)
*** FAKE A CORRECTIO| TO THE LOCAL EITIAIIMENT VELOCITY ***
WI=I.ODO-O.TDO/DFLOAT(NJET-2),DFLOAT(J-2)
JJ=NJS-I+J
VNEW= VI(JJ)-WI*R_
IF(DUMP1) THE|
WRITE(9,60) IJET(J),YJET(J),UJET(J),VJET(J),VVIS,VI(JJ),
VIEW,RR
FOP,MAT(SFIO.5)
MKITE(IO,65) IJET(J),S(1),S(2),S(3),S(4),
IJET(J),SD(1),SD(2),SD(3),SD(4)
FO_AT(5FlO.5,/,SFlO.5,/)
END IF
*** FAKE FIRST PA|EL SUCTIOi EQUAL TO THE SECOID TO ENHANCE ***
*** STABILITY ***
IF(J.EQ.2) VI(IJS)-VlEW
V|(IJS-I+J)=VNEW
CONTI|UE
COITI|UE
REWIID 1
DO I=1,l
READ(I,*) ITMP(I),YTHP(I)
END DO
REWIID 1
DO I=1,l
MRITE(1,11) %TMP(I),YTMP(I),9|(I)
FORRAT(3FIO.5)
EID DO
*** IIITIALIZE PARANETERS FOR TEE CHAllEL SOLUTIOI ***
R(1)=S(1)
R(2)=s(2)
R(3)=s(3)
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R(4)--S(4)
R(S)=O.ODO
C
RETUI_
EID
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SUBROUTI|E JETCOF(|JS,|JF,ICP,YCP,ALPBA,D,IIDI,IID2,PD,PE,PF,
1 PG,PH,PPI,C,¥OrtX,A,B,ANAT,BNAT,|,
2 IJET,YJET,|JET,AJET,BJET)
C
C
C SUBRDUTIIE JETCOF COMPUTES TBE I|FLUEICE COEFFICIE|TS FOR TNE MATCNING
C POINTS AL01G TNE JET BOI_DARY.
LATEST REVISIO! 23 APR 1987
*** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION ***
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C NJF -
C ICP -
C YCP -
C ALPRA -
C D
C INDI -
C IND2 -
C PD.. PPI-
C C
C NORK -
C A
C B
C A_AT -
C BMAT -
C R
C
C
INPUT:
|JS - PAIEL lUMBER OF TSE BEGINII|G OF TNE JET B01_DARY
PAIEL lUMBER 0F TNE END OF TNE JET BOD_DARY
VECTOR OF CONTROL POIIT Z CDORDIIATES
VECTOR 0F CONTROL POI|T Y COORDI|ATES
VECTOR C0|TAI|I|G TRE SURFACE SLOPES
VECTOR COITAI|IWG TNE PAIEL LEIGTNS
VECTOR OF I|DEI OF PANEL ADJOIIIIG TO TNE LEFT
VECTOR OF IIDEI 0F PANEL ADJOI|IIG T0 TRE R_GNT
SOURCE PARABOLIC FIT COEFFICIE|TS
VEC--R OF SURFACE CURVATURE COEfFICIE|TS
NORK SPACE VECTOR
VORK SPACE VECTOR
VORK SPACE VECTOR
_TRII OF I COMPONENT IIDUCED VELOCITIES
_TRI% OF Y COMPONENT INDUCED VELOCITIES
SUMNER OF PA|ELS
##
##
*** CALCULATE AID STORE THE I|FLUEICE COEFFICIE|TS FOR THE ***
*** JET BOU|DARY ***
DO I=|JS,|JF
II=I-IJS+I
I=XCP(I)
Y=YCP(I)
%JET(II)=X
YJET(II)=Y
DO J=l,|
AJET(II,J)=AMAT(I,J)
BJET(II,J)=BMAT(I,J)
END DO
OUTPUT:
C XJET m VECTOR OF Z COORDINATES OF TRE C01TROL POINTS ALONG THE BOUNDARY
C YJET - VECTOR OF Y COORDI|ATES OF TNE C01TROL POINTS AL0|G TNE BOUNDARY
C NJET - ][UMBER OF POINTS AL0|G TBE JET BOU|DARY
C AJET - _TP_I OF U-VELOCITY I|FLUEICE COEFFICIENTS F0R TNE JET BOUNDARY
C BJET - M_TRI_ OF V-VELOCITY I|FLUEWCE COEFFICIE|TS FOR T_E JET BOUNDARY
C
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-_,O-Z)
DIMEISI01%CPCI),YCPC|),ALP_ACI),DC|),PD(|),PE(|),PF(I),PG(|),
1 PS(|),PPI(I),C(1),IIDI(1),IID2(|),VHR_(8*I),A(|),B(|),
2 XJET(EJET),YJET(IJET),IJET(EJET,|),BJET(|3ET,|),
3 AMAT(I,I),RMAT(I,|)
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*** COMPUTE THE VELOCITY AT A POINT SLIGHTLY ABOVE THE JET ***
*** BOU_DAKY &TIIE| lEAK THE CONTROL STITI0| TO AVOID THE SPIKE ***
*** I| THE VELOCITY FIELD CAUSED BY THE CUI_VATURE DISCOITIHUITY ***
*** AT THE COlTROL STATI01. ***
IF(I.GT.(IJF-5)) THE|
YM=Y÷(X-XCP(IJF-5))*O.15DO
CALL IIFLCE(I,YM,ICP,YCP,ILPHA,D,IWDI,I|D2,PD,PE,
PF,PG,PH,PPI,C,MOI_,I,A,B)
DO J=l,|
IJET(II,J)'A(J)
E|D DO
EID IF
EID DO
ItETUI_
E|D
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SUBROUTI |E J ETVEL( AJET, BJ ET, |JET, Q , ], VO, BETA , UJ ET. VJ ET , UO0, PATH)
C
C *
C SUBP_UTI|E VLCJET COMPUTES VALUES OF THE VELOCITY COMPOMENTS AT THE *
C JET BOUNDARY *
C *
C LATEST REVISI0| 23 APR 1986 *
C *
C *** PAR£HETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C I|PUT : *
C AJET - I|FLUE|CE COEFFICIE|TS FOR U-VELOCITY £LO|G THE JET BOU|DAKY *
C BJET - I|FLUE|CE COEFFICIE|TS FOR V-VELOCITY ALO|G THE JET BOU|DARY *
C |JET - _JMBER OF PA|ELS _LO|G THE JET BOU|DARY *
C Q - VECTOR OF SOURCE STREiGTRS *
C | - |UHSER OF PANELS *
C VO - FREE STREAM SPEED *
C BETA - ANGLE OF ATTACK *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C UJET - VECTOR OF RORIZO|TAL COMPO|E|T OF VELOCITY _L0|G THE JET BOUNDARY *
C VJET - VECTOR OF VERTICAL COHPOIE|T OF VELOCITY ALONG THE JET BOUNDARY *
C UO0 - UO COMPOIE|T OF VELOCITY AT THE JET |OZZLE *
C PATH - UPSTREAM AMBIENT PRESSURE *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-R,O-Z)
DIMENSIO| AJET(|JET,i),BJET(|JET,|),Q(|),UJET(|JET),VJET(|JET)
*** COMPUTE THE VELOCITY COHP0|EITS ALOSG TRE JET BOUIDARY ***
DO I=l ,|JET
S UMI=O. ODO
SUM2=O. ODO
DO J=l,|
SUMI=SUNI+AJET(I,J)*q(J)
SU_2=SUM2+BJET(I,J)*Q(J)
END DO
UJET(I)=VO*DCOS(BETA)+SUN1
VJET(I)=VO*DSI|(BETA)+SUM2
END DO
*** CALCULATE THE UPSTREAH ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
PATH=O.SDO*(UJET(2)**2-VO**2)
UOO=UJET(2)
RETUR!
END
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SUBKOUTI|E MATKIX(UO,U1,B,E,HDOT,A,T)
c
c
C SUBREUTI|E _ATRIX COMPUTES THE _ATRIX ELE_E|TS i|D RIGHT HAID SIDE OF THE
C E_UATIO|S FOR THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAmETErS.
C
*** LATEST KEVISIO| - 26 JA! 1987 ***C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
*** PARANETEH DESCRIPTIOH ***
I|PUT:
UO JET EZTER|IL VELOCITY
U1 - JET CEMTERLI|E EXCESS VELOCITY
B - JET EXCESS VELOCITY HALF-_IDTH
H - CHA||EL HALF-'WIDTH
HDOT - CHAIIEL SLOPE
OUTPUT:
C • - N•TKIX ELEME|TS
C T - RIGHT H•ND SIDE VECTOR
C
C
IMPLICIT RE•L*8(•-H,O-Z)
DIMEISIO| I(4,4),T(4)
•LP=DS_KT(DLOG(2.0DO))
PI=3.14159265DO
ETAH=ALP*H/B
ETAH2=ETAH**2
ETAH3=ETAH**3
EI=DEXP(-ETAH2)
E2=DEXP(-2.0DOeETAB2)
FI=DS_RT(PI)/2.0DO*DERF(ETAH)
F2=DSORT(PI/2.0DO)/2.0DO*DERF(DSQRT(2.0DO)*ETAH)
UH=UO+UI*EI
iUII=UO-UE/2.0DO
IUX2=F1-ETAH*E1
•UX3=F2-ETAH*E2
•UX4=I.0DO-E1
•UIS=I.0DO-E2
•UXS=(2.0DO*•UX2-F1)*F1
•UX7:(1.0DO+ETAH2)*E1
RK=O.O283DO
CS=2.0DO*RKe(ALP**2)*(UI**2)/B
A(1
A(1
A(1
•(2
•(2
•(2
A(2
A(3
•(3
1(3
A(3
1
1)=•UII*ET•H+UI*F1
2)=&UXI*FI+UI*F2
3)=O.SDO*ETAH
4)=(U1/B)*(AUXI*AUX2+O.SDO*UI*•UI3)
1)=UOeETIH2+UI*(3.0DO*•UX4-R.ODO*ETAE2*E1)
2)=UO*AUI4+UI*(AUI5+AUX6)
3)=ETAH2
4)=(U1/B)*(2.0DO*UO*(1.0DO'-•UX7)+UI*(AUI6+O.SDO*•UI5))
I)=I.0DO/3.0DO*UO=ETAH3÷UI*(2.0DO*AUX2-ETAH3*E1)
2)=0.5DO*UO*•UX2+UI*(O.5DO*•U][3+F2-AUXT*F1)
3)=I.ODO/3.0DO*ETAH3
4)=(U1/B)*(UO*(1.SDO*AUX2-ETAH3*E1)+
U1*(-IUXT*F1+F2+O.25DO*AUI3))
A(4,1)=ETAH
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AC4,2)=FI
AC4,3)fO.ODO
AC4,4)=CUI/B)*AUX2
T(1)fO.ODO
T(2)=CS*AUX4
T(3)=CS*AUX2
T(4)=-(ALP/B)*UH*HDOT
RETUPJ
EID
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C HEXIT -
C ALPHA -
C D
C AMAT -
C BMAT -
C 0 -
C l
C VO -
C BETA -
C UIO -
C UO0 -
C RO -
C DFDPAG-
C IS -
C NF -
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE PERFRN(R, HEXIT, ALPHA, D, AMAT, BMAT, Q, |, VO, BETA,
1 UIO,UO0, SO, DFDPOtG, IS, IF, PHI)
C
C *
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMP_S THE THRUST AUGME|TATION RATIO IN THO *
C INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS; BY INTEGRATION OF THE SURFACE PRESSURES, AND BY A *
C CONTROL VOLU_ ANALYSIS USING THE BLASIUS NON.TUN THEOREP[. A SUMMARY OF *
C THE PERFORMANCE PARANETERS ARE MRITTEI TO THE OUTPUT FILE OUT.DAT. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C R - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE JET PARAHETERS AT THE SHROUD EXIT *
CHANNEL EXIT HALF NIDTH *
VECTOR OF PAIEL ORIENTATION ANGLES *
VECTOR OF PANEL LEIGTHS *
MATRIX OF • CONPOIEIT I|DUCED VELOCITIES *
MATRIX OF Y COMPOIEIT INDUCED VELOCITIES *
VECTOR CONTAINING THE SOURCE STRENGTHS *
IUMBER OF PAIELS *
FREE-STREAN SPEED *
ANGLE OF ATTACK *
JET INITIAL CEITERLINE VELOCITY *
INITIAL UO COMP0|ENT OF VELOCITY *
I|ITIAL JET VELOCITY HALF-MIDTH *
PRESSURE DRAG ASSOCIATED MITH THE DIFFUSER *
PANEL IIDEI OF THE SHROUD NOSE START *
PAIEL INDEX OF TEE SHROUD lOSE FINISH *
0 UTPUT:
PHI - THRUST AUGMENTATION AS COIqPUTED BY THE MOMENTUM THEOREM
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIME|SIOH R(S),ALPHA(I),D(I),AMAT(N,N),BMAT(|,I),Q(N)
PI=3.14159265DO
ALP=DSQRT(DLOG(2.0DO))
*** CONPUTE THE PRIMARY JET ROIqENTUK FLUX
RMJ=BO/ALP*DSQRT(PI)*(UOO*UIO+O.SDO/DSQRT(2,0DO)*UIO**2-
1 O.SDO*VO*UIO)
*** IMI"EORATE THE SURFACE PRESSURES
SUN3=O.ODO
VO•=VO*DCOS(BETA)
VOY=VO*DSIM(BETA)
DO I=IS,IF
SUMI=O.ODO
Sl_2=O.ODO
DO J'l,!
SUMI=SUMI+ANAT(I,J)*Q(J)
SUB2=SUB2÷BNAT(I,J)*Q(J)
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10
END DO
U=SLTHI+VOX
V=SUM2+VOY
SUM3=SUM3+O.SDO*CU*U+V*V-VO**2)*D(I)*DSIN(ALPBA(I))
EHD DO
*** TAUX IS THE INDUCED THRUST
TAUX=SUM3
uo=R(1)
ul=R(2)
P =R(3)
B =R(4)
ETAH=ALP*HEXIT/B
*** COMPUTE THE MOMENTUM FLUX EXITIIG FROM THE EJECTOR
TGROSS=B/kLP*(UO**2*ETAH+DSQHT(PI)*UO*UI*DERF(ETAH)+
1 O.5DO*DSQRT(PI/2.0DO)oUI**2*
2 DERF(DSQRT(2.0DO)*ETAH))-
3 VO*B/ALP*(ETAR*UO+DSqRT(PI)/2.0DO*UI*DERF(ETAH))
*** COMPUTE THE THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIO| USING THE
*** MOMENTUM THEOREM AND SURFACE PRESSURE CALCULATIOI
PHIMT=TGROSS/RMJ
PHISP=I.0DO+(TAUZ-DFDRAG)/RMJ
*** COMPUTE THE INDUCED THRUST FROM THE MOMENTUM THEOREM
TIND=TG_OSS-RMJ+DFDAAG
*** HRITE RESULTS TO FILE OUT.DAT.
MRITE(21,10) RNJ,TGROSS,TAUI,TIMD,DFDRAG,PHISF,PHIMT
FORMAT(//,' JET MOME|TUM = ',FIO.5,
1 ' EIITI|G MOMEITUN = ',F10.5,/,
2 ' I|DUCED THRUST COMPUTED FRDM SURFACE PRESSURES = ',F10.5,/,
3 ' IHDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM MOME|TUM THEOREM = ',FIO.5,/,
4 ' PRESSURE DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFUSER = ',FIO.5,/,
4 ' THRUST AUGMF_TATION RATIO FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = ',F10.5,/,
5 ' THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIO FROM MOMENTUM THEOREM = ',F10.5)
*** CHOOSE THE MONEITUM THEOREM CALCULATED VALUE OF PHI
PHI=PRIMT
RETURN
E|D
SS_
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SUBHOUTIIE SURFVEL ( XCOIT ,IEIIT ,XCP , YCP ,D,AMAT,BNAT ,q ,I ,
1 VO,BETA,SC,UEXT,IEIT,ILEI,STAG)
C
C********************************************v*********************************
C *
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CONPUTES THE SHROUD SURFACE VELOCITY FRDK THE IlVISCID *
C SOLUTIO! FOR USE IN THE BOUIDARY LAYER C_.CULATIOH. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISIO! - 22 APRIL 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIOi *** *
C *
C IIPI/r: *
C %C01T - X COORDIIATE OF THE CONTROL STATI01 *
C %EXIT - X COORDIIATE OF THE SHROUD EXIT *
C %CP - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE X COORDINATES OF THE CONTROL POINTS *
C YCP - VECTOR CONTAINING THE Y COORDIIATES OF THE CONTROL POINTS *
C D - VECTOR CONTAI|I|G THE PANEL LENGTHS *
C INAT - MATRIX OF HORIZONTAL INDUCED VELOCITIES *
C BMAT - MATRI% OF VERTICAL INDUCED VELOCITIES *
C Q - VECTOR CONTAIIIIG THE SOURCE STRENGTHS *
C ! - IUNBER OF PAIELS *
C VO - FREE-STREAM SPEED *
C BETA - AIGLE OF ATTACK *
C SC - VECTOR OF SURFACE COORDINATES AT WHICH THE VELOCITIES ARE *
c CALCULATED. THE SURFACE COORDINATES ARE NORMEtIZED SUCH THAT THE *
C COITROL STATION LOCATION IS I. THE ORIGI| IS THE STAGNATION POINT *
C IF A FREE-STREA_ IS PRESENT AND THE SHROUD TP-_ILING EDGE FOR *
C STATIC OPERATION *
C UEXT - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE SURFACE VELOCITIES *
C IEXT - RIrMBER OF STATIOIS AT WHICH THE VELOCITY IS CALCULATED *
C XLEN - LEIGTH OF THE SURFACE OVER WHICH THE THE VELOCITIES ARE CALCULATED *
C STAG - LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TO TRUE WHFJ A STAGNATION POINT IS PRESENT *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
LOGICAL STAG
DINEMSIOI %CP(1),YCP(I),D(I),AMAT(I,I),BMAT(I,I),Q(I)
DIME|SION SC(IO0),UEXT(IO0)
LOGICAL FLAG
VOX=VO*DCOS(BETA)
VOY=VO*DSII(BETA)
*** FIID PANEL IIDEI OF SHROUD TRAILIIG EDGE ***
DO 10 I=l,1, -I
IF(ICP(I-I).LT.IEXIT) GOTO 20
I0 COITIIUE
20 IS=I
ISJ=IS
3O
40
*** FIID THE PAIEL INDEX OF THE COITROL STATIOI ***
FLAG=.FALSE.
DO 30 I=IS,1, -I
IF(XCP(I-I).GT.XCP(I)) FLAG=.TRUE.
IF(FLAG.AID.XCP(I).GT.ICOHT) GOTO 40
COITI|UE
IF=I+1
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I00
C
C
C
IFJ=I
K=O
*** STORE THE SURFACE COORDINATES AND COMPUTE THE ***
*** SURFACE VELOCITIES ***
DO 100 IzlS,lF,-1
IF(I.EQ.1S) THEN
K=K+I
S=XEXIT-XCP(I)
SC(1)=S
I=ICP(I)
Y=ICP(I)
SUMI=O.ODO
SUM2=O.ODO
DO Jml,l
SUNI=SUMI+AMAT(I,J)*Q(J)
SUM2=SUM2+BMAT(I,J)*Q(J)
EID DO
U=SUMI+VOI
V=SUM2+VOY
UEIT(H)=DSQRT(U*U+V*V)
ELSE
S=S+D(I+I)/2.0DO+D(I)/2.0DO
*** FILTER THE VELOCITY DATA WHICH IS TAKEN IN A _EGI0I ***
*** ADJACENT TO THE CONTROL STATIOH SIIGULARITY. ***
X=ICP(I)
Y=XCP(I)
SUMI=O. ODO
SUM2=O. ODO
DO J=l,I
SUNI=SUNI+ANAT (I, J)*Q (J)
SUN2=SUM2+BNAT(I,J)*Q(J)
END DO
U=SUNI+VOI
V=SUH2+VOY
UMOD=DSQRT(U*U+V*V)
IF(S.LT.5.0) THE|
*** IICLUDE THE LOCAL POIHT 0HLY IF THE ***
*** VELOCITY IS IICREASIIG ***
IF(UNOD.GT.UEIT(K)) THEI
H=K+I
SC(R)=S
UEIT(H)=UNOD
EHD IF
ELSE
NzK+I
SC(R)=S
UEXT(K)=UNOD
END IF
EHD IF
COHTIHUE
*** SEARCH FOR THE STAGHATIO| POINT (MI|INUN VELOCITY HODULUS) ***
UMI l=l O. ODO
DO 105, I=l,H
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105
110
IF(UEIT(I).LT.U_|) THE!
UK[I=UEIT(I)
L=I
E|D IF
COITIIUE
IF(L.EQ.1) THE!
STAG=.FALSE.
ELSE
STAG=.TRUE.
END IF
*** CORRECT IF 10T ALL DATA IS FROM THE SAME SIDE OF THE ***
*** STAGIATIO! POIIT ***
IF(STAG) THE!
TEST=(UEIT(L+2)-UEXT(L+I))/(UEXT(L+I)-UEIT(L))
IF(TEST.GT.10.O) L=L+I
END IF
*** |OPJ4ALIZE SURFACE COOKDIIATES SKIPPIIG OVER POI|TS SUFFERING ***
*** FROM SIIGULARITIES 1EAR THE CO|TP_L STATIO| (LAST THREE POINTS) **
IE|D=(K-2)
IF(STAG) THEI
SO= SC(L) - (SC(L+I)-SC(L))*UEIT(L)/(UEIT(L+I)-UEXT(L))
SC(1)=O. ODO
UEIT (1) =0. ODO
IIEXT=K-L
Igzl
EI..S E
SO= O.ODO
IEIT=IEID
g=O
END IF
ILEII=SC(|EIID) -SO
DO 110 I=L,IIE|D
K=K+I
SC(K) =(SC(I)-Sfl)/ILE|
UEIT(K)=UEIT(1)
CO|TI|UE
RETUPJ
E|D
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FUICTI0| V(S,SD,Y)
C
C *
C FUNCTIO| V COMPUTES THE VERTICAL COMPONE|T OF VELOCITY FROM THE VISCOUS *
C SOLUTION. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 25 JA| 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C *
C INPUT : *
C S - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE VALUES OF THE JET PARAMETERS *
C SD - VECTOR CONTAINING THE VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET *
C PARAMETEKS *
C Y - CARTESIAN COOKDINATE (VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM JET CENTEKLINE) *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C V - VERTICAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION S(4),SD(4)
ALP=DSQRT (DLOG (2. ODO) )
PI=3.1415926D0
uo=s(1)
Ul=S(2)
P =s (3)
B =S(4)
UODOT=SD(1)
UIDOT=SD(2)
PDOT =SD(3)
BDOT =SD(4)
ETA=ALP*Y/B
F=DSQRT(PI)/2.0DO*DERF(ETA)
E=DEXP(-ETA**2)
V=-B/ALP*(ETA*UODOT+F*UIDOT+U1/B*(F-ETA*E)*BDOT)
RETURI
END
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B.3.2 Dual-Jet Library TWINLIB
SUBROUTINE DERIVl(N,I,S,SD)
C
C$11111411_lli_i_li4111_llllli41_llllllli_i$$1111111$18111_lllli_ i_i_li4 lllli_
C *
C SUBROUTINE DERIV1 COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS WITHIN *
C TltE VISCOUS-I|VISCID MATCHING REGION. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETEH DESCRIPTION *** *
C INPUT: *
C M - NUMBER OF JET PARANETERS *
C X - DISTANCE FREM THE JET ORIGIN *
C S - VECTOR CONTAINING THE JET PARAMETERS UO,UI,P,A,B,Y1,Y1DOT *
C RES PECTI VELY *
C *
C OUTPUT : *
C SD - DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARANETERS *
C *
Civ441_i_llllli_llv4vlvli$11_i_vi$111_llllllllli$$11111_li4111441+41vlli4+i411
C
IMPLICIT HEAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION S(7),SDC7),W(2,2),RNS(2),C(2,2)
CONNON UO,UI,P,A,B,YI,ALP
*** DECODE THE S A_AY SO THE PARAMETERS MAY BE SENT I| CO._ON ***
uo=s(1)
u1=s(2)
P=S(3)
i_S(4)
B=S(5)
YI=S(6)
DYIDI=S(7)
*** COMPUTE THE CURVATURE OF THE JET CENTERLINE li4
CALL FORCEI(I,DYIDX,UODOT,IDOT,D2YIDX)
*** CO! IS A REPEATEDLY USED COIST_T. _K IS THE EDDY VISCOSITY ***
*** SCALING CONSTANT. RRU IS THE EDDY VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT *i*
COI=I.ODO-DLOG(2.0DO)/2.0DO
RK=O.O283DO
RMU=RKiUIiB
*** COMPUTE TNE MATRII ELEMENTS AND RIGHT NA|D SIDE
DIUO =2.0DOIUI
C(I,I)=UO+4.0DO/3.0DO*UI+O.SDO*I
DIA =UI-O.SDOiCO|iA
C(I,2)=1.0DO/B*(UII(UO+2.0DO/3.0DO*Ul+O.SDO*I)-O.25DO*CON*A**2)
TI=O.ODO
RHS(1)=TI-(DIUOIUODOT+DIAiADOT)
D2UO =2.0DO*UI*(2.0DG*UO+UI+A)-O.25DO*A**2
C(2,1) =2.0DOiUO*(UO'+2.0DO*UI+A)+Uli(1.6DO*UI+2.0DO*A)+O.SDO*A**2
D2A =UII(UI+2.0DO,*UO+A)-CO|iAi(UO+O.SDO*A)-O.12SDO*I**2
C(2,2)=I.ODO/B*(UI**2*(2.0DO*UO+8.0DO/IS.ODO*UI+A)+
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1 2.0DO*UO*UI*(UO+A)+
2 0.5DO*A**2*(-CO|*(UO+O.5DO*A)+UI))
T2=-RICO*(ALP/B)**2*(16.0DO/IS.ODO*UI**2+I.0DO/3.0DO*A**2)
RHS(2)=T2-(D2UO*UODOT+D2A*ADOT)
*** SOLVE THE LI|EAR SYSTEM FOR THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET ***
*** PARAMETERS ***
CALL SI_(C,M,RHS,2,2,IER)
*** LOAD THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS INTO THE SD ARRAY ***
SD(1)=UODOT
SD(2)=RHS(1)
SD(3)=-UOsUODOT
SD(4)=ADOT
SD(5)=RBS(2)
SD(6)=DYIDX
SD(7)=D2YIDX
RETUPJ
END
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SUBROUTINE DERIV2(M,X,S,SD)
C
Ce_e*e******e*_***ss*e_*e_es**ee*e*s**e**ss*_m_*_ve*e********e*e_*eve**_*esee*
C
C SUBROUTINE DERIV2 CONPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS WITHIN
C THE FULLY VISCOUS REGION.
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C INPUT: *
C M - NUMBER OF JET PARAMETEKS *
C I - DISTANCE FROM TEE JET ORIGIN *
C S - VECTOR CONTAINING THE JET PARAMETERS: UO,UI,P,A,B,Y1,DRAG *
C OUTPUT: *
C SD - VECTOR CONTAINING THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
LOGICAL DUMP
DIMENSION S(7),SD(7),¥(6,6),RHS(6),C(6,6),WK(6),D(35),SUM(35)
COMMON UO,U1, P, A,B,Y1 ,ALP
C
C *** AREA 18 IS SHARED WITH PERFOR liD TWOJET. ***
C *** AREA 21 IS SHARED WITH DUOAUG AND TWOJET. ***
C *** ERROR IS SHIRED RITH DUOAUG AND TNOJET. ***
C
COMMON /AREA181 H,HDOT
COMMON /AREA21/ DIFSLP,XDIFF
COMMON /ERROR/ IERROR
*** DEFINE THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FUNCTION
DACOSH(X)=DLOG(X+DSQRT(X**2-1.0DO))
*** ABORT IF AM ERROR CONDITION EXISTS
IF(IERROR.EQ.I) GOTO 200
*** DECODE THE S VECTOR SO THE VALUES MAY BE SENT IN COMMON ***
UO-S(1)
U1=S(2)
P=S(3)
A=S(4)
B--S (5)
Y1=S(6)
*** COMPUTE THE DIFFUSER SLOPE AID CRANIEL WIDTH
IF(I.LT.XDIFF) THEN
H=2. ODO
HDOT=O. ODO
ELSE
H=2. ODO+ (X-IDIFF)*DIFSLP
HDOT=DIFSLP
EID IF
*** DEFINE REPEATEDLY USED CONSTANTS
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CONST=ALP/B
CI=2.0DO*CO|ST*U1
UISQ=UI**2
AD2=A/2.0DO
*** COMPUTE THE EDDY VISCOSITY COEFFICIE|T (UCL A|D I/MiX ARE
*** NORMALIZED BY UI)
ETAI=YI*CONST
C2=DCOSH(2.0DO*ETA1)
C2SQ=C2..2
UCL=4.0DO/(1.0DO+C2)
ET=O.SDO*DACOSH(2.0DO)
IF(ETA1.LT.ET) THE|
ETAMAImO.ODO
UMAX=UCL
ELSE
ETAMAX=O.SDO.DACOSH((C2SQ-2.0DO)/C2)
UMAX=C2SQ/(C2SQ-I.0DO)
END IF
G=4.0DO/UMAX
F=G-I.0DO
FSQ=F**2
ETASTR=O.SDO*DACOSH(F*C2+DSQRT((FSQ-I.0DO)*C2SQ+2.0DO*G))
BTILDA=(ETASTR-ETAMAX*(1.0DO-UCL/UMAX))/CO|ST
UTILDA=UI*UMAX
RK=O.O283DO
RMU=RK,UTILDA*B
YL=O.ODO
YU=H
|INT=IIT(4.0DO*H/D)
IF(DMOD(DFLOAT(NINT),2.0DO).GT.O.1DO) IINT=NINT÷I
DY=(YU-YL)/DFLOAT(NIIT)
*** INITIALIZE TEMPORARY STORAGE SPACE TO ZERO
NVEC=35
DO I=I,NVEC
SUM(I)=O.ODO
END DO
*** EITER THE INTEGRATION LOOP ***
Y=YL
DO I=O,IINT
*** DEFINE REPEATEDLY USED TERIIS
ETA=CO|ST*Y
ARGI=CO|ST*(Y+Y1)
ARG2<ONST* (Y-YI)
TI=DTA|H(ARG1)
T2=DTA|HCARG2)
S1SQ=I.ODO-TI**2
S2SQ=I.0DO-T2**2
TISISQ=TI*SISq
*** I|ITIALIZE INTEGRATION PARAMETERS. YL IS THE LOWER LIMIT 0F ***
*** INTEGRATION, YU IS THE UPPER LIMIT, MINT IS THE NUMBER OF **"
*** SUBINTERVALS, AND DY IS THE SUB-INTERVAL SIZE ***
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C
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T2S2SQ=T2*S2SQ
GI=S1SQ*(3.0DO*S1SQ-2.0DO)
G2=S2Sq*(3.0DO*S2SQ-2.0DO)
QI=DLOG(DCOSH(ARGI))
Q2=DI_G(DCOSH(ARG2) )
Sb_I=TI+T2
SUN2=SISQ+S2SQ
S_3=TISISQ+T2S2SQ
SUN4=ARGI*SISQ+ARG2*S2Sq
*** COMPUTE VELOCITY AID DERIVATIVES
U=UO+AD2*(TI-T2)+UI*SI/N2
DUDY=-CO|ST*(AD2*(-SISQ+S2SQ)+2.0DO*UI*SUM3)
D2UDY2=-COIST**2*(I*(TISISQ-T2S2SQ)+
2.0DO*UI*(GI+G2))
*** CONPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET
*** PAP.ANETERS
FUO=U-ETA/CO|ST*DUDY
FUI=SUM2*U-(TI+T2)/CO|ST*Db'DY
FP =I.0DO
FA =0.SDO* (TI-T2)*U-O.SDO/CO|ST* (QI-Q2)*DUDY
FB =I.ODO/B*(AD2*(-IRGI*SISQ+ARG2*S2SQ)+
2.0DO*UI*(ARGI*TISISQ+ARG2*T2S2SQ))*U-
1.0DO/ALP*(AD2*(-ARGI*TI+QI+ARG2*T2-q2)+
UI*(-SI/M4+SUNI))*DUDY
FYI=ALP/B*(AD2*Sb_2+
2.0DO*UI*(-TISISQ+T2S2SQ))*U-
(AD2sSUMI+UI*(SISQ-S2Sq))*DUDY
TAUzRNU*DUDY
IF(Y.EQ.YR) TIU=O.ODO
*** E|TER A LOOP TO CYCLE THROUGH THE DIFFERENT WEIGHTING
*** FUNCTIONS
II=5
DO |=0,4
IPI=II+I
IF(IPI.GT.5) IPI=IPI-S
IP2=II+2
IF(IP2.GT.S) IP2sIP2-S
IP3=II+3
IF(IP3.GT.5) IP3zIP3-5
IP4=II+4
IF(IP4.GT.5) IP4=IP4-5
IF(|.EQ.O) TBE_
METGHT=FP
DWTDYzO.ODO
E|D IF
IF(|.Eq. II) THE|
MEIGHT=FUO/U1
DMTDY=(-ETA/CO|ST*D2UDY2)/UI
END IF
IF(|.EQ.IPI) THE|
MEIGHT=FUI/U1
DWTDY=(-2.0DO*CO|ST*SUN3*U-
1.0DO/CO|ST*SUMI*D2UDY2)/U!
E|D IF
IF(|.EQ.IP2) THE|
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C
C -
C
WEIGHT=FB/UISQ
DWTDY=(CONST/B*(AD2*(-SISQ*(1.0DO-2.0DO*ARGI*T1)+
S2SQ*(1.0DO-2.0DO*ARG2*T2))+
2.0DO*UI*(SUN3+ARGleGI+ARG2*G2))eU-
I.ODO/ALP*(AD2*(-ARGI*TI+QI+ARG2*T2-q2)+
UI*(-SUM4+SUM1))*D2UDY2)/UISq
EID IF
IF(N.EQ.IP3) THEN
WEIGHT=FYI/UISq
DNTDY=(-CONST**2*(A*SUN3+
2.0DO*UI*(GI-G2))*U-
(AD2*SUMI+UI*(SISQ-S2Sq))*D2UDY2)/UISQ
E|D IF
IF(|.EQ.IP4) THEN
WEIGHT=FA/U1
DWTDY=(O.SDO*CONST*(SISQ-S2Sq)*U-
0.5DO/CONST*(ql-q2)*D2UDY2)/U1
EID IF
*** LOOP TO FIND THE VALUES OF ALL OF THE INTEGRANDS
I|D=N*7
DO J=1,6
IF(J.EQ.1) F=FUO
IF(J.EQ.2) F=FUI
IF(J.Eq.3) F=FP
IF(J.Eq.4) F=FB
IF(J.EQ.S) F=FY1
IF(J.EQ.6) F=FA
D(IND+J)=F*NEIGHT
EID DO
D(IID+7)=-TAU*DWTDY
END DO
*** SET THE SI_SOl'S RULE INTEGRATION REIGHTING FACTORS
R=2.0DO
IF(DMOD(DFLOAT(I),2.0DO).GT.O.1DO) R=4.0DO
IF(I.EQ.O.OR.I.F_.|I|T) R=I.0DO
*** FIND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE INTEGRALS
DO J=I,|VEC
SUH(J) =SUM(J)+R*D(J)
END DO
*** INCRENENT Y
Y=Y+DY
END DO
*** STORE APPP.OXIMATED INTEGRALS ***
FACT=DY/3.0DO
DO N=0,4
NPI=I+I
IND=|*7
DO I=1,6
C(|PI,I)=SUN(I|D+I)*FACT
END DO
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C
C
C
200
RRS (IPI) =SUM(I ID+7)* FACT
EID DO
*** EIFORCE CO|TI|UITV O| THE UPPER WALL i,**
C(6,1)=-ETA/CO|ST
C(6,2)=-(TI+T2)/CO|ST
C(6,3),,0.0D0
C(6,4)=-I.ODO/ALP*(AD2*(-ARGI*TI+_I+ARG2*T2-q2)+
1 UI*(-ARGI*SISq-ARG2*S2SQ+TI+T2))
C(6,5)=-(AD2*(TI+T2)+UI*(SISq-S2SQ))
C(6,6)=-O.5DO/CO|ST*(QI-q2)
RHS(6)=HDOT*U
*** SOLVE THE LI|EAR SYSTEM FOR THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS**
DI=O.ODO
CELL LI]V3F(C,RHS,2,6,6,DI,D2,W,IER)
IF(IER.EQ.130) THE|
WRITE(3,107)
FORMAT( _ ERROR II DERIV2: LIIV3F FOU|D I SI|GULAR MATEIX _)
IERROR=I
GOTO 200
E|D IF
DET=DI*(2.0DO)**D2
e** LDAD THE SD VECTOR MITR THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS ***
SD(1)-ltHS(1)
SD(2)=P,.BS(2)
SD(3)=RBS(3)
SD(4)=RSS(6)
SD(S)=RHS(4)
SD(6)=RItS(5)
SD(T)=SD(3)*R
*** OI ERROR COIDITIOI, ZERD THE JET DERIVATIVES
DO I=1,6
SD(I)=O.ODO
E|D DO
RETUR]
E|D
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SUBROUTINE DUOBOD(XJ,YJ,DYIDXO,Y1CS,NJLS,NJLF,NJUS,NJUF,
1 NS,NF,IER)
C
C***********e******************************************************************
C *
C SUBRDUTINE DUOBOD GE|ERATES THE COORDINATES OF THE EJECTOR SHRDUD FOR *
C THE DUAL JET EJECTOR. THE SUBROUTINE READS DATA FOR THE JET TRAJECTORY *
C CONTAINED IN LOGICAL UNIT 20 (FILE JETCL.DAT). *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PAPAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C INPUT: *
C XJ - X COORDINATE OF THE JET NOZZLE *
C YJ - Y COORDIMATE OF THE JET NOZZLE *
C DYIDXO - I|ITIAL JET SLOPE *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C YICS - Y COORDI|ATE OF THE JET CENTERLINE AT THE CONTROL STATION *
C NJLS - I|DEX OF THE START OF THE JET LOWER SIDE BOUNDARY *
C NJLF - INDE% OF THE FINISH OF THE JET LOWER SIDE BOUNDARY *
C NJUS - I|DEX OF THE START OF THE JET UPPER SIDE BOUIDARY *
C HJUF - INDEX OF THE FINISH OF THE JET UPPER SIDE BOUNDARY *
C HS - IIDEX OF THE START OF THE EJECTOR SHROUD NOSE *
C HF - I|DEX OF THE FINISH OF THE EJECTOR SHP_UD NOSE *
C IER - ERROR PARAMETER 1 FOR ERROR CONDITION 0 FOR MORMAL EXECUTION *
C *
C**v***************************************************************************
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION ICL(IOO),YCL(IOO),SPLN(300)
DIMENSION XTNP(300)
10
C
C
C
15
C
C
C
*** DEFINE POWER-LAW STRETCHING FUNCTIOM
COORD(I,SF,IO,I1)=((XI-IO)*SF**DFLOAT(I)-(XI-SF*XO))/(SF-I.0DO)
RAD(DEG)=DEG/180.ODO*PI
PI=3.1415926DO
HH=O.OSDO
DXO=O.O4DO
DII=O.3DO
SLPJET=DTA|(POtD(9.0DO))
FORMAT(3FI5.5)
*** READ IT TEE CGORDI|ATES OF THE JET CE|TERLI|E ***
REWI|D 2G
DO I=1,100
READ(20,*,EMD=15) XCL(I),YCL(I)
E|D DO
CONTI|UE
*** EXTRAPOLATE TO GET OIE NORE POIMT ***
DELX=S.ODO
DYDX=(YCL(|)-YCL(|-I))/(XCL(|)-XCL(N-1))
XCL(|+I)"XCL(N)+DELX
YCL(|+I)=YCL(|)+DYDX*DELX
|CL=|+I
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*** SPLI|E FIT THE JET CE|TERLIIE ***
CkLL ICSCCU(XCL,YCL,ICL,SPLi,ICL-I,IER)
*** DETEPJC[IE THE COORDIIATES OF THE COlTROL STATIO! ***
X=XCL(|CL-1) +1. ODO
TOL=I. D-4
DO I--1,100
cALL I|TRP(X,XCL,YCL,|CL,SPL|,|CL-1 ,Y1 ,DY1DI,D2Y1DX,IEK)
IF(IER.IE.O) THEi
WP_TE(3, 5) IER,X
FORMAT(' ERROR I| DUOBOD: IBTRP RETUPJED WITH IER = ',I3,
1 ' X = ',FlO.5)
IE_=I
RETUPJ
EBD IF
YB=DABS (1. ODO-Y1) +DABS (HH+ (X-X J) *SLPJ ET)
RES=O. 8DO-YB
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN
W=I. ODO
ELSE
W=- (X-XOLD) / (RES- RES OLD)
E|D IF
XOLD=X
KESOLD=KES
X=X+W*RES
IF(DABS(RES) .LT.TOL) GOTO 7
EMD DO
COITIIUE
ICS=X
IF(ICS .LT.I .ODO) THEM
WRITE(3,13)
FOP,MAT(' ERRER I| DUOBOD: XCS WAS LESS THA| 1.0')
IER=I
RETURI
E|D IF
CALL I|TRP (XCS, XCL, YCL, ICL, SPL|, ICL-1, Y1CS, DYI DX, D2Y1DX, IER)
IF(IER.IE.O) TEE|
WKITE(3, S) IER,X
IEK= 1
RETURI
E|D IF
YLMR=YICS- (HH+(XCS-IJ) •SLPJET)
YUPP=YICS+(HH+(XCS-XJ) *SLPJET)
SLPCS=DYIDX
e•* GE|ERATE A|D TEMPORARILY STORE THE I COORDI|ATES ***
*** FOR THE JET BOUNDARY ***
DIST=(XCS-XJ)/2.0DO
SF=I.SDO
XO=XJ
XI=XO+DXO
|=IIT(DLOG(DIST/DXO*(SF-I.0DO)+I.0DO)/DLOG(SF))+I
K=O
IF(|.LE.S) THE|
DO I=1,20
F=DIST-DXOs(SF•*|-I.0DO)/(SF-I.0DO)
DF=-DXO*((DFLOAT(|)*SF**(I-1)*(SF-I.0DO)-(SF**|-I.0DO))/
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(SF-I.ODO)**2)
SF=SF-F/DF
IF(DABS(F).LT.TOL) GOTO 9
END DO
CO|TINUE
DO I=O,|
K=K+I
ITNP(K)'COORD(I,SF,IO,II)
E|D DO
IO=ICS
XI=XO-DXO
DO I=|-1,0,-1
K=K+I
XTMP(K)=COORD(I,SF,XO,X1)
END DO
IJET=K
ELSE
DO I=0,5
K=K+I
XTMP(K)=COORD(I,SF,XO,X1)
EID DO
XO=ICS
XI=XO-DXO
IP=COOP, D(S,SF,XO,XI)
DIST=XP-XTMP(K)
DX=O.3DO
IKID=|I|T(DIST/DX)
IF(IMID.GT.O) DX=DIST/DFLOAT(|KID)
DO I=2,1MID
K=K+I
XTMP(K)=ITNP(K-1)+DX
E|D DO
DO I=5,0,-I
K=K+I
XTMP(K)=COORD(I,SF,XO,X1)
E|D DO
|JET=K
EID IF
*** GEIERATE UP TO THE LOWER CONTROL STATION ***
L=O
XO=O.ODO
II=XO-DXI
SF=I.6DO
DIST=20.ODO
NPTS=|IIT(DLOG((SF-I.0DO)*DIST/DII+I.0DO)/DLOG(SF))
Y=O.ODO
VI=O.ODO
DO I=NPTS,O,-1
X--COORD(I,SF,IO,X1)
L=L+I
WRITE(1,10)I,Y,VN
END DO
SF=I.2DO
A=DATAI(SLPJET)-DATIB(SLPCS)
IIG=PI/2.0DO-A
R=YLWR/(1.0DO+DSII(A|G))
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IC=ICS-K.DCOS(IIG)
IONIC
XI=XO-DXO
NN=NINT(DLOG(DX1/DXO)/DLOG(SF))
XT=COOItD(NN,SF,XO,I1)
DIST=XT-O.ODO
IF(DIST.LT.O.ODO) THEN
NN=NINT(DLOG((SF-I.ODO)*XO/DXO+I.ODO)/DLOG(SF))
END IF
N=NINT(DIST/DXI)
IF(N.GT.O) DX=DIST/DFLOAT(N)
DO I=I,N
X=X+DX
L=L+I
WHITE(1,10)X,Y,VN
END DO
DO I=NN-I,1,-1
X=COORD(I,SF,XO,X1)
L=L+I
WRITE(I,10) X,Y,VN
END DO
**e GENERATE THE POINTS FOR THE LOWER CONTROL STATION ***
A=DATAN(SLPJET)-DATAN(SLPCS)
ANG=PI/2.ODO-A
R=YLb-E/(I.ODO+DSI|(A|G))
XC=XCS-R*DCOS(ANG)
YC=R
DTHO=DXO/R
THETAO=-PI/2.ODO
THETAI=THETAO+DTBO
DTH=PI/2.0DO-A/2.ODO
SF=O.SDOeR+O.95DO
N=NINT(DLOG((SF-I.ODO)eDTH/DTHO+I.ODO)/DLOG(SF))
DO I=1,20
F=DTH-DTBO*(SF*e|-I.ODO)/(SF-I.ODO)
DF=-DTHO*((DFLOAT(N)*SFe*(B-1)e(SF-1.ODO)-(SF**N-1.ODO))/
1 (SF-I.ODO)**2)
SF=SF-F/DF
IF(DABS(F).LT.TOL) GOTO 6
END DO
COITIIUE
DO I=O,N
THETA=COORD(I,SF,THETAO,TNETAt)
X=XC+ReDCOS(TNETA)
YzYC+ReDSIN(THETA)
IF(I.Eq.|) THEN
THNEXTzTHETA+(THETA-CO01tD(I-I,SF,TBETAO,THETA1))
ELSE
THIEXT=COORD(I+I,SF,THETAO,THETA1)
END IF
TNMID=(TBETA+TH|EXT)/2.ODO
VN=DCOS(TIINID)
L=L+I
WR/TE(1,10) X,Y,VN
END DO
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THETAOffiANG
THETAI=THETAO-DTHO
DO I=|-l,l,-1
TBETA=COORD(I,SF,THETAO,THETA1)
X=IC+R*DCOS(THETA)
Y=YC+R*DSIN(THETA)
TH|EXT=CODRD(I-I,SF,THETAO,THL'rA1)
TI_ID=(THETA+THWEXT)/R.ODO
VW=DCOS(TIIMID)
L=L+I
WI_TE(1,10) I,Y,V|
END DO
IJLS=L+I
*** GENERATE THE POI|TS ALONG THE JET BOUIDARY ***
DO I=gJET, 2,-1
X=XTMP(I)
CALL I|TRP (X, XCL, YCL, |CL ,SPLN, NCL-1, Y1 ,DYIDX ,D2YI DZ, IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) THEI
WRITE(3,5) IER,I
IER=I
RETURN
END IF
YffiY1- (HH+ (I-l J) *SLPJET)
I|EIT--XTHP(I-1)
XMIDffi(I+X|EIT) 12. ODO
VRfDSIW(DATAN(SLPJET)-DATAI(DYIDX) )
L=L+I
WR/TE(1,10) X,Y,V|
END DO
NJLF=L+I
|CIRCffi4
RR=HH/DCOS(RAD(12.0DO))
XC=XJ+RR*DSIN(RAD(12.0DO))
YC=YJ
DELTHfPI-2.0DO*RAD(12.0DO)
DTH=DELTH/DFLOAT(|CIRC)
THETAf-PI/2.0DO-RAD(12.0DO)+DYIDIO
V|fO.ODO
DO IffiO,|CIRC-1
I=IC+RR*DCOS(THETA)
YffiYC+RR*DSII(THETA)
LffiL+I
WRITE(I,10) I,Y,Vl
THETAffiTHETA-DTH
END DO
IJUS=L
DO I=I,1JET-1
IffiXTMP(I)
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN
YI=YJ
ELSE
CALL IBTRP(I,ICL,YCL,ICL,SPLI,NCL-1,Y1,DYIDZ,D2YIDX,IER)
IF(IER.BE.O) TBE|
gRITE(3,5) IER, I
IER=I
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RETUP,|
E|D IF
E|D IF
Y=YI+(HH+(X-IJ)*SLPJET)
XNEXT=ITNP(I+I)
XD[ID=(X+X|EXT)/2.0DO
VI=DSII(DATAI(SLPJET)+DATAW(DYIDX))
L=L+I
WRITE(I,10) X,Y,V|
EID DO
|JUF=L
*** GE|ERATE POI|TS FOR THE UPPER CO|TROL STATIOI ***
A=DATA|(SLPJET)+DATAI(SLPCS)
A|G=A-PI/2.0DO
R=(2.0DO-YUPP)/(1.0D(>-DSI|(ANG))
XC=XCS-R*DCOS(AIG)
YC=2.0DO-R
DTHO=DXO/R
THETAO=AWG
THETAI=THETAO+DTHO
DTH=PI/2.0DO-A/2.0DO
SF=O.SDO*R+O.95DO
|=|I|T(DLDG((SF-I.0DO)*DTH/DTHO+I.0DO)/DI_G(SF))
DO I=1_20
F=DTH-DTHO*(SF**W-I.0DO)/(SF-I.0DO)
DF=-DTHO*((DFLOAT(|)*SF**(I-1)*(SF-I.0DO)-(SF**I-I.0DO))/
1 (SF-I.0DO)**2)
SF=SF-F/DF
IF(DABS(F).LT.TOL) GOTO 8
EWD DO
COITIIUE
DO I-O,l
THETA=COORD(I,SF,THETAO,THETAI)
X=XC+R*DCOS(THETA)
Y=YC+R*DSIB(THETA)
IF(I.Eq.I) THEB
THIEXT=THETA+(THETA-COORD(I-1,SF,THETAO,THETA1))
ELSE
THIEXT-COORD(I+I,SF,THETAO,THErA1)
E|D IF
TIINID=(THETA+THNEXT)/2.0DO
VI=DCOS(THMID)
L=L+I
WRITE(I,IO) I,Y,Vl
END DO
THETAO=PI/2.0DO
THETAI=THETI(}-DTHO
DO I'1-1,1,-1
THETI=(_OBE(I,SF,THETAO,THETI1)
X=XC+R*DCOS(THETA)
Y=YC+ReDSI|(THETA)
TRMEXTsCOORD(I-1,SF,TRETAO,THETA1)
THNII_(THETA+THIEXT)/2.0DO
V|=DCOS(THMID)
L=L+I
WR/TE(1,10) X,Y,V!
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11
EID DO
*** GEWERATE POIITS 01 THE UPPER CHAW_EL gALL ***
XO=XC
XI=XO-DXO
Y=2.0DO
VI:O.ODO
SF=I.2DO
DIST=XO-I.0DO
_S=|I|T(DLOG(DX1/DXO)/DLOG(SF))
|=I|T(DLOG(DIST/DXO*(SF-I.0DO)+I.0DO)/DLOG(SF))+I
K=O
IF(|.LE.I|) THE|
DO I=1,20
F=DIST-DXO*(SF**I-I.0DO)/(SF-I.0DO)
DF=-DXO*((DFLOAT(|)*SF**(|-I)*(SF-1.ODO)-(SF**|-I.ODO))/
(SF-I.ODO)**2)
IF(DABS(DF).LT.I.D-6) THEW
SF=SF-F
ELSE
SF=SF-F/DF
EWD IF
IF(DABS(F).LT.TOL) GOTO 11
EID DO
CO|TI|UE
DO I=0,|-1
X=COORD(I,SF,XO,X1)
L=L+I
WRITE(I,10) X,Y,VW
E_D DO
ELSE
DO l=O,W|
X=COORD(I,SF,XO,X1)
L=L+I
NRITE(1,10) X,Y,V|
EID DO
DIST=X-I.0DO
|=NI|T(DIST/DX1)
IF(W.|E.O) DX=DIST/DFLOAT(|)
DO I=1,|-1
X=X-DX
L=L+I
WRITE(1,10) X,Y,V|
E|D DO
EID IF
*** GE|ERATE THE POI|TS FOR THE BODY WOSE ***
|CIRC=12
XC=I.ODO
YC=3.0DO
R=I.0DO
DTH:PI/DFLOAT(|CIRC)
THETA=3.0DO/2.0DO*PI
VI=O.ODO
IS=L+1
DO 110 I--O,|CIRC
X=XC+R*DCOS(THETA)
Y=YC+R*DSI|(THETA)
L=L+I
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110
C
WRITE(I,10) I,Y,V!
THETA=THETA-DTH
C01TI|UE
IFnL-1
DX=O.2DO
SF=I.2DO
XO"X
XI=XO+DX
DIST=XCS-X
|=|IIT(DLOG(DIST/DI*(SF-1.ODO)+I.0DO)/DLOG(SF))
DO I=1,|
X=C00RD(I,SF,XO,X1)
L=L+I
MRITE(1,10) X,Y,VI
END DO
DX=C00RD(|,SF,XO,XI)-C00RD(|-I,SF,XO,XI)
XO=X-DX
XI=X
SF-1.6DO
DISTffi20.ODO-XO
Iffi|IIT(DLOG(DIST/DX*(SF-I.ODO>+I.ODO)/DLOG(SF))
DO I=2,1
I=C00RD(I,SF,XO,X1)
L=L+I
YRITE(1,10) X,Y,Vl
E|D DO
IER_O
RETUI_
END
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SUBROUTIIE FOKCEI(I, DYID][,UODOT, ADOT, D2YID%)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C I
SUBROUTI|E FORCE1 COMPUTES THE CURVATURE OF THE JET CE|TEKLI|E,
*** LATEST REVISIO| - 23 APR 1987 ***
*** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
INPUT: *
- DISTANCE FROM THE JET ORIGI| *
C DYIDX - JET CEITERLIIE SLOPE *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C UODOT - DERIVATIVE OF THE EZTER]IAL VELOCITY *
C ADOT - DERIVATIVE OF THE ASYMMETRY FACTOR *
C D2YIDI - SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE JET CE|TEI_LINE *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
COMMO| UO,U1,P,A,B,Y1,ALP
EITERNLLUSq
*** INITIALIZE I|TEGRATIO| PARAMETERS ***
ETAMAX=2.4DO
YL=YI-ETAMAX*B/&LP
YU=YI+ETAMAX*B/LLP
_INT=20
*** COMPUTE PI_HARY JET NONE|TUN ****
PJU=SIMS(USq,YL,YU,|I|T)
*** FIND TBE VELOCITY COMPO|E|TS O| EITHER SIDE OF TEE JET ***
CALL UPPVLC(X,UU,UUDOT)
CALL LWKVLC(I,UL,ULDOT)
*** COMPUTE THE PRESSURE JUMP ACROSS THE JET ***
DELP=O.SDO*(UL*UL-UU*UU)
*** COMPUTE THE CURVATURE OF THE JET CE|TERLI|E ***
RKAP=-DELP/RMJ
UODOT=UUDOT
ADOT=ULDOT-UUDDT
*** COMPUTE THE SECOID DERIVATIVE OF THE JET CE|TERLI|E ***
DRYIDZ=RKAP*(I+DYIDI**2)**I.SDO
RETUI_'
END
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SUBROUTIWE FSTRR (UIO, BO, UO0, AO, GAH/IA, VO)
C
C ,
C SUBRDUTIWE FSTRM COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY GIVE| *
C THE PARAMETER GAlA AND THE VALUES OF THE JET PARAMETERS. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISIO| - 23 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C I|PUT: *
C UIO - I|ITIAL JET EXCESS VELOCITY •
C BO - I|ITIAL JET HELF-NIDTH •
C AO - IWITIAL ASYMMETRY FACTOR ,
C GAMMA - FREE STREAN SPEED PARAMETER .
C ,
C OUTPUT : *
C VO - FREE STREJR VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z )
CONMO| UO,U1,P,A,B,Y1,ALP
C
C *** COMPUTE THE PRIMARY JET MONEITUN FLUI
C
RNJ=2.0DO*BO/ALP*(2.0DO/3.0DO*UIO**2+2.0DO*UOO*UIO+UIO*AO-
1 AO**2/4.0DO)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY
C
VO=G£1,U_* DSO RT (RNJ/4. ODO)
C
RETUPJ
E|D
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SUBROUTI|E GETPKN(XJ,YJ,Y1DOTO,XEXIT,DIFSLP,IDIFF,GANNA,
1 UIO,BO,DUNP1)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTI|E READS I|PUTS FROM DATA FILE CASE.DAT. THE I|FOR/_ATIOI
C IcquTKED PERTAI|S TO THE DETAILS OF THE SHROUD BODY AS WELL AS THE FL0g
C CONDITIONS.
$*$ LATEST REVISIO| - 1 FEB 1987 ***
*$* PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| $**
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
OUTPUT: *
lJ - _ C00RDI|ATE OF THE JET |OZZLE POSITIO| *
YJ - Y COORDI|ATE OF THE JET |OZZLE *
YIDOTO IIlTIAL SLOPE OF THE JET CEWTERLI|E *
XEXIT- X COORDINATE OF THE SHROUD EXIT *
DIFSLP DIFFUSER SLOPE *
IDIFF- X COORDI_ATE OF THE START OF THE DIFFUSER *
GAMMA- FREE-STREAM SPEED PARAMETER *
C UIO - JET I_ITIAL CE|TERLI|E VELOCITY $
C BO - IIITI_LL JET HLLF-_IDTH *
C DUMP1- LOGICLL PARAMETER TO C0|TROL OUTPUT *
C *
C$_$$$$$$_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
C
IMPLICIT REAL$8(A-H,O-Z)
LOOICAL DUMP1
READ(4,*) IJ
READ(4,*) YJ
READ(4,*) YIDOTO
RE_D(4,$) IEZIT
READ(4,*) DIFSLP
READ(4,*) %DIFF
READ(4,*) 6AI_A
READ(4,*) UIO
READ(4,*) BO
READ(4,*) DI_P1
RETUP_
END
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SUBROUTINE JETNAT(|JLS,NJLF,|JUS,NJUF,XCP,YCP,ALPHA,D,INDI,IND2,
1 PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,C,WORK,A,B,AF_T,BM_T,I,
2 ILWR,BLWR,AUPP,BUPP)
C
C***************************************************$**************************
C *
C SUBREUTINE JETNAT COMPUTES THE INFLUEICE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MATCHING *
C POINTS ALONG THE JET BOU|DARIES. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 23 APK 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION =** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C NJLS - PANEl NU/_BER OF THE BEGINNING OF THE LOWER JET BOUNDARY *
C NJLF - PANEl. NUMBER OF THE END OF THE LOWER JET BOU|DARY *
C NJUS - PANEl NUMBER OF THE BEGINNING OF THE UPPEH JET BOU|DARY *
C NJUF - PANEL NUMBER OF THE END OF THE UPPER JET BOUIDARY *
C XCP - VECTOR OF CONTROL POINT I COORDINATES *
C YCP - VECTOR OF CONTROL POINT Y COORDINATES *
C ALPHA - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE SURFACE SLOPES *
C D - VECTOR CONTAI|ING TOE PA|EL LENGTHS *
C I|D1 - VECTOR OF IIDEI OF PANEL ADJOIIING TO THE LEFT *
C I|D2 - VECTOR OF INDEX OF PANEL ADJOINING TO THE RIGHT *
C PD..PPI- SOURCE PARABOLIC FIT COEFFICIENTS *
c c - VECTOR OF SURFACE CURVATURE COEFFICIENTS *
C WORK - WORK SPACE VECTOR *
C A - WORK SPACE VECTOR *
C B - WORE SPACE VECTOH *
C AMAT - MATRIX OF X CONPO|ENT INDUCED VELOCITIES *
C BMAT - MATRIX OF Y COMPONE|T INDUCED VELOCITIES *
C N - NUMBER OF PAHELS *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C ALWK - MATRIX OF U-VELOCITY IIFLUEICE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LOWER BOUNDARY *
C BLWR - MATRIX OF V-VELOCITY IIFLUEICE COEFFICIE|TS F0R THE LOWER BOUNDARY *
C AUPP - MATRIX OF U-VELOCITY INFLUENCE COEFFICIEITS FOR THE UPPER BOUNDARY *
C BUPP - MATRIX OF V-VELOCITY IIFLUEICE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE UPPER BOUNDARY *
C *
C*****************$************************************************************
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-E,O-Z)
DIMEISION ICP(N),YCP(N),ALPEAC|),D(H),PD(|),PE(N),PF(N),PG(N),
I PH(N),PPI(|),CCN),INDI(N),I|DR(N),WORK(8*|),
2 A(I),B(N),AMAT(N,N),BMAT(N,I),
3 ALWR(NJLF-NJLS+I,H),BLWR(|JLF-|JLS+I,N),
4 AUPP(NJUF-NJUS+I,|),BUPP(NJUF-NJUS+I,N)
*** ARFAIS IS SEARED WITH LWRVLC, OMEJET, AID VLCJET ***
*** AREA16 IS SEARED WITH UPPVLC, O|EJET, AND VLCJET ***
CONNO| IAREA15/ IL(IOO),YL(IOO),UL(IOO),VL(IOO),SPLNUL(IOO,3),NL
COMMO| /AREA16/ IU(IOO),YU(IOO),UU(IOO),VU(IOO),SPLNUU(IOO,3),JU
*** CALCULATE I|D STORE I|FLUE|CE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LOWER ***
*** JET BOUIDARY ***
NL=IJLF-NJLS+I
DO I=NJLF,IJLS,-1
c
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II_IJLF-I+I
NL(II)=ICP(I)
YL(II)=YCP(I)
DO J=l,|
ALWR(II,J)=A_T(I ,J)
BLWN(II,J)=B_T(I,J)
END DO
*** USE • POINT SLIOHTLY OFF THE JET BOUIDAKY WHEN COMPUTING ***
*** THE VELOCITIES NEAR THE COITKOL STATION TO AVOID THE SPINE ***
*** CAUSED BY THE CURVATURE DISCONTINUITY ***
IF(I.LT.(NJLS+5)) THEN
yM=YCP(I)-(ICP(I)-ICP(NJLS+S))*O.15DO
CALL INFLCE(XCP(I),YN,ICP,YCP,kLPHA,D,IIDI,IND2,PD,PE,
PF,PG,PH,PPI,C,RORK,I,A,B)
DO J=1,1
ALWR(II,J)fA(J)
END DO
END IF
END DO
*** CALCULATE AND STORE THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ***
*** UPPER BOUND•RY ***
NU=NJUF-IJUS+I
DO I=NJUS,NJUF
II=I-|JUS+I
XU(II)=XCP(I)
YU(II)=YCP(I)
DO J=l,I
AUPP(II,J)=AMAT(I,J)
BUPP(II,J)=BMAT(I,J)
END DO
*** USE A POI|T SLIGHTLY OFF THE JET BOUIDAKY WHE! COMPUTING ***
*** THE VELOCITIES IE•K TEE COITROL ST•TIOI TO •VOID THE SPIKE ***
*** CAUSED BY THE CURVATURE DISCOITIIUITY ***
IF(I.GT.(IJUF-S)) THEN
YN=YCP(I)+(ICP(I)-ICP(NJUF-S))*O.ISDO
CALL INFLCE(XCP(I),YM,XCP,YCP,ALPHA,D,INDI,IID2,PD,PE,
PF,PG,PN,PPI,C,MORK,|,A,B)
DO J=l,l
AUPP(II,J)=A(J)
END DO
END IF
END DO
*** STANDARDIZE THE I COORDINATE VECTORS ***
DO I=I,IIL
XU(I)=_(I)
END DO
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c
RETU_
E|D
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SUBROUTI|E LVRVLC(X,U,UDOT)
C
C *
C SUBROUTIIE LWRVLC COMPUTES TEE RORIZOBTIL COMPO|E|T OF VELOCITY Ol THE *
C LO_ER SIDE OF TEE JET BOUBDIRY. *
C *
C *** LITEST REVlSIO| - 24 _PR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PIRIMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C IIPUT : *
C I - DISTIICE FRDN THE JET ORI_II *
C OUTPUT *
C U - HORIZO|TIL COMPO|EIT OF VELOCITY _T THE STITIO| X *
C UDOT - dU/dx aT TRE STITIO| X *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REIL*8(I-R,O-Z)
10
*** AREA15 IS SHIRED NITH JETMAT, JETVLC iSD O|EJET ***
COMMO| /IREI15/ ZL(IOO),YL(IOO),UL(IOO),VL(IOO),SPL|UL(IOO,3),IL
CALL I|TRP(X, ILL, UL, IL, SPLIUL, 1OO, U, UDOT, D2UDZ2, IER)
IF(IER.IE.O) T_E|
WR_ITE(3,10) IER,X
FORMtT(' ERROR II L_RVLC: IITRP RETURIED _ITH IER = ',I3,
1 ' I = ',F10.5)
STOP
END IF
RETUR!
END
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SUBROUTINE O|EJET(IJLS, NJLF, IJUS, |JUF, YJ, Y1DOTO,UIO, BO, VO,
1 ALPHA, Vi, !, DUMP, ICALL,UO0, AO,IEND, Y1EID, HES)
C
C**************************************************_********************* ******
C ,
C SUBROUTINE OIEJET PERFORNS THE VISCOUS CALCULATIO| MITHI| THE VISCOUS- *
C IKVISCID IRTERACTI01 REGION. THE DERIVATIVE OF U0 IS FOUID FRON THE *
C IWVISCID SOLUTIO1 VIA A SPLIKE FIT, AID IS USED AS A FORCING TERN I| *
C THE VISCOUS SOLUTION. *
C *
C *** LATEST KEVISIOK - 24 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAHETER DESCKIPTI0| *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C IJLS PA|EL lUMBER OF THE BEGI||I|G OF THE LOWER JET BOUNDARY *
C KJLF PA|EL |UNBEK OF THE E|D OF THE LOMER JET BOUNDARY *
C WJUS PANEL lUMBER OF THE BEGIIIIIG OF THE UPPER JET BOUKDARY *
C IJUF PAIEL |UNBER OF THE EID OF THE UPPER JET BOUNDARY *
C YJ - JET INITIAL Y COORDINATE *
C YIDOTO JET CEITERLIKE IKITIAL SLOPE *
C UIO - JET INITIAL CEKTERLIKE VELOCITY *
C BO - JET IKITIAL HALF-WIDTH *
C V0 - FREE STREAK VELOCITY •
C ALPHA PAKEL 0RIEWTATIOR A|GLES *
C V| - VECTOR COITAI|I|G THE |ORMAL VELOCITIES TO THE PANELS ALONG THE JET *
C BOUIDAKY IN THE VISCOUS-I|VISCID I|TERACTIO| REGION *
C | - lUMBER OF PA|ELS *
C DUMP- LDGICAL PARAMETER FOR COKTRDLLING OUTPUT *
C ICALL IIDEX TO KEEP TRACK OF SUCCESSIVE CALLS TO OREJET *
C •
C OUTPUT : *
C UO0 - VALUE OF UO AT THE JET EXIT *
C AO - VALUE OF A AT THE JET EXIT *
C V| - UPDATED IORNAL VELOCITY VECTOR *
C 1END- I STATIOK AT MHICH THE VISCOUS-IIVISCID MATCRI|G ENDS *
C YIELD VALUE OF Y1 AT XEKD *
C RES - MAXIMUM RESIDUAL IN THE VISCOUS-I|VISCID MATCHING *
C *
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-E,O-Z)
LOGICAL DUMP
DIMEISIO| S(7),SD(7),RD(G),MCT,9),C(24),ALPHA(|),V|(K)
CONNOI UO,UI,P,A,B,Y1,ALP
*** AREA15 IS SHARED kITH JETMAT, LHRVLC, AID VLCJET ***
*** AREA16 IS SEARED kITH JETMAT, UPPVLC, AID VLCJET ***
C0_01 /AREA1S/ IL(IOO),YL(IO0) ,UL(IO0),VL(IOO),SPLNUL(IO0,3),IL
COMMOK /AREAl6/ XU(IOO),YU(IOO),UU(IOO),VU(IOO),SPLNUU(IOO,3),|U
EXTERJIAL DERIV1
IF(DUMP) TEEN
REWI|D 9
REWI |D I0
REgI|D 11
E|D IF
RE/lID 20
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M=7
MW=7
TOLz.OOIDO
IND=I
*** OBTAIN THE INTERPOLATED VALUE OF THE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF ***
*** INVISCID VELOCITY AT THE JET NOZZLE ***
I=IU(2)-.001
CALL UPPVLC(I,UUU,UUDOT)
CALL LWRVLC(X,ULL,ULDOT)
UOO=UUU
AO=ULL-UUU
*** DEFINE I|ITIAL VALUES OF THE JET PAR_ETERS ***
s(1)=uoo
s(2)=UlO
S(3)=O.ODO
s(4)=Ao
S(5)=BO
SCG)=YJ
S(7)=YIDOTO
RES=O.O
*** ENTER LOOP TO MARCH THE VISCOUS EQUATIONS
NE=NJUF-IJUS+I
IF(DUMP) THEN
WRITE(9,35)
35 FORMAT(/,25X, _ LOWER JET VELOCITIES ')
WRITE(9,40)
40 FORMAT(/,' I Y UI|V
• _ VIOLD VINEW lIES')
WRITE(IO,45)
45 FORMAT(/,RSX, ' UPPER JET VELOCITIES ')
WRITE(IO,40)
WRITE(11,50)
50 FORMAT(/,25I,' JET SOLUTION ')
WRITE(ll,55)
55 FORMAT(/, _ I UO,UODOT U1,U1DOT
1 ' A,ADOT
END IF
150
VllV VVIS',
P,PDOT',
B,BDOT Y1,YIDOT DYID,D2YI')
DO 10 J=2,IE
IEID "IU(J)
CALL DVERK(N,DERIVI,I,S,IEND,TOL,IND,C,NW,W,IER)
IF(IMD.LT.O.OR.IER.GT.O) THE|
WRITE(3,150) IND,IER
FOPJ_T(/,' ERROR IN TWOJET, DVERK RETURNED WITH IID= ',I5,
' IER = _,I5)
STOP
END IF
*** OBTAIN THE LOCAL DEKIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS ***
CALL DERIVI(N,IEID,S,SD)
WRITE(20,62) lEND,Y1
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62
60
30
c
lO
c
FORNAT(RFIO. 5)
IF(DUMP) TEE|
MRITE(l1,60) IU(J), (S(II) ,II=1,7) ,XL(J), (SD(II) ,II,.1,7)
FORRAT(8FIO. 5,/8F10.5,/)
E|D IF
*** C01qPUTE THE VERTICAL COKPO|E|T OF VELOCITY iT THE JET ***
*** BOU|DARY FRON THE VISCOUS SOLUTION ***
DO I=1,5
RD(1)=SD(I)
END DO
RD(O)=O.ODO
VVISU=V(RD,YU(J))
VVISL=V(RD,YL(J))
*** UPDATE THE SUCTIO| VELOCITY O| TEE LOWER JET BOUNDARY ***
RL=VVISL-VL(J)
MI=I.ODO-O.8DO/DFLOAT(|E-I)*DFLOAT(J-I)
VIEML= V|(|JLF-(J-1))+MI*RL
RESL=DABS(RL)
IF(RESL.GT.RES) RES=RESL
IF(DUMP) THE|
MRITE(9,30) IL(J),YL(J),UL(J),VL(J),VVISL,V|(|JLF-(J-1)),
V|EML,RL
FORRAT(8FIO.5)
END IF
*** MAKE A CORILECTIO| TO THE LOCAL E|TPAI|MENT VELOCITY ***
V|C|JLF-(J-1))=V|EWL
*** UPDATE THE SUCTIO| VELOCITY OI TEE UPPER JET BOUNDARY ***
RU=VVISU-VU(J)
MI=-(I.ODO-O.8DO/DFLOAT(|E-1)*DFLOAT(J-1))
V|EMU= VI(|JUS+(J-1))+Wl*RU
RESU=DIBS(RU)
IF(RESU.GT.RES) RES=RESU
IF(DUMP) THE|
MRITE(IO,30) IU(J),YU(J),UU(J),VU(J),VVISU, V|(|JUS+(J-1)),
V|EMU,RU
E|D IF
*** MAKE A CORRECTIO| TO THE LOCAL E|TP_tIINE|T VELOCITY ***
VI(13US+(J-I))-VIEIU
CO|TI|UE
YIE|D=YI
RETURII
EID
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C D
C AMAT -
C BMAT -
C q -
C H -
C VO -
C BETA -
C U10 -
C UO0 -
C AO -
C BO -
C DFDRAG-
C IS -
C IF -
C HJLF -
C HJUS -
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTIIE PERFOR(ALPHA,D,AK_T,BMAT,q,I,Y0,BETA,
1 UIO,UOO,AO,BO,DFDP_G,IS,IF,IJLF,IJUS,PHI)
C
C
C SUBROUTI|E PERFOR CONPUTES THE THRUST AUGHEHTATIOH RATIO IH THO
C IHDEPEHDEHT CALCULATIO|S; THROUGH IITEGRATIOH OF THE SURFACE PRESSURES AND
C THROUGH USE OF THE BLASIUS INTEGRAL LAg. IH THE SURFACE PRESSURE BASED
C CALCULATIOI, THE SUCTIOH ACTIHG OH BOTH THE EJECTOR SHROUD LEADIHG EDGE AND
C THE PRINARY JET HOZZLE ARE TAKEH IHTO ACCOUNT.
C
C *** LATEST REVISIOH - 2 FEB 1987 ***
C
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIOH ***
C
C IHPUT:
C ALPHA - VECTOR COHTAI|IHG THE SURFACE SLOPES
VECTOR COHTAIHIHG THE PA|EL LE|GTHS
MATRIX OF HORIZOHTAL IHDUCED VELOCITY COEFFICIEHTS
MATRIX OF VERTICAL IHDUCED VELOCITY COEFFICIEHTS
VECTOR COHTAIIIIG THE SOURCE STREIGTRS
lUMBER OF PANELS
FREE STREAM SPEED
AHGLE OF ATTACK
IHITIAL JET VELOCITY
IIITIAL JET EXTERHAL VELOCITY
I|ITIAL ASYMMETRY FACTOR
IHITIAL JET HALF-WIDTH
DIFFUSER ASSOCIATED DRAG
IHDEX OF BEGIH|IHG OF SHROUD HOSE
I|DEI OF EHD OF SHROUD HOSE
I|DEI OF FIHISH OF JET LOWER BOUNDARY
I|DEI OF START OF JET UPPER BOUHDARY
OUTPUT:
PHI - THRUST AUGMEHTATIOH COMPUTED USIHG THE HONEITUH THEOREM
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIHEHSIOi ALPHA(|),D(H),AHAT(H,H),BMAT(H,H),q(H)
COHMO! UO,U1,P,A,B,¥1,ALP
C
C *** AREA 18 IS SHAPED WITH TWOJET
C
COHHOI /AREA181H,HDOT
EXTERnaL U,USq
C
PIffi3.1415926DO
C
UOIffiVO*DCOS(BETA)
UOY=VO*DSIH(BETA)
C
C *** COMPUTE THE PRINARY JET _OHEITUH
C
PJ_J=2.0DO*BO/ALP*(2.0DO/3.0DO*UIO**2+2.0DO*UOO*UIO+UIO*AO-
1 AO**2/4.0DO-UIO*VO)
*** IHTEGRATE THE SURFACE PRESSURES OH THE EJECTOR SHROUD
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Sl_ql =0. ODO
SUM2 =0. ODO
K=O
||--|F-|S+I
R--I. ODO
DTH=-PI/DF'LOAT(||)
TH=3.01_/2. ODO* PI+DTH/2. ODO
DO I=IS,IF
K=K+I
MT=2. ODO
IF(DMOD(DFLOAT (K), 2. ODO). LT. O. I DO) MT=4. ODO
IF(K. EQ. I .Oft. K. EQ. II) MT=I. ODO
SUM3=O. ODO
SLM4=O. ODO
DO J=l,|
SUM3=SUM3+AMAT (I, J)*Q (J)
SUM4=SUM4+BMAT (I ,J)*Q(J)
EMD DO
UU=SUM3+UOX
VV=SUN4+UOY
PR=O. 51)0, (UU**2+VV**2-VO* *2)
SUMI=SUNI+PR*MT/3.0DO*DCOS(TH)*R*DTH
SUH2=SU]q2+PR*D(I)*DSI|(ALPHA(I))
TH=TH+DTB
EID DO
TSI=SUM1
TS2=SUM2
MP,ITE(21,5) TS1,TS2
FORI_T(//, " SHROUD THRUST SIMPSOIS RULE, NIDPOIIT RULE: ',2F10.5)
*** I|TEGP_TE THE SURFACE PRESSUP, E 01 THE JET |OZZLE
SUMI=O.ODO
SUN2=O.ODO
||=|JUS-|JLF+t
R=.OSDO
DTH=-PI/DFLOAT(||)
TH=3.0DO/2.0DO*PI+DTB/2.0DO
X=O
DO I=|JLF,|JUS
K=K+I
¥T=2.0DO
IF(DNOD(DFLOAT(K),2.0DO).LT.O.1DO) MT=4.0DO
IF(K.EQ.I.0K.K.Eq.||) MT=t.ODO
SUM3=O.ODO
SUN4=O.ODO
DO J=l,|
SLM3=SLM3+AMAT(I,J)*q(J)
SUM4=SUlq4+BHAT(I,J)*q(J)
E|D DO
UU=SUH3+UOZ
VV=SLrM4+UOY
PR=O.SDO*(UU**2+VV**2-VO**2)
SUNI=SUNI+PR*MT/3.0DO*COS(TH)*R*DTH
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C
C
10
SUM2=SUM2+PH*D(I)*DSIN(ALPHA(I))
TH=TH+DTH
END DO
TCI=SUM1
TC2=SUM2
WRITE(21,6) TC1,TC2
FORMAT(' NOZZLE CAP THRUST SIMPSOIS RULE, I_DPOINT RULE: ',2F10.5)
TAUX=TSI+TC1
*** COMPUTE THE MOMENTUM FLUX AT THE EJECTOR EXIT
ETAH=3.0DO
TP=BO/kLP*((UOO**2+UOO*AO+AO**2/2.0DO-VO**2)*ETAH-
1 2.01_*(UO*ETAH+DLOG(2.0DO)/2.0DO*A)*VO)
PHISP=I.0DO+(TAUI+TP-DFDKAG)/KRJ
TGKOSS=SIMS(USQ,O.ODO,H,30)-VO,SIMS(U,O.ODO,H,30)
PHIMT=TGROSS/KMJ
TIND=TGROSS-(KMJ+TP)+DFDRAG
WB/TE(21,10) R_J,TGRDSS,TAUX,TIID,DFDRAG,PHISP,PHIMT
FORMAT(//,' JET MOMENTUM = ',FIO.S,
1 ' EXITING MOMENTUM = ',FIO.S,/,
2 ' INDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = ',FIO.5,/,
3 ' INDUCED THRUST COMPUTED FROM MOMENTUM THEOREM = ',FIO.S,/,
4 ' PRESSURE DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFUSER = ',FIO.5,/,
4 ' THRUST AUGMENTATIOI RATIO FROM SURFACE PRESSURES = ',FIO.5,/,
S ' THRUST AUGME|TATIOI RATIO FROM MOMENTUM THEOREM = ',FIO.S)
PHI=PHIMT
RETUKI
END
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SUBROUTIHE TWOJET(XEIIT,XBEGII,DUNP,PEXIT,DFDRAG,IEK)
C
C *
C SUBROUTI|E TWOJET NARCHES THE VISCOUS SOLUTIO| HITHI| THE CHAIHEL BEYOHD *
C THE MATCHING KEGIO|. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISIO| - 24 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C XEXIT - X COORDI|ATE OF THE SHROUD EXIT *
C XBEGI| - X COORDI|ATE TO START THE MARCHIHG *
C DUMP - LOGICAL PARAMETER USED TO CO|TRDL OUTPUT *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C PEXIT - STATIC PRESSURE COMPUTED BY THE VISCOUS SOLUTIOH AT THE EXIT *
C DFDKAG - DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFUSER *
C IER - ERROR PARANETER: 0 FOR HOKMAL EIECUTIO|, 1 FOR ERROR *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
LOGICAL DUMP
DIMEHSIO| S(7),SD(7),W(7,9),C(24)
COMMO| UO,U1,P, A,B, Y1,ALP
c
c *** ERROR IS SHARED WITH DERIV2 ***
C *** AREA 18 IS SHARED WITH PERFOR ***
C *** AREA 21 IS SHARED I/ITH DUOAUG A|D DE'IV2 ***
C
COI_O| /ERROR/ IERKOK
COMMOH /AREA18/ R,EDOT
COMMO| /AREA21/ DIFSLP,XDIFF
EITERIkL DERIV2,USQ,U
IF(DUMP) RE_II|D 12
IERROR=O
*** IHITIALIZE PARAMETERS FOR THE DVERK _OUTIHE
M=7
_=7
TOL=I.D-4
I|D=I
*** DECODE THE S VECTOR SO THAT THE VALUES NAY BE SE|T I| CO}_qO| ***
S(1)=UO
S(2)=Ul
S(3)=P
S(4)=i
S(5)=B
S(6)=Y1
S(7)=O.ODO
*** COMPUTE THE STARTI|G MOME|TUM AID HISS FLUI
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KMJI=SIMS (USQ, O. ODO, 2. ODO, 100)+2. ODO*P
KMDOTI=SIMS (U, O. ODO, 2. ODO, 100)
IFCDUMP) THE|
WKITE(12,SO) RMJI,RRDOT1
50 FO_AT(/,25X, _ JET I| CHA||EL SOLUTIO| _,/,
1 _ I|ITIAL JET MOMENTUM = ,,FIO.S,' INITIAL MASS = ,,
2 F10.5)
WRITE(12,55)
55 FOP_AT(/,' X UO,UODOT U1,UIDOT P,PDOT , ,
1 ' A,ADOT B,BDOT YI,YIDOT _)
END IF
150
60
C
C
C
C
70
*** IIITIkLIZE PARAMETERS FOR THE I|TEGRATI8| OF THE VISCOUS EqS. ***
DX=O.SDO
DIST=XEXIT-XBEGII
IPTS=NINT(DIST/DX)
DX=DIST/DFLOAT(BPTS)
X=XBEGIN
PSTART=P
HSTART=2.0DO
*** EITER LOOP TO MARCH THE VISCOUS EQUATIONS
DO I=I,|PTS
XERD=I+DX
CALL DVERK(M,DERIV2,X,S,XE|D,TOL,I|D,C,_,W,IEK)
IF(IERRDR.E_.I) THEI
IER=I
RETUKI
E|D IF
IF(IID.LT.O.OR.IEK.GT.O) THEN
WKITE(3,150) I|D,IEK
FORMAT(/,' ERROR I| TWOJET, DVERK KETUR|ED WITH IID= ',IS,
' IEK = ',I5)
IER=I
RETUI_
E|D IF
IF(DUMP) THE!
CALL DERIV2(N,X,S,SD)
WEITE(12,60) X,(S(J),J=l,6),X,(SD(J),Jffil,6)
FOP_AT(7FII.5,/,7Fll.5,/)
E|D IF
END DO
*** STORE THE EXIT PRESSURE A|D COMPUTE THE DIFFUSER PRESSURE DRAG ***
PEXIT=P
DFDRIG=S(7)-(P-PSTART)*HSTART
*** COMPUTE THE FI|AL HONEITUM AND MASS FLUX
RMJ=SIMS(USQ,O.ODO,B,IOO)+P*HSTART+DFDRAG
KMDOT=SIMS(U,O.ODO,H,IO0)
IF(DUMP) THEI
WRITE(12,70) RMJ,KMDOT
FORRAT(' FI|AL MDME|TUM = ',F10.5,' FI|AL MASS = ',F10.5)
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80
C
END IF
*** IF MOMENTUM IS NOT CONSERVED WRITE IN ERROR MESSAGE
EI_.= ( P,_J- IIMJ 1 ) / RMJ 1
IF(DABS (ERR) .GT. 5 .D-2) THEN
WRITE(3,80)
FORMIT(' ERROR IN TWO JET:
IER=I
RETURI
END IF
SINGULARITIES I| CHANNEL SOLUTION')
IER=O
RETUR!
END
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FbICTIO| U(Y)
C
C *
C FU|CTIO| U COMPUTES TNE JET VELOCITY *
C *
C *** LITEST REVISIO! - 24 IPR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARJtMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C INPUT: *
C Y - DISTANCE FROM TNE JET CE|TERLINE *
C OUTPUT: *
C U - NORIZO|TAL COMPONE|T OF VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-N,O-Z)
COMMO| UO,U1,P,A,B,Y1,ALP
ARGI=ALP*(Y+Y1)/B
IRG2=ALP*(Y-Y1)/B
TI=DTAI_(IRG1)
T2=DTAIH(ARG2)
SIS_=I.0DO-TI**2
S2S_=l.0D0-T2**2
U=UO+A/2.0DO*(T1-T2)+UI*(SISQ+S2SQ)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE UPPVLC(I,U,UDOT)
C
C********************_*************_************_**_***_*****_****_****s*s****
C .
C SUBRDtFrINE UPPVLC COMPUTES THE HORIZO|TAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY O! THE *
C UPPER SIDE OF THE JET BOUNDARY. ,
C ,
C *** LATEST REVISION - 24 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C INPUT: *
C X - DISTANCE FROM THE JET ORIGIN *
C OUTPUT *
C U - HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY AT THE STITIO| I *
C UDOT - dU/dx AT THE STATION • *
C *
C*****_*******************************SS*******S***$_*****_********************
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
10
*** AREA16 IS SHARED WITH JETMAT, VLCJET, liD O|EJET ***
COHNON /AREA16/ XU(IOO),YU(IOO),UU(IOO),VU(IOO),SPLNUU(IOO,3),BU
CALL INTRP(X,XU,UU,IU,SPLNUU,IOO,U,UDOT, D2UBI2,IER)
IF(IER.NE.O) THEN
WP_TE(3,10) IER,I
FORMAT(' ERRDR IN UPPVLC: IITRP RETURNED WITH IER = ',I3,
1 ' X = ',FIO.5)
STOP
END IF
RETURI
EID
---_9"_ APPENDIX B. CO.._IPU'TER CODE
FUNCTIO| USQ (Y)
C
C *
C FUICTIO| USQ CONPUTES TBE SQUARE OF THE JET VELOCITY *
C ,
C *** LATEST KEVlSIO| - 24 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PAI_NETER DESCKIPTIO| *** *
C IIPUT: *
C Y - DISTA|CE FROM THE JET CE|TEKLIIE *
C OUTPUT: *
C USq - SQUARE OF THE JET VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
CONMOi UO,U1,P,A,B,Y1,ALP
C=U(y)
USQ=C*C
RETUIIJ
END
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FUICTID| VCRD,Y)
C
C** 8******** S****ss****S_********8***o*****_**_***_t *****$*******_****** _*****
C *
C FUICTIO| V COMPUTES THE VERTICAL CONPOIEWT OF THE JET VELOCITY *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISIO| - 24 APR 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARANEYER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C IIPUT: *
C RD - VECTOR CD|TAI|I|G THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PARAMETERS *
C Y - DISTIICE FRDN THE JET CEWTERLIWE *
C OUTPUT : *
C V - VERTICAL CONPOWEIT OF VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
DIMEHSIO| RD(6)
COMMO| UO,U1 ,P,A,B,Y1 ,ALP
COIST=kLP/B
ETA=COIST* (Y-Y1)
T=DTAIH(ETA)
DLC=DLOG (DCOSB(ETA))
UODOT=RD(1)
UIDOT=RD (2)
ADOT--RD(4)
BDOT=RD(5)
V=-ETA/COWST*UODOT
1 -T/CO|ST*UIDOT
2 +O.5DO/CO|ST*(DLC-ETA)*ADOT
3 +I.ODO/ALP*(-UI*ETA*T**2-(UI+A/2.0DO*ETA)*T+O.SDO*A*DLC+
4 UI*ETA)*BDOT
RETUR!
EID
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S UBROUTI IE VLCJ ET ( ALWR, BLNR , IUPP , BUPP, q , IJLS , lJ LF , lJ US , lJ UF,
1 l, VO, BETA, PITH)
C
C*** *********el** * ** *** ******V********$* ****************************** **** *****
C *
C SUBROUTINE VLCJET COMPUTES VALUES OF THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS AT THE *
C LOWER AND UPPER SIDES OF THE JET BOUIDIRY. *
C SPLINE FITS IRE MADE TO THE VELOCITY CONPOIEITS IID THE RESULTS SENT TO *
C SUBRDUTI|ES UPPVLC I|D LWRVLC VII COMNO| BLOCKS. *
C *
C LITEST REVISION 24 IPR 1987 *
C *
C *** PARAHETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C INPUT : *
C ALNR - IIFLUERCE COEFFICIEITS FOR U-VELOCITY ALOKG THE LOWER BOUIDIRY *
C BLNR - INFLUE|CE COEFFICIENTS FOR V-VELOCITY ILO|G THE LONER BOUNDARY *
C AUPP - INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR U-VELOCITY ALONG THE LOWER BOUNDARY *
C BUPP - IIFLUEICE COEFFICIEITS FOR V-VELOCITY ALONG THE LONER BOUNDARY *
C q - VECTOR OF SOURCE STRE|GTHS *
C HJLS - PAIEL NUMBER OF THE BEGI|_ING 0F THE LOWER JET BOUNDIRY *
C HJLF - PAIEL NUMBER OF THE END OF THE LOWER JET BOUNDARY *
C NJUS - PAIEL NUMBER OF THE BEGINNING OF THE UPPER JET BOU_DIRY *
C NJUF - PANEL NUMBER OF THE END OF THE UPPER JET BOUNDARY *
C N - NUMBER OF PAHELS *
C VO - FREE STREAM SPEED *
C BETI - AIGLE OF ITTICK *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C PATM - UPSTREAM IMBIENT PRESSURE *
C *
C SENT VIA COMM0| BLOCK I| IREI15 *
C IlL - VECTOR CO|TII|I|G THE IBSCISSA OF THE STITI0|S IT WHICH THE *
C VELOCITIES IRE CALCULITED *
C YL - VECTOR COITIIIIIG THE ORDI|ITES OF THE STITIOIS IT WHICH THE *
C VELOCITIES IRE CALCULATED *
C UL - VECTOR C0|TIIII|G THE HORIZ0|TIL COHP01E|T OF VELOCITY *
C VL - VECTOR CO|TII|I|G THE VERTICAL CONPOIE|T OF VELOCITY *
C SPLHUL- SPLI|E FIT PARAMETERS FOR THE U CONPONE|T OF VELOCITY IT THE JET *
C LOWER BOUNDARY *
C *
C SEIT VII CONMO| BLOCK II AREAl6 *
C XU - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE ABSCISSA OF THE STITIOIS AT WHICH THE *
C VELOCITIES IRE CALCULITED *
C YU - VECTOR CONTIIIIIG THE ORDIIITES OF THE STITIONS AT WHICH THE *
C VELOCITIES IRE CALCULATED *
C UU - VECTOR COITAI|ING THE HORIZONTAL CONPO|E|T OF VELOCITY *
C VU - VECTGR CONTAINING THE VERTICAL CONPOIEIT OF VELOCITY *
C SPLNUU- SPLINE FIT PARAMETERS FOR THE U CONPO|E|T OF VELOCITY AT THE JET *
C LOWER BOUNDARY *
C *
C$*****$****$*$******,********************************************.*****$,,.,**
C
IMPLICIT REIL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSIO| ALWR(|JLF-|JLS+I,|),BLWR(IJLF-|JLS+I,|),
1 AUPP(|JUF-|JUS+I,|),BUPP(|JUF-IJUS+I,I),Q(|)
C
C *** IREI15 IS SHARED MITH JETNIT, LWRVLC, AID OlEJET ***
C *** AREI16 IS SHARED WITH JETMIT, UPPVLC, AND O|EJET ***
C
CON/ION /AREI15/ IL(IOO),YL(IOO),UL(IOO),YL(IOO),SPL|UL(IOO,3),NL
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C
50
COMMOW /AREA16/ XU(IO0) ,YU(IO0) ,UU(IO0) ,VU(IO0) ,SPLIUU(IO0,3) ,NU
*** CALCULATE AID STORE VELOCITY CONPO|ENTS F0R THE LOWER ***
*** JET BOUIDARY ***
NL=NJLF-NJLS+I
DO I=NJLF,NJLS,-1
II=NJLF-I+I
SU_I =O. ODO
SUN2=O. ODO
DO J=I,N
SUNI=SUNI+ALMR(II,J)*Q(J)
SUN2=SUM2+BLWK(II,J)*Q(J)
END DO
UL(II)=V0*DC0S(BETA)+SUM1
VL(II)=VO*DSIN(BETA)+SUM2
EHD DO
*** SPLINE FIT THE LOWER VELOCITY CONPONE|TS ***
CALL IQRSCU(XL,UL,NL,SPLNUL,IOO,IER)
IF(IEK.IE.O) THEN
WRITE(S,50) IER
STOP
E|D IF
*** CALCU'LATE AID STORE VELOCITY COMPOIEITS FOR THE UPPER ***
*** JET BOD]IDARY ***
NU=NJUF-NJUS+I
DO I=|JUS,|JUF
II=I-NJUS+I
SUMI=O.ODO
SUM2=O.ODO
DO J=I,N
SURI=SUNI+IUPP(II,J)*Q(J)
SUN2=SUN2+BUPP(II,J)sQ(J)
END DO
UU(II)=V0*DC0S(BETA)+SUN1
VU(II)=V0*DSIN(BETA)+SUM2
END DO
*** SPLIIE FIT THE UPPER VELOCITY CONPONEITS ***
CALL IQHSCU(ZU, UU, IU, SPLIRJU, 1OO, IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) TltEN
MRITE(5,50) IER
STOP
END IF
*** CALCUIATE TEE UPST_.EAN ATNOSPHEP_IC PRESSURE ***
PATN=O.SDO*(UU(2)e*2-V0**2)
FORRAT(' ERROR IN JETVLC, CALL TO IQBSCU RETUPJED WITH '
1 'IER = ',IS)
RETURI
END
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B.3.3 Panel Method Library PAN2LIB
SUBHOUTINE GEOM(•BOD,YBOD,ZETA,CI,CY,WORN,N,•CP,YCP,ALPHA,D,
I INDI,I|D2,PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,C)
C
C**********$**_$*$*********$********$*******$**$****$************$*************
C *
C SUBROUTINE GEOM COMPUTES THE SURFACE ELEMENT LENGTH, RADIUS OF *
C CURVATURE, ORIENTATION IN SPACE, AND PARABOLIC FIT COEFFICIENTS *
C •
C *** LATEST K_ ._ION - 28 JAN 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C IBOD - VECTOR OF BODY • COORDINATES *
C YBOD - VECTOR OF BODY Y COORDINATES *
C ZETA - WORK SPACE VECTOR FOR THE SPLINE FIT *
C CX - WORK SPACE MATRI• FOR THE • SPLINE FIT COEFFICIENTS *
C CY - WORK SPACE MATRI• FOR THE Y SPLINE FIT COEFFICIENTS *
C WORK - WORK SPACE MATRIX FOR PERIODIC SPLINE FITS *
C l - |UMBER OF SURFACE ELEHENTS *
C *
C OUTPUT : *
C •CP - VECTOR OF CONTROL POINT I COORDINATES *
C YCP - VECTOR OF CONTROL POINT Y COORDINATES *
C ALPHA - VECTOR OF INVERSE TANGENTS OF THE SLOPE OF EACH'PANEL *
C (ORIENTATION ANGLE) *
C D - VECTOR CONTAINING THE LENGTHS OF EACH PANE *
C INDI - VECTOR OF IBDEI OF THE PANEL b_IICH ADJOINS TO THE LEFT *
C IND2 - VECTOR OF INDEX OF THE PANEL WHICH ADJOINS TO THE RIGHT *
C PD..PPI- PARABOLIC FIT COEFFICIENTS *
C C - VECTOR OF SURFACE CURVATURE COEFFICIENTS *
C *
Cee*eee*********e**************************************************************
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
LOGICAL PERDT
DIMENSION IBOD(N+I),YBOD(I+I),ZETA(N+I),CI(N,3),CY(I,3),
1 WORK(8*(N+I)),ICP(I),YCP(N),ALPHA(N),D(N),I|DI(|),
2 IND2(N),PD(N),PE(N),PF(N),PG(N),PH(N),PPI(N),C(N)
PI=3.141592654DO
*** CHECK FOR PERIODIC GEOMETRY ***
IDIFF=IBOD(N+I)-IBOD(1)
YDIFF=YBOD(N+I)-YBOD(1)
IF(DABS(IDIFF).LT.I.E-3.AND.DABS(YDIFF).LT.I.E-3) THEN
PEHDT=.TRUE.
IBOD(N+I)=XBOD(1)
YBOD(N+I)=YBOD(1)
ELSE
PERDT=.FALSE.
END IF
DO I=l,J
DX=IBOD(I+I)-IBOD(I)
DY=YBOD(I+I)-YBOD(I)
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*** COMPUTE THE PA|EL LEWOTH ***
D(I)=DSqRT(DX**2+DY**2)
*** COMPUTE THE PAIEL ORIE|TATIO| A|GLE ***
IF(DIBS(DI).LT.I.D-6) THE!
IF(DY.GT.O.ODO) THEI
ALPHA(I)=PI/2.0DO
ELSE
ALPHA(I)=-PI/2.0DO
E|D IF
ELSE
ALPHA(I)=DATA|(DY/DI)
IF(DY.LT.O.ODO.I|D.DX.LT.O.ODO) ILPBI(I)=/LPHA(I)-PI
IF(DY.GE.O.ODO.AID.DX.LT.O.ODO) ALPHA(I)=ALPHA(I)+PI
EID IF
E|D DO
*** SPLIIE FIT THE BODY COORDIIATES iS A FU|CTIOI OF THE ***
*** PA|EL LEIGTH ***
ZETA(1)=O.ODO
DO I=2,|+1
ZETA(I)=ZETA(I-I)+D(I-I)
E|D DO
IF(PE&DT) THEI
CALL ICSPL| (ZETA, XBOD, I+1, CI, I,WORK, IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) THEI
W&ITE(3,7) IER
FOP_T( _ ERROR I| GEON, ICSCCU RETURNED WITH IER = _,I4)
STOP
END IF
CALL ICSPLW(ZETA, YBOD, |+1, CY, |,WORK ,IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) THE|
WRITE(3,7) IER
STOP
E|D IF
ELSE
CALL ICSCCU(ZETI,IBOD,|+I ,CI,|,IER)
IF(IER.|E. O) THEI
WRITE(3,7) IER
STOP
EID IF
CALL ICSCCU(ZE'rA, YBOD, |+1, CY, |,IER)
IF(IER.IE.O) THE|
WRITE(3,7) IER
STOP
EID IF
E|D IF
DO I=1,|
*** FIID THE CO|TROL POINT LOCATIOI AID SURFACE DERIVATIVES ***
Z=O.SDO*(ZETA(I)+ZETA(I+I))
CELL I|TRP(Z,ZETA,XBOD,|+I,CX,|,II,DIDZ,D2XDZ2,IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) THEI
YRITE(3,20) IER,Z
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2O FORMAT(' ERROR I! GEOM: IITRP RETURNED MITH IER = ',I3,
' I = _,F10.5)
STOP
EID IF
CALL I|TRP(Z,ZETA,YBOD,|+I,CY,|,YY,DYDZ,DRYDZR,IER)
IF(IER.|E.O) THE|
WRITE(3,20) IER,Z
STOP
E|D IF
ICP(I)=Xl
YCP(I)=YY
C(I)=(DZDZ*D2YDZ2-DYDZ*D2XDZ2)/(DXDZ**2+DYDZs*2)*il.5DO
*** COMPUTE PARABOLIC FIT COEFFICIE|TS ***
L1=I-1
L2=I
L3=I+1
IF(PERDT.A|D.I.EQ.I) LI=I
IF(PERDT.AID.I.EQ.|) L3=I
IF(.iOT.PERDT.AWD.(I.EQ.I.OR.I.EQ.|)) THE|
PD(L2)=O.ODO
PE(L2)=O.ODO
PF(L2)=O.ODO
PG(L2)=O.ODO
PH(L2)=O.ODO
PPI(L2)=O.ODO
ELSE
A=O.SDO*(D(LI)+D(L2))
B--O.SDO*(D(L2)+D(L3))
PD(L2)=-B/(A*(A+B))
PECL2)=(B-A)/(A*B)
PF(L2)=A/(B*(A+B))
PG(L2)=2.0DO/(A*(A+B))
PH(L2)=-2.0DO/(A*B)
PPI(L2)=2.0DO/(B*(A+B))
END IF
END DO
*** FILL THE IIDEX ARRAYS ***
DO I=1,1
I|DI(1)=I-1
I|D2(I)=I+I
E|D DO
IF(PERDT) THEI
IIDI(1)=I
IID2(1)=l
ELSE
IID2(1)=O
END IF
RETUPJ
END
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SUBROUTIHE GETDAT(|UNIT, XBOD, YBOD, VII, |, VO , BETA)
C
C *
C SUBRDUTINE GETDAT READS THE DATA FILE BODY.DAT TO OBTAIB TEE COORDINATES *
C OF THE SHftOUD GEOMETRY AS NELL AS THE BORRAL VELOCITY AT EACH PANEL. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISIO| - 28 Jl| 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C I|PUT: *
C IUJIT - LOGICAL UBIT FOR DATA I|PUT *
C *
C THE IBPtrr IS THE DATA FILE BODY.DAT WHICH CONTAIIS TEE • lID Y COORDINATES *
ELOBG WITH THE TRAiSPIRATIO| VELOCITY FOR EACH PAiEL *
OUTPUT:
• BOD - VECTOR COJTAINING THE ABSCISSA OF THE BODY POINTS
YBOD - VECTOR COMTAINING THE ORDINATES OF THE BODY POINTS
VN - VECTOR OF PANEL TRANSPIRATION VELOCITIES
N - NUMBER OF SURFACE ELEMEBTS (NUMBER OF BODY POINTS - 1)
C
I.W_LICIT REAL*8(A-R,O-Z)
DIMENSION •BOD(1),YBOD(1),V|(1)
10
C
REVIND IfUNIT
REWIND 2
DO I=1,500
READ(BU|IT,*,END=IO) XBOD(I),YBOD(I),YN(I)
END DO
|=I-2
READ(2,*) VO,BETA
BETUPJI
END
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SUBROUTINE INFINV(XCP,YCP,ALPHA,D,INDI,IID2,PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,C,
1 WORK,A,B,W,|,AMAT,BMAT,MINV)
C
C *
C SUBROUTINE INFINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF THE AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT *
C MATRIX. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 28 JAN 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C XCP - VECTOR CONTAINING THE CONTROL POINT X COORDINATES *
C YCP - VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE CONTROL POINT Y COORDINATES *
C ALPHA - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SURFACE SLOPE A|GLES FOR EACH PANEL *
C D - VECTOR CONTAINING THE PANEL LENGTHS *
C IND1 - VECTOR OF PANEL INDEX WHICH ADJOINS TO THE LEFT *
C IND2 - VECTOR OF PANEL INDEX WHICH ADJOINS TO THE RIGHT *
C PD..PPI PIRABOLIC FIT COEFFICIENTS *
C C - VECTOR OF SURFACE CURVATURE COEFFICIENTS *
C WORK - WORK SPACE MATRIX *
C A - WORK SPACE VECTOR TO HOLD X VELOCITY I|FLUBNCE COEFFICIENTS *
C B - WORK SPACE VECTOR TO HOLD Y VELOCITY INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS *
C W - WORK SPACE MATRIX TO TEMPORARILY HOLD THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS *
C N - NUMBER OF PANELS *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C AMAT - MATRIX IF HORIZONTAL I|DUCED VELOCITIES *
C BMAT - MATRIX OF VERTICAL IHDUCED VELOCITIES *
C WINV - INVERSE OF THE AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSIO| XCPC|),YCPCI),ALPHA(|),DCI),PD(I),PE(I),PF(I),PG(N),
1 PH(I),PPI(I),C(I),MIIVCI,I),M(I,I),MOKK(8*I),IIDI(I),
2 IID2(I),ACI),B(I),AMAT(I,|),BMAT(I,I)
2O
*** GENERATE THE AEKODY|AMIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX ***
DO I=l,|
X=XCP(I)
Y=YCP(I)
CALL INFLCE(X,Y,XCP,YCP,ALPHA,D,IIDI,IID2,PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,
1 PPI,C,MORK,|,A,B)
DO J=I,N
AMAT(I,J)=A(J)
BMAT(I ,J)=B(J)
W(I,J)=B(J)*DCOS(ALPHA(I))-A(J),DSII(ALPHA(I))
END DO
END DO
*** IIVEKT THE MATRIX USIHG LIIVIF ***
CALL LIIV1F(W, l, l, WIIV, O,MOIU_, IEH)
IF(IER.EQ.129) THEI
WRITE(3,20)
FORRAT(' ERRER IN INFIIV, LIIVIF FOUID A SINGULAR MATRIX ')
STOP
END IF
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SUBROUTINE IHFLCE(X,Y,ICP,YCP,AI.PHA,D,INDI,IHD2,
1 PD,PE,PF,PG,PH,PPI,CC,W,H,A,B)
C
C_**_*******i*_*_**_***_*******************_*****_**********************_*******
C *
C SUBROUTINE IHFLCE CONPUTES THE AERODY|ANIC IHFLUE|CE COEFFICIEHTS FOR *
C USE IN THE HIGHER ORDER PA|EL METHOD. *
C .
C *** LATEST REVISION - 28 JAN 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PAP_METER DESCRIPTIO| *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C X - I COORDIHATE AT WHICH THE INFLUEHCE COEFFICIENT IS TO BE CALCULATED *
C Y - Y COORDINATE AT WHICH THE IHFLUEHCE COEFFICIENT IS TO BE CALCULATED *
C XCP - VECTOR OF CONTROL POINT X COORDINATES *
C YCP - VECTOR OF CONTROL POINT Y COORDINATES *
C ALPHA - VECTOR OF SURFACE SLOPES FOR EACH PANEL *
C D - VECTOR OF PAHEL LENGTHS *
C INDI - VECTOR OF PA|EL IHDEX WHICH ADJOINS TO THE LEFT *
C IND2 - VECTOR OF PA|EL IHDEX WHICH ADJOI|S TO THE RIGHT *
C PD..PPI PARABOLIC FIT COEFFICIENTS *
C CC - VECTOR OF SURFACE CURVATURE COEFFICIEHTS *
C W - WORK SPACE FOR TEMPORARILY STOKING THE IHDUCED VELOCITY COMPOHENTS *
C | - NUMBER OF PAHELS *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C A - VECTOR OF IHFLUEHCE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE I CONPOHENT OF VELOCITY *
C B - VECTOR OF I|FLUEHCE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE Y COMPONENT OF VELOCITY *
C *
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION ICP(N),YCP(H),ALPHA(1),D(H),PD(H),PE(|),PF(|),PG(H),
1 PH(|),PPICN),CC(H),INDICH),IHD2(N),W(8,H),A(N),B(N)
PI=3.14159265DO
DO J=l,|
C=DCOS(ALPHA(J))
S=DSIi(ALPHA(J))
RX=X-ICP(J)
RY=Y-YCP(J)
RO=DSqRT(RX**2+RY**2)
IF(RO.Eq.O) THEN
EPS=I.D8
ELSE
EPS=D(J)/RO
EHD IF
EPS2=EPS**2
IF(EPS.LT.7.SD-2) THEN
*** USE APPROXIMATE FORMULAS IF THE FIELD POIHT IS VERY FAR ***
*** AWAY FROM THE PANEL CONTROL POI|T ***
ALP=RI/RO
BET=RY/RO
AUII=ALP*C+BET*S
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AUX2=-ALP*S+BET*C
W(1,J)=2.0DO*EPSeALP
M(2,J)=2.0DO*EPS*BET
M(3,J)=EPS2/6.0DO*(2.0DO*ALP*AUI1-C)
¥(4,J)=EPS2/6.0DO*(2.0DO*BET*AU%1-S)
M(S,J)=EPS2/12.0DO*(2.0DO*ALP*AUX2+S)
W(6,J)=EPS2/12.0DO*(2.0DO*BET*AUI2-C)
M(7,J)=W(1,J)/24.0DO
W(8,3)=W(2,J)/24.0DO
ELSE
II=RX*C+RY*S
ETA=-RX*S+RY*C
IF(EPS.LT.3.0D-1) THEN
*** USE ANOTHER SET OF APPROXI_TIOIS IF THE FIELD POINT IS ***
*** MODERATELY FAR AWAY FROM THE PA|EL CONTROL POINT ***
ALP=II/RO
ALP2=ALP**2
BET=ETA/NO
BET2=BET**2
AUXI=(kLP2/3.0DO-O.2SDO)*EPS2
AUX2=(kLP2/3.0DO-1.0DO/12,0DO)*EPS2
AUX3=2.0DO*ALP2-1.0DO
AUX4=(8.0DO*(ALP2-1.0DO)*ALP2+I.0DO)*EPS2
VOX=2.0DO*ALP*EPS*(1.0DO"AUX1)
VOE=2.0DO*BET*EPS*(1.0DO+AUI2)
VIX=EPS2/6.0DO*(AUX3+l.SD-1*AUX4)
VIE=ELP*BET*EPS2/3.0DO*(1.0DO+O.3DO*AUI3*EPS2)
VCX=kLP*BET*EPS2/6.0DO*(I.0DO+O.9DO*AUX3*EPS2)
VCE=EPS2/12.0DO*((2.0DO*BET2-1.0DO)-7.SD-2*AUX4)
V2I=ELP*EPS/12.0DO*(1.0DO+l.SDO*AUI1)
V2E=BET*EPS/12.0DO*(1.0DO+1.8DO*AUX2)
ELSE
*** USE THE EQUATIONS MITHOUT APPRDXINATIOI IF THE FIELD ***
*** POINT IS CLOSE TO THE PANEL CONTROL POINT ***
XI2=%I**2
ETA2=ETA**2
DEL=D(J)
DELR=DEL**2
RISQ=(XI+O.SDO*DEL)**R+ETA2
R2SQ=(XI-O.SDO*DEL)**R+ETA2
CI=DLDG(RISQ/R2Sq)
RIUM=ETA*DEL
DEIONgIIR+ETAR-O.RSDO*DEL2
C2=2,ODO*DATAN(IUIU]I/DENON)
IF(DABS(R_).LT.1.D-6.AND.DENfiM.LT.O.ODO) THEN
C2=2.0DO*PI
ELSE
IF(RIUM.GT.O.ODO.AID.DE|OM.LT.O.ODO) C2=C2+2.ODO*PI
IF(RIUII.LT.O.ODO.AID.DENOM.LT.O.ODO) CRuC2-2.ODO*PI
END IF
AUXI=ETA*C2+XI*C1
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AUI2=XI*C2-ETA*C1
VOXmC1
rOE=C2
VlX=(AUXl-2.0DO*DEL)/DEL
VlE=AUX2/DEL
VCX=(-AUX2+O.SDO*II*ETA*(DEL**3)/(RISq*R2Sq))/DEL
VCE=(AUXl-DEL*(1.0DO+((II2+ETA2)**2-
0.25DO$(XI2-ETA2)*DEL2)/
(R1SQ*R2Sq)))/DEL
V2X=(XI*ETA*C2+O.SDO*(XI2-ETA2)*CI-II*DEL)/DEL2
V2E=(O.SDO*(XI2-ETA2)*C2-XI*ETA*Cl+ETA*DEL)/DEL2
EID IF
*** TRANSFORM TO THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM ***
W(I,J)=VOX*C-VOE*S
N(2,J)=VOX*S+VOE*C
W(3,J)=VIX*C-VIE*S
W(4,J)=VIX*S+VIE*C
N(S,J)=VCI*C-VCE*S
W(6,J)=VCX*S+VCE*C
N(7,J)=V2X*C-V2E*S
W(8,J)=V2%*S+V2E*C
END IF
END DO
*** COMPUTE THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS ***
DO J=l,l
JMI=INDI(J)
JPI=IND2(J)
VXJ =N(I,J)+W(3,J)*PE(J)*D(J)+N(S,J)*CC(J)*D(J)+
N(7,J)*(PH(J)+CC(J)**2)*D(J)**2
VYJ =N(2,J)+W(4,J)*PE(J)*D(J)+W(6,J)*CC(J)*D(J)+
N(8,J)*(PB(J)+CC(J)**2)*D(J)**2
IF(JMI.NE.O) THEN
VIJMI=N(3,JMI)*PF(JM1)*D(JM1)+W(7,JN1)*PPI(JN1)*D(JM1)**2
VYJMI=W(4,JM1)*PF(JMt)*D(JM1)+W(8,JN1)*PPI(JM1)*D(JM1)**2
ELSE
VIJMI=O.ODO
VYJMI=O.ODO
END IF
IF(JPI.NE.O) TEEN
VIJPI=W(3,JP1)*PD(JP1)*D(JP1)+W(7,JP1)*PG(JP1)*D(JP1)**2
VYJPl=N(4,JP1)*PD(JP1)*D(JP1)+N(8,JP1)*PG(JP1)*D(JP1)**2
ELSE
VXJPI=O.ODO
VYJPI=O.ODO
END IF
A(J)=VXJ+VXJNI+VIJP1
B(J)=VYJ+VYJMI+VYJP1
C
END DO
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SUBROUTI NE STRNTH( ALPHA, V| , _ IV , | , VO , BETA , q)
C
C**********_****_********************_********************************_*****s S
C *
C SUBROUTIIE STR|TH COMPUTES THE PAIEL SOURCE STRENGTHS. *
C *
C *** LATEST REVISION - 28 JAN 1987 *** *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C ALPHA - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SURFACE SLOPE FOR EACH PANEL *
C VN - VECTOR CONTAINING THE TRANSPIRATION VELOCITY FOR EACH PANEL *
C WINV - I|VERSE OF THE AEKODYNAKIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS *
C N - |UMBER OF PANELS *
C VO - FREE STREAM VELOCITY *
C BETA - A|GLE OF ATTACK *
C *
C OUTPUT: *
C Q - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SOURCE STRENGTHS *
C *
C_,* **_***** ******* s****************************************************** ******
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION ALPHA(N) ,VN(N) ,WINV(N,N) ,Q(])
C
DO I--1,|
SUM:O. ODO
DO J=l, N
SUM=SUM+¥IIV (I, J) * (V0*DSI N (ALPHA (J)-BETA) -VNCJ) )
END DO
Q(I)=SUN
END DO
C
RETUR_
END
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SUBROUTINE I|TRP(X,XVEC,YVEC,I,SPL|,IS,Y,DYDI,D2YDZ2,IER)
C
C ,
C THIS SUBROUTIIE USES CUBIC SPLIIE FIT PARANETERS PRODUCED BY INSL *
C goUTI|E ICSCCU TO FIID INTERPOLATED VALUES OF I FU|CTIOI AID ITS DERIVATIVES*
C AT AII STITION I. *
C *
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTIOH *** *
C *
C INPUT: *
C X - INDEPENDENT COORDINATE. X MUST BE WITHIN THE RANGE OF WHICH VAS *
C SENT TO SUBROUTINE SPLI|E. *
C XVEC - VECTOR 0F LE|GTH N CONTAINING THE I COORDI|ATES. *
C YVEC - VECTOR 0F LENGTH N CONTAINIIG THE VALUE OF Y AT X STATIONS *
C CORRESPONDING T0 THOSE I| IVEC. *
C N - NUMBER OF DATA POIHTS USED IN THE SPLIIE FIT (DIMENSION OF VECTORS 2
C ZVEC AND YVEC) *
C SPLN - VECTOR OF SPLIIE FIT PARAMETERS AS OBTAINED FROM A CALL TO SYSTEM *
C ROUTINE ICSCCU. *
C BS -ROV DIMEHSI0| 0F SPL| EXACTLY AS SPECIFIED IN THE DIMENSIOH *
C STATEMENT 0F THE CALLING ROUTI|E *
C *
C OUTPUTS *
C Y - IFIERPOLATED VALUE OF THE FUMCTIOB AT THE STATION X *
C DYDX - INTERPOLATED VALUE OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE 0F THE FUHCTION AT THE *
C STATION X *
C D2YDI2 INTERPOLATED VALUE OF THE SEC0|D DERIVATIVE AT THE STATION X *
C IER - ERROR PARAMETER. O FOR SUCCESSFUL I|TERPOLATION 2
C 1 FOR I OUT OF BOUNDS *
C 2
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION XVEC(H),YVEC(N),SPLN(NS,3)
10
c
c
C
20
*.2 VERIFY THAT X IS WITHI| THE PROPER RA|GE 2.*
*** EPS IS USED AS A TOLERA|CE FOR g0UHD-0FF ERROR ***
EPS=I. OD-6
IF( (ZVEC(1)-X). GT. EPS. 0R. (X-XVEC(|)). GT. EPS) THEN
IER=I
RETURII
END IF
.2. SEARCH THROUGH THE ABSCISSA VECTOR TO LOCATE THE I|TERVAL IN ***
.2. WHICH X LIES. .2.
NF=N-1
DO 10 J=I,|F
IF(J.Eq. IF) GOTO 20
IF((ZVEC(J)-EPS).LE.I.AID.X.LT.XVEC(J+I)) GOT0 20
CONTI|UE
2.* COMPUTE INTERPOLATED VALUES ***
D=X-IVEC(3)
Y=SPLN(J,3)*D**3+SPLN(J,2)*D**2+SPL|(J,1)*D+YVEC(J)
DYDI=3.0DO*SPLN(J,3)*D**2+2.0DO*SPL|(J,2)*D+SPLN(3,1)
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D2YDZ2=6. ODO*SPL| (J, 3) *D+2. ODO* SPL|(J ,2)
IER=O
KETUK!
EID
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SUBROUTINE LINTRP(X,XP,YP,SPLi,N,Y,DYDX,IER)
C
C
C SUBROUTINE LINTKP _lS MI_ITTE! FOR T_E JOINT INSTITUTE FOK _EKON_UTICS
C liD iCOUSTICS _T STANFORD UIIVEKSITY BY THOMAS LUID. L_TEST REVISION 17
C JULY 1984.
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE USES SLOPES GENERATED BY SUBROUTINE L|SPLN TO FIND
C IiTEKPOLITED V_LUES OF _ FU|CTION liD ITS DERIVATIVE _T _NY STATION X.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
**P_NETER DESCRIPTION**
INPUTS:
I - INDEPENDENT COORDINATE. I MUST BE _IT_II T_E _NGE OF _IC_ _S
SENT TO SUBROUTINE LNSPLN.
XP - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTIINING THE X C00RDI|ITES OF i FUNCTION P.
YP - VECTOR OF LENGT_ N CONTIINIIG THE V_LUE 0F P _T X ST_TI0|S
CORRESPONDING TO THOSE IN XP.
C SPLN- VECTOR 0F SLOPES _S OBTAINED FKON i C&LL T0 SUBKOUTINE LNSPLN.
C N - lUMBER OF D_T_ POINTS USED IN THE SPLINE FIT (DIMENSION OF VECTORS IP
C _ND YP)
C
C OUTPUTS:
C Y - INTERPOLATED VALUE OF THE FUNCTION _T THE STITION
C DYDX - INTEKPOLITED VILUE OF THE FIRST DEKIVITIVE OF THE FUNCTIO| IT THE
C STATION I
C IER - ERROR PAKANETE_, ON SUCCESSFUL TERXINATIO| IER IS SET TO ZERO, IER=I
C INDICATES TNAT X _AS OUT OF BOUNDS OF TIE
C SPLINE FIT SLOPES.
C
C
C **PRECISION** - ALL P_RANETERS liD INTERNAL V_RI_BLES IRE DOUBLE PRECISION
C
C
I_PLICIT KEAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION XP(N),YP(N),SPLN(N-1)
lO
C
C
IER=O
NF=N-I
*** VERIFY THAT I IS _ITHIN THE PROPER itliGE ***
*** EPS IS USED AS • TOLEI_ICE FOR ROUID-OFF ERROR ***
EDS=I. OD-6
IF((I[P(1)-%) .GT.EPS.OR. (X-XP(N)) .GT.EPS) THEN
IElt=l
RETUR]
END IF
*** SEIRC_ THROUGH THE iBSCISS• VECTOR TO LOC•TE THE INTERVAL IN ***
*** WHICH X LIES. ***
DO 10 J=I,NF
IF(J.Eq. NF) GOTO 20
IF(I.GE.(IP(J)-EPS).AiD.X.LT.IP(J+I)) _OTO 20
CONTIiUE
*** COMPUTE INTEKPOL•TED VILUES ***
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c
20 D=X-XP(J)
Y=SPL|(J)*D+YP(J)
DYDX=SPLN(J)
RETURI[
END
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SUBROUTINE LHSPLN(X,Y,I,SLOPE,IER)
C *
C THIS SUBROUTINE WAS _RITTEN FOR THE JOINT INSTITUTE FOR AEROHAUT- *
C ICS AiD ACOUSTICS, STAHFORD UNIVERSITY BY TS0_S LU|D. LATEST REGIS-*
C ION 13 SEPTENBER 1984. *
C *
C SUBROUTIHE LNSPLN (LI|EAR SPLIHE FIT) IS USED TO GE|EI_TE THE *
C SLOPE OF A DISCRETE FUICTIOH THROUGH THE USE OF LI|EAR SEGNENTS. THE *
C SLOPE AT THE NIDPOI|T OF EACH INTERVAL IS COMPUTED USIHG FIRST
C ORDER ACCURATE BACKWARD DIFFEREiCIIG. SUBROUTI|E LIHTRP IS CALLED
C TO DO THE ACTUAL IHTERPOLATI|G.
**PARANETER DESCRIPTION**
INPUT:
X - VECTOR OF LENGTH H CO|TAINING THE ABSCISSAS.
X NUST BE ORDERED SUCH THAT I(I+l)>X(I).
Y - VECTOR OF LE|GTH N COITAI|IIG THE ORDI|ATES.
| - LENGTH 0P THE INPUT VECTORS. N MUST BE GREATER THAN OHE.
OUTPUT:
C SLOPE - VECTOR OF LE|GTH I-1COITAIIIIG THE SLOPE OF EACH I|TERVAL
IER - ERROR PARAMETER. OI NORHkL EXIT IER IS SET TO ZERO. IER=I
I|DICATES THAT H WAS LESS THA| 2. IEH=2 INDICATES THAT
I(I+l)<=I(I).
**LIHKING** - NO EXTERIAL SUBROUTIIE_ I_ LIWK.
**PRECISION** - ALL PARAMETERS AND INTERNAL VARIABLES ARE DOUBLE
PRECISIO|.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
THE ELEMENTS OF*
C$$ $$$$$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$ $$
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIHE|SIO| X(i) ,YCH) ,SLOPE(|-1)
_F=| 1
C CHEC_ FOR ERROR COHDITIONS
IER=O
IF(H.LT. 2) THEN
IER=I
GOTO 200
END IF
DO 10 I=I,|F
IF(I(I÷I) .LE.X(I)) THF21
IER--2
GOTO 200
E|D IF
10 CONTINUE
C CONPUTE FIRST ORDER ACCURATE SLOPES
DO 20 I=I,HF
SLOPECI) =CY(I+I)-Y(I))/(X(I+I)-I(I))
20 CONTINUE
200 RETUBH
END
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SUBROUTINE RK2(N,FCB,I,Y,IEND)
Cillleelllllllelllllli_ele_llli_lli_lllllli_lllllilelli_llllillelllllll
C
C THIS ROUTINE _AS _RITTEN FOR THE JOINT INSTITUTE FOR AERONAUTICS
C AND ACOUSTICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY BY THOMAS LUND. LATEST REVISION
C 20 JAN 1985.
C
C SUBRDUTI|E RK2 INTEGRATES A FIRST ORDER SYSTEM OF ORDINARY DIFFER-
C ENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A SECOND ORDER ACCURATE RUNGE-KUTTI SCHEME.
C EACH CALL TO RK2 ADVANCES THE SOLUTION FORWARD IN TIME ONE INTERVAL.
***PARAMETER DESCRIPTION***
I RAIl OF THE FIRST ORDER SYSTEM.
FCN - N-DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION _ICH DEFIIES THE SYSTEM DERIVATIVE.
Z - INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, INITIAL VALUE FOR INTEGRATION STEP.
Y - VECTOR OF LENGTH ] WHICH ON INPUT CONTAINS THE I|ITIAL VALUES
AND ON OUTPUT COITAIIS THE APPRDXINATE SOLUTION ADVANCED IN
TIME ONE INTERVAL.
C XEND - VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AT THE END OF THE INTERVAL.
C THE INTERVAL SIZE IS DEFINED AS IEND-I.
C
C ***LINKING***
C
C NO LINKING TO EXTERNAL RDUTINES IS NECESSARY, BUT A DRIVING
C RDUTINE IS |EEDED TO CALL RK2, AND A SUBROUTINE MUST BE AVAILABLE TO
C COMPUTE THE SYSTEM DERIVATIVE.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
10
20
***PRECISION***
ALL PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES ARE DEFINED AS DOUBLE PRECISION
***EIVIROIMENT***
VA% 11-780
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,O-Z)
DIMENSION Y(1) ,YP(IO) ,YHAT(IO) ,YHATP(IO)
H=XEID-I
CALL FCN(N,X, Y,YP)
DO 10 I=l,|
YHAT(I)=Y(I) +H*YP(I)
CONTINUE
CALL FCN(N,XEND, YHAT, YHATP)
DO 20 I=1,11
Y (I) =0.5DO* (Y(I) +THAT(I) +H*YHATP(I))
CONTINUE
_=XEND
RETURJ
END
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SUBROUTIHE SIHQ(AD,A,B,|,HD,KS)
c
Ce****e******** @**********************e**********e**e**************************
C *
C SUBROUTINE SIMq IS IN OLD IBM SYSTEM USED TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF *
C SINULTA|EDUS LI|EAR EqUATIO|S. THE ALGORITHM IS GIUSSIAN ELIKI|ATIO|. *
C *
C re* PARAMETER DESCRIPTIOH *** .
C *
C INPUT: *
C AD - MATRIX OF CDUPLI|G COEFFICIENTS *
C A - WORK SP¢CE MATRIX OF DIME|SIO| IDE|TICAL TO THAT OF AD *
C B - RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR *
C • - RANK OF THE SYSTEM *
C HD - NUMBER OF F._UATIONS II THE SYSTEM (USUALLY EQUAL TO N) *
C KS - ERROR PARAMETER, KS=I FOR A SINGULAR MATRIZ *
C *
C$***$$*v******$$$*$*****$*$$*$*$*$$****$$***$$****$$*****$$$$$@$****$***$$$,$$
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSI8| B(|D),AD(|D,ND),A(1)
IJ=O
DO 130 K=l,I
DO 130 L=I,•
IJ = IJ+l
130 A(IJ) = AD(L,K)
132 TOL=O.O
XS=O
JJ=-•
DO 65 3=1,•
JY=J+I
JJ=JJ+N+I
BIGA=O
IT=JJ-J
DO 30 I=J,•
IJ=IT+I
IF(DABS(BIGA)-DABSiA(1J))) 20,30,30
20 BIGA=A(I3)
IMAX=I
30 CO•TI•UE
IF(DABS(BIGA)-TOL) 35,35,40
35 KS=I
GO TO 220
40 II=3+N*(3-2)
IT=IMAX-J
DO SO K=J,N
IllIl+l
I2=II+IT
SAVE=A(II)
A(II)=A(12)
A(I2)=SAVE
50 A(II)=A(II)/BIGA
SAVE=B(IMAX)
B(IMAX)=B(J)
B(J)=SAVE/BIGA
IF(J-N) 55,70,55
55 IQSzl*(J-I)
DO 65 II=JY,1
IIJ=IQS+II
IT=J-IX
DO 60 JX=JY,I
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
SIMQ 540
SIMQ 550
SIMq 560
SIMq 570
SIMQ 580
SIMQ 590
SIMQ 600
SIMQ 610
SIMQ 620
SIMq 660
S!MQ ,To
SIMq 680
SIMQ 690
SIMq 700
SlMQ 740
SIMQ 750
SIMQ 751
SIMq 800
SIMQ 810
sIMq 820
SIMR 83o
SlNq 840
SIMQ 850
SIMQ 860
SIMQ 870
SINQ 910
SIMq 920
SINQ 930
sIMq 940
SIMQ 980
SIMQ 990
SIMQIO00
SIMQIOIO
SIMQI020
SIMQI030
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IlJI:l*(JI-1)÷II
JJX=IXJX+IT
60 A(IXJX)=A(IXJX)-(A(IXJ)*A(JJI))
65 B(IX)=B(IX)-(B(J)*A(IXJ))
70 NY=|-I
IT=I*I
DO 80 J=I,|Y
IA=IT-J
IB=|-J
IC=|
DO 80 K=I,J
B(IB)=B(IB)-A(IA)*B(IC)
IA=IA-|
80 IC=IC-I
220 IF (|.EQ.|D) RETURII
IJ = !*i+1
DO II0 L=I,|
DO 110 K=I,|
IJ = IJ-1
110 AD(_-L+I,|-K+I) = A(IJ)
RETURN
END
SIMQI040
SIMQI050
'SIMql060
SIMQI070
SIMQI110
SIMQ1120
SIMQ1130
SIMQ1140
SIMQ1150
SIMQ1160
SIMQ1170
$IMQIlSO
SIMQ1190
SIMQI200
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
SIMQI210
SIMq1220
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FU|CTIO| SIMS (F, ZL,ZU,NINT)
C******.8.*****************************************$*******************
C *
C THIS ROUTINE WAS wRITTE| FOR THE JOINT INSTITUTE FOR AERONAUTICS *
C AHD ACOUSTICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY BY THOMAS LUND. LATEST REVISION *
C 18 JULY 1986. *
C *
C SUBROUTINE SIMS PERFORMS l |UNERICAL I|TEGRATIO| OF A O|E DI- *
C MENSIONAL FUNCTI0| USING A FOURTH ORDER ACCURATE SCHEME. *
C *
C **PARAMETER DESCRIPTION** *
C *
C I|PUTS : *
C F - l FUNCTION WHICH DEFINES THE EQUATION TO BE INTEGRATED. *
C THE CALL MUST BE OF THE FORM CALL F(Z) WEERE Z IS *
C VARIABLE OF INTEGRATION. F MUST BE DECLARED EXTERNAL IN *
C THE DRIVING ROUTINE *
C ZU - UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION. *
C ZL - LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION. *
C MINT - NUMBER OF I|TEGRATIO| SUBINTERVALS. NI|T MUST BE AN EVEN *
C NUMBER. *
C *
C *sLINKING** - NO LINKING TO LIBRARIES NEEDED, HOWEVER A DRIVING *
C ROUTIHE AS WELL AS A FUNCTION EVALUATING ROUTINE *
C NEED TO BE SUPPLIED. *
C *
C **PRECISION** - ELL PARAMETERS AND IrIER|AL VA_/ABLES ARE DOUBLE *
C PRECISIO|. *
C *
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
*** COMPUTE SUB-INTERVAL SIZE ***
DZ=(ZU-ZL)/DFLOAT(IIIT)
*** INITIALIZE INTEGRATION PARAMETER ***
SUN=O.ODO
Z=ZL
*** CARRY OUT I|TEGRATION USI|G 4TH ORDER SIMPSONS RULE ***
DO 10, I=O,NIIT
*** SET WEIGHTI|G FACTOR TO A |OMI|AL VALUE OF 2 ***
R=2.0DO
*** IF I IS ODD SET THE MEIGBTI|G FACTOR TO 4 ***
IF((DFLDAT(I)/2.0DO-DFLOIT(I/2)).GT.O.2DO) R=4.0DO
*** AT TEE E|DPOIJTS SET THE WEIGHTI|G FACTOR TO 1 ***
IF(I.Eq.O.OR.I.EQ.|INT) R=I.0DO
*** FIND CO|TRIBUTIO| TO TEE INTEGRAL ***
SUM=SUM+R*F(Z)
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I0
C
C
C
Z=Z+DZ
CONTINUE
*** RETURI TNE APPROXIMATED IITEGRAL ***
SIMS=SUM*DZ/3.0DO
RETUPJ
EID
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